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Welcome
F

our anniversaries leap out in this issue of FlyPast. It’s
75 years since the first flight of the DHC Chipmunk,
in which thousands of pilots gained their ‘wings’. I’ve
always been fond of the type, having spent time in it as an Air
Cadet four decades ago, but also more recently when I had the
exciting opportunity to fly with David Petters and Jon Higgins
of the Vintage Pair display team. There’s a huge amount of love
for this aircraft and we devote eight pages to it in this edition.
Combat flying comes to the fore, as we explore the careers of
five P-47 Thunderbolt aces to mark 80 years since the type’s
first flight. Moving to the Korean War, it’s 70 years since F-86
Sabre pilot James Jabara became the first jet ace, and we tell
his fascinating – yet ultimately tragic – story.
We are also immensely proud of the fact that FlyPast is 40
years old this year, and to celebrate this milestone we are
offering a reprint of the rare first issue (which had a limited
print run), and you also have the chance of winning a flight in
a two-seat Spitfire! (see pages 52-53).
It’s pleasing to see warbird activity blossoming after so many
months of lockdown, and we have colourful photo reports from
events ‘down under’. Be sure not to miss forthcoming issues of
FlyPast because we have some superb air-to-air features on the
cards and will be reporting on the first of the UK’s airshows.

Now, though, it is with a tinge of sadness that I must bid you
farewell in this, my last edition as editor of the world’s biggestselling heritage aviation magazine.
I’m returning to the world of plastic modelling as editorat-large across the keymodelworld.com website and Airfix
Model World magazine. It’s been a rollercoaster three years,
especially lately due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has
made magazine production ‘interesting’ to say the least! I will
leave you in the capable hands of deputy editor Steve Beebee
and our caretaker editor, John Sootheran, who will be at the
helm for several months until a permanent editor takes post.
I wish to say a very big thank you to Steve, Jamie Ewan
(recently appointed editor of Aviation News), former editor
Ken Ellis, all my contributors and the warbird operators with
whom I’ve had contact during my FlyPast tenure.
And finally, heartfelt thanks go to you, the readers, who have
shown such wonderful support for your favourite heritage
aviation monthly. It’s been a heck of a ride!

Chris Clifford - Editor

The Old Warden-based Chipmunk
WD286, operated by a syndicate,
sports classic RAF training colours.
For our 75th anniversary focus on this
legendary type, turn to page 54
DARREN HARBAR

chris.clifford@keypublishing.com
Official note: We are able to report that, at the time of going to press, production and despatch of our magazine is currently unaffected
by the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. We will continue to update you as best we can, should this change. Some postal services may be
delayed. You can keep in touch with our latest updates and see what we are doing to keep distribution as normal as possible by visiting:
www.keypublishing.com/FAQs.
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Spitfire Mk.IX PT879
airborne recently with
replica bombs in place
DARREN HARBAR

‘Bombed up’ Russian Spitfire gets airborne
The Hangar 11 Collection’s
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX
PT879 (G-PTIX), which flew
for the first time in 75 years
last October, has now been
fitted with replica bombs.
Owner Peter Teichman
reports that the fighter –
which has been painted in its
original Soviet markings – is

attracting a lot of attention.
“As far as I am aware, no
other Spitfire has flown fully
‘bombed up’ since World War
Two, and she certainly looks
fabulous and very different in
her original Russian squadron
identity,” he told FlyPast.
“Regarding the dummy
bombs, the process was long,

complex and expensive, but
I have to give a ‘shout out’ to
Dave Starkey and his team
for their support. Initially,
we were lucky to be loaned
an original (and deactivated)
250lb GP bomb by RAF
Museum Cosford from which
we were able to engage the
services of an expert moulder.

Debut UK flight for well-travelled Ryan

Ryan ST-A N7779 lifts off from Old Warden on March 8 DARREN HARBAR
6 FlyPast June 2021

Ryan ST-A N7779 has made
a successful first flight from
Old Warden, Bedfordshire
in the hands of Jean Michel
Munn. The aircraft, owned by
Arnaldo Leon, got airborne on
March 8 following some light
restoration work.
Built in 1940, it joined the
Netherlands East Indies Air
Force before moving to the
RAAF in August 1942 as A5031. It subsequently entered
private ownership, registered
VH-AGZ in Australia. In
1969 it was exported to the
US flying as N288Y before

Then we designed an interior
construction which would
satisfy the regulator (the
CAA) and ensure the level
of security and strength
required. The replica bombs
hang on her original 1944
pylons, and recent test flights
have shown little effect on
flight characteristics.” Look
out for more on this superbly
restored warbird in a future
issue. www.hangar11.co.uk
gaining its current ID.
The Ryan was acquired
by Arnaldo in 2019: “I first
saw a Ryan in the ‘flesh’
almost 20 years ago,” he told
FlyPast. “I eventually found
this one in California and
sprang into action, closing
the deal [quickly]. The owner
bought it at Oshkosh in the
early 2000s but never flew
it. He also had an incredible
personal collection of naval
aircraft, but as he was
pushing 90, he wanted to
find a good home for his
collection.” An air-to-air
feature on N7779 will be in
next month’s FlyPast.

Lockheed L.1649 Starliner N7316C has
been moved to Paderborn-Lippstadt Airport
DLBS-DEAN RAINERI

ABOVE: US Navy Intruder veterans
Gary Poe (left) and Greg Smith – with
A-6E 157579 at Castle Air Museum
WITH THANKS TO JOE PRUZZO

Starliner moved to new German hangar
The Deutsche Lufthansa
Berlin Stiftung (DLBS)
successfully transported
Lockheed L.1649 Starliner
N7316C from a warehouse
in Bremen to a hangar
at Paderborn-Lippstadt
Airport, during the last week
of February.
DLBS believes the huge
aircraft can be better
preserved at its new home
– the company is currently

deciding how to present the
exhibit in future.
The previous plan, from 2007,
was to restore the airliner
to flying status for Deutsche
Lufthansa in the US, and use it
for passenger flights.
Unfortunately, this ambitious
project was terminated three
years ago – partly due to
the excessive cost – and the
Starliner was dismantled and
shipped to Germany.

Four examples of the 44
that were built were used
by Lufthansa between
1958 and 1964 – the type
was commonly known as
‘Super-Star’ in Germany. The
aircraft were withdrawn
in the mid-1960s due to the
emergence of jet airliners.
Paderborn’s machine is the
oldest of the four Starliners
that remain worldwide.
STEFAN SCHMOLL

Mustang added to Flying Bulls fleet
Austria’s Flying Bulls
collection acquired North
American P-51D Mustang
‘Nooky Booky IV’ on March 6.
The aircraft – F-AZSB – was
flown from Melun Villaroche,
France to its new home at
Salzburg by George Perez. It
represents the wartime mount
of Maj Leonard ‘Kit’ Carson of
the USAAF’s 362nd FS, 357th
FG. @ZAJCMASTER www.
flyingbulls.at

California
museum
receives
Grumman
Intruder
The last Grumman A-6E
Intruder to be retired from US
Navy service was delivered
to the Castle Air Museum
in Atwater, California, on
March 5. Intruder 157579
was withdrawn from use on
March 4, 1997, and is the last
of its kind to be acquired
from the ‘boneyard’ at DavisMonthan in Tucson, Arizona,
after several sister aircraft
were scrapped.
Among those seeing the jet’s
arrival were A-6 bombardier
/navigator Gary Poe and pilot
Greg Smith who flew 157579
on its last flight to the Arizona
facility. The acquisition was
enabled by a partnership
between the museum and
the A-6 Intruder Association
– the exhibit will now be
restored and preserved at its
new home. It was retired in
US Navy unit VA-196 colours,
as in Stephen Coonts’ novel
Flight Of The Intruder.

Spitfire’s maiden flight from Sywell
Lifting off from Sywell
airfield in Northamptonshire,
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX
MH415 made its first postrestoration flight on April 8.
The 1943-built combat veteran
flew in the 1960s films ‘The
Longest Day’ and ‘Battle
of Britain’, subsequently

becoming part of ‘Connie’
Edwards’ warbird collection
in Texas. In 2014 in Australia,
it was refurbished by Vintage
Fighter Restorations, before
being completed by Air
Leasing at Sywell.
PHOTO PAUL TREADAWAY
www.airleasing.co.uk
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Auster Mk.III NX537 has been
acquired by Arnhem’s Museum Deelen
NEDERLANDS TRANSPORT MUSEUM

Dutch Auster on the move
Auster Mk.III NX537 was
moved from the Nederlands
Transport Museum in
Nieuw-Vennep near Schiphol
Amsterdam Airport to
Museum Deelen near Arnhem
on March 6. The aircraft

had been on show at NieuwVennep for three years.
The 1943-built machine
served with 658 and 485
Squadron before being
purchased by the Dutch
government for use in the

liberated Netherlands. It was
fitted with a long range fuel
tank to complete the crossing
from the UK. It flew with
1316 Flight Metropolitan
Communications
Squadron (later No.6 Dutch
Communication Flight) from
November 5, 1944, and joined

the Netherlands Air Force
as X-7 in May 1946. It flew
in civilian hands as PH-NIN
from 1958, but suffered
an accident six years later.
Volunteers have restored
the Auster to static display
condition and have returned it
to its wartime military livery.

Caribou destined for museum display
The last DHC-4 Caribou
in open storage at Cuatro
Vientos MAESMA

Spanish aviation museum
Fundación Infante de Orleans
(FIO) held a successful training
display day on March 7 as it
anticipates a return to public
shows later this year. DHC
Chipmunk EC-LVH (pictured)
was among the aircraft
involved. FIO also confirmed
that it will shortly add a CASAbuilt Bücker Jungmann and
a Beechcraft F33A Bonanza
to its expanding collection of
historic aircraft. ROBERTO YÁÑEZ
8 FlyPast June 2021

(Maestranza Aérea de Madrid,
an aircraft maintenance
centre) was transported to the

nearby Base Aérea de Getafe
on March 9 to be preserved
at the Ala 35 squadron
museum. Caribou T.9-5/37205 served in Spain from 1968
until 1991 in a variety of roles,
and while it never flew with
Ala 35 its arrival enables the
unit’s museum to expand its
collection of types once flown
from Getafe. ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

‘Brisfit’ airborne at Old Warden
The Shuttleworth Collection’s
Bristol F.2b Fighter made its
first flight since being restored
into 22 Squadron colours (see
January issue) on March 25. It
represents B1162, an aircraft

based at Villeneuve-des-Vertus,
France in March 1918. Pilot
Paul Stone reported no major
snags with the illustrious
biplane. www.shuttleworth.org
DARREN HARBAR
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The Royal Australian Air
Force (RAAF) marked its
centenary on March 31 with
a flypast over Canberra
featuring 60 aircraft. A crowd
of several thousand observed
the aerial procession as it
passed over the capital’s Lake
Burley Griffin.
Several heritage types were
among the mostly modern
aircraft, including the Temora
Aviation Museum’s CAC
Boomerang and Wirraway,
as well as Lockheed Hudson
VH-KOY, a Spitfire, Kittyhawk,
Mustang, Catalina, Dakota
and Neptune. A spirited
display by the RAAF’s Pilatus
PC-21-equipped Roulettes
aerobatic team provided a
fitting finale.
The nation’s air arm has
also recently reactivated 100
Squadron as the Air Force
Heritage Squadron. It will
fly historic aircraft from the
RAAF Museum in Point Cook,
Victoria, and the civilian
airfield at Temora, New South
Wales. Ownership of 11 historic
aircraft was transferred from
the latter to the RAAF during
2019, including the Hudson and
DHC-1 Chipmunk pilot
David Petters, part of the
Fenland-based Vintage Pair, is
now offering Chipmunk
experience flights plus
tailwheel conversion and
formation instruction from
the Lincolnshire airfield.
Formation experience flights
will also be available with the
Vintage Pair – currently only
one passenger can be taken on
these. Prices start at £100 for a
20-minute introductory flight.
Contact Fenland Flying School
on 01406 540461 or info@
fenland-flying-school.co.uk

Australia marks air force centenary

The March 31
centenary flypast
included (l-r) a
Harvard, Hudson,
Boomerang
and Wirraway
PETE WOODING

RIGHT: The RAAF Museum's Mustang
VH-SVU is among aircraft likely to
be flown by the Air Force Heritage
Squadron PAUL HASTINGS

two Spitfires, Mk.VIII VH-HET
(A58-758) and Mk.XVI VH-XVI
(TB863). The aircraft remain
at Temora and are flown by
museum-based personnel.
The RAAF is also restoring
Curtiss P-40E A29-90, formerly
operated by 76 Squadron and
credited with the unit’s first
‘kills’. WITH THANKS TO PAUL HASTINGS AND
PETE WOODING

GAF Jindivik moving from Bristol to Newark
Newark Air Museum in
Nottinghamshire is due
to take ownership of GAF
Jindivik A92-708. The radiocontrolled target drone is
currently in storage with
Aerospace Bristol and
will be transported when
restrictions allow.

Pictured at Bristol, GAF
Jindivik A92-708 will
soon be on display at
Newark Air Museum
AEROSPACE BRISTOL

10 FlyPast June 2021

Newark trustee Colin Savill
said: “We are extremely
grateful to Aerospace Bristol
[and the collection’s manager
Stefanie Vincent] for helping
us to complete this latest
acquisition. Due to its use as a
target drone the Jindivik lies
within two of our collecting

remits and will also
complement the museum’s
UAV [Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle] display. It fits within
our training collection
and also complements our
munitions display.”
The first flight of the
Jindivik Mk.I took place
in August 1952. Newark’s
example crash-landed on
August 20, 1990, while
making its 125th flight. It
was being used for trials in
the build up to the first
Gulf War.
After being stored at
Llanbedr in Wales it was
acquired by the Bristol Aero
Collection in 1997.
www.newarkairmuseum.
org HOWARD HEELEY
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Retired Spanish Falcons
arrive at new homes

Dassault Falcon 20E TM.11-1/47-21 arriving at Albacete where it
will be used as an instructional airframe ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

The last two Spanish Air Force
‘VIP’ Dassault Falcon 20s have
recently been transported
to two aviation technical
schools. The aircraft have

been in storage at Torrejón
Air Base, Madrid, since being
withdrawn from use with 47
Grupo in November 2015.
Falcon 20D TM.11-2/47-

22 was moved by truck to
CIFP As Mercedes at Lugo in
northwest Spain at the end of
2020, while Falcon 20E TM.111/47-21 arrived at CEFAAL

Skymaster anniversary
marked in the Netherlands

Two Cessna Skymasters were brought together on February 28 to mark the 60th anniversary of the type’s first flight. The
Postbellum Foundation’s military O-2 (N590D) wearing a USAF scheme was photographed with the Dutch Electric Aviation
Centre’s N4207X for the first time. Both machines are based at Teuge in the Netherlands. www.deac-teuge.nl REMCO DE WITT-DEAC

Aguas Nuevas in Albacete
on February 2. Both aircraft
entered air force service in
the 1970s as VIP transports
with Torrejón-based 45 Grupo.
Following modifications,
they ended their careers
performing flight inspection
services with 47 Grupo.
A third former military
Falcon, the grey-painted
TM.11-4/472-04, was received
at Cuatro Vientos Air Base
in January, prior to delivery
to the Spanish Air Force
Museum where it will be put
on static display.
In the latter part of its
service, this aircraft was
modified to perform
electronic countermeasures
and communications signals
intelligence operations.
ROBERTO YÁÑEZ

A project funded by
Historic England has been set
up to promote English
aviation heritage and
establish regional ‘peer to
peer’ support groups among
aviation-related sites. The
networks will give those who
manage memorials, museums
and attractions devoted to
aviation history the
opportunity to discuss
common issues, develop
mutually beneficial projects
and share best practice, and
promote their activities on a
website: www.mahn.org.uk

Tempest
drop tanks
unearthed at
Volkel
Three World War Two drop tanks –
believed to be from Hawker Tempests –
have been discovered during construction
work at Volkel Air Base in the Netherlands.
The example deemed to be in best
condition has been put on display at the
airfield’s museum. Tempests of the RAF’s
122 Wing were stationed at Volkel from
late 1944. WITH THANKS TO HENK TALEN
12 FlyPast June 2021
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Stay up-to-date with the latest releases, news, specials and
events. Simply email uk@aces-high.com today!

Our Wendover Gallery
Be prepared for a warm welcome
– we pride ourselves on it. Enter
the door to Aces High and you'll be
greeted by an unforgettable sight.
In front of you is a huge range of
affordable items sitting side-by-side
with wonderful original artwork.

Plan your visit
Just a few minutes’ walk from Wendover train station, or
conveniently located between the M1, M25 and M40, our quaint
little town boasts many lovely cafes, restaurants and pubs. We're
on hand to make your visit memorable – all you need to do is ask!
Private viewings and appointments also available – get in touch
to organise your visit.

Our home gallery, host to frequent yet
unique signing events with veterans,
is situated in the historic market town
of Wendover nestling beneath the
beautiful Chiltern Hills, an area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, within
easy reach of London.
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Aviation museum stars in TV series
Brooklands Museum in
Weybridge, Surrey, is
currently the focus of a tenpart television series on the
Yesterday channel. Secrets
Of The Transport Museum,
narrated by Sanjeev Bhaskar,
began on March 30 and is
also available on catch-up via
UKTV Play.
The series follows the
dedicated band of staff and
volunteers as they devote
their time and skills to
maintaining the collection.
As well as its assortment of
historic vehicles, Brooklands

has an impressive array of
aircraft, including Concorde
G-BBDG, a Vickers VC10, Vimy
and Wellington, and Hawker
Hurricane Mk.IIa Z2389.
Museum director Tamalie
Newbery said: “At Brooklands
Museum we tell the stories
of the pioneering men and
women who risked it all in
pursuit of their dreams of
speed and flight in the 20th
century. I’m delighted the TV
series is giving more people
the chance to find out about
this inspiring place, and how
we care for it today.”

Brooklands personnel with the attraction’s Vickers Vimy reproduction ‘NX71MY’
www.brooklandsmuseum.com BROOKLANDS

We Salute You
Lt Col Mel Corley DFC –
flew Mustangs in Korea
and later F-104s, surviving
a bale-out in the former
and ejection from the latter
– died on January 18, aged
94; Staff Sgt Jim Hooper –
Horsa glider pilot who was
captured at Arnhem – on
February 11, aged 98; Sqn
Ldr ‘Mac’ McIlroy – flew
24 bombing sorties before
being shot down in 408
Squadron Halifax then PoW

in Stalag Luft III – on January
13, aged 99; WO Charles
William Murray – midupper gunner who served on
India-based B-24s with 356
Squadron, completing 64 ‘ops’
– on February 19, aged 96; Flt
Lt Tom Payne – pilot with 90
and 15 Squadrons with whom
he flew both Wellingtons and
Lancasters – on February 7,
aged 95; Wg Cdr Eddie Rigg
MBE AFC – flew fighters then
became test pilot at Boscombe

Down, later leading Argosyequipped 105 Squadron in the
Middle East – on Jan 19, aged
94; Gp Capt Bill Sykes – flew
Vampires and Hunters with
Royal Rhodesian Air Force
before converting to Alouette
III helicopters in Bush War –
in February, aged 78; Sqn Ldr
John ‘Peter’ Wright – served
in 60 and 39 Sqns, completing
30 ‘ops’ on Blenheims and the
same number on Marylands
in North Africa – on January

15, aged 100; Wilhelmina
‘Min’ Wright – wife of
John ‘Peter’ Wright, she
was a corporal in Bomber
Command in World War
Two – on January 2; WO
Jan Baxter Zablocki – flew
Wellingtons with 300 Sqn
before piloting Halifaxes
dropping supplies to the
Polish Home Army, later
completing 242 Berlin
Airlift flights – on March
12, aged 100.

Support sought to keep historic helicopter in the skies

Westland Wasp HAS.1 XT787 is maintained in airworthy condition KS AVIATION
14 FlyPast June 2021

With the 40th anniversary of
the Falklands conflict next
year, the Westland Wasp
Historic Flight (WWHF) is
seeking ways to help it keep
Wasp HAS.1 XT787 flying.
The helicopter entered Royal
Navy service in 1967, flying
with 829 Naval Air Squadron
(NAS) from HMS Leander
and HMS Rhyl, before joining
703 NAS. After a stint in the
Royal New Zealand Navy, it
passed into private ownership
and today flies in a Falklands
colour scheme. The type’s
most famous engagement
was a successful attack on the

Argentine submarine Santa Fe
with AS.12 missiles.
“WWHF also owns a nonairworthy Wasp and Scout,
and we have also recently
commissioned two replica
AS.12 missiles for these,”
reports Westland Light
Helicopter Heritage Group
director Ian Prescott. “As
the 40th anniversary of
the Falklands campaign
is nearing, we are keen to
promote XT787 and are
looking for support. We
are also open to exploring
sponsorship possibilities.”
www.historicwasp.com
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“News and narrative on the latest heritage aircraft rejuvenation”
steve.beebee@keypublishing.com

Help needed in Jetstream restoration bid
Sywell Aviation Museum
in Northamptonshire is
appealing for help with its
bid to refurbish Handley Page

Jetstream Mk.I G-RAVL.
In what’s described as the
biggest project it has ever
undertaken, the museum

successfully moved the 1969built airframe from Cranfield
in Bedfordshire to Sywell
on March 23. Sadly – and

partly due to theft – several
components are missing. The
attraction is seeking Jetstream
passenger seats, interior
panels and fuselage windows.
It’s also looking for help to
re-fit and trim the interior –
the latter was largely stripped
out during the machine’s use
as a training aid.
Victor-Lima is believed to
be the third oldest Jetstream
extant. The museum hopes
to use the finished aircraft
as a classroom, and will
paint it as G-RAVL on one
side and as G-AWVK on the
other, the alternate identity
representing its days in
service with Racal Decca. If
you can assist, please contact:
sywellaviationmuseum@
gmail.com WITH THANKS TO BEN BROWN
Jetstream G-RAVL is the latest project
at Sywell Aviation Museum DAMIEN BURKE
VIA BEN BROWN

CAF Avenger receives refurbished engine

The Commemorative Air Force’s Rocky Mountain Wing has successfully reunited Grumman TBM-3E Avenger BuNo 53503 with its Wright R-2600 powerplant. The unit has
been rebuilt by Anderson Aeromotive of Idaho following a successful fundraising drive. The 1945-built aircraft has been flying with the Colorado-based Wing since 1990 and
formerly served with US Navy units VT-17 and VT-82. www.rockymountainwingcaf.org COURTESY CAF-RMW
16 FlyPast June 2021

Warbirds receive fresh livery for 2021

Skyraider F-AZHK in its previous paint scheme VIA CHRISTOPHE BRUNELIÈRE

France-based Douglas AD-4N
Skyraider F-AZHK has
recently been given a new
paint scheme. Previously
finished in Armée de l’Air
colours, owner Christophe
Brunelière chose to represent
a 1st Air Commando
Squadron machine serving
in Southeast Asia between
1965-72. Based at Avignon,
Christophe has dubbed the
aeroplane Sandy in salute
to one of the type’s many

nicknames. The new-look
machine was rolled out in
its pristine scheme during
late February.
The Yankee Air Museum’s
North American B-25D
Mitchell 43-3634 was also
unveiled in new colours
recently. The aircraft, which
formerly flew in an overall
silver scheme as Yankee
Warrior, is now named Rosie’s
Reply and has been returned
to the colours it wore with the

The B-25’s new ‘Rosie’s Reply’ nose art
VIA DAVE CALLANAN-YAM

The AD-4N undergoing transformation on February 2 VIA CHRISTOPHE BRUNELIÈRE

USAAF’s 57th Bomb Wing,
340th Bombardment Group,
489th Bomb Squadron.
The Mitchell completed eight
missions over Italy with this
unit while based in Corsica. A
special livery was chosen to
combine historically accurate
colours with a contemporary
addition. The aircraft’s name
and nose art are a tribute to

‘Hotel-Kilo’ now represents a 1st Air Commando Squadron machine
VIA CHRISTOPHE BRUNELIÈRE

‘Rosie the Riveter’, a wartime
recruitment character that
today serves to represent the
many female workers who
laboured in aircraft factories
and shipyards during
the conflict.
Following its assignment
in Italy, the aircraft was
returned to the States and
subsequently passed to the
British as part of the Lend
Lease arrangement.
This well-travelled machine
subsequently flew with the
Royal Canadian Air Force
as KL148 before entering
private hands. It was
purchased by the Michiganbased museum in 1987
and took to the air again
in 2003 following a threeyear restoration. www.
yankeeairmuseum.org
June 2021 FlyPast 17

Sea Harrier FA.2 ZH798 after being
reassembled at Church Fenton

ALL COURTESY CHRIS WILSON

Restored Sea Harrier could ‘breathe again’ at new home
Yorkshire-based restoration
specialists Jet Art Aviation
(JAA) has delivered BAe Sea
Harrier FA.2 ZH798 to Leeds
East Airport, formerly RAF
Church Fenton.
Despite adverse weather, the
JAA team managed to fully
reassemble the aircraft and
have returned it to its 801 NAS
markings with the side code
002, in a process that was
filmed for a TV documentary.
“From the initial inspections
and survey, ZH798 appeared
to be very complete and in
great order,” JAA boss Chris
Wilson told FlyPast. “As such,
dry storage in a suitable
hangar was deemed the only
really responsible option.
On the move – ZH798 about to leave
Culdrose on January 29

Local to us, Church Fenton
was chosen as ZH798’s new
home with hangarage kindly
provided by Makin Air.” It
was delivered on February 1.
The jet is one of three Sea
Harriers dismantled and
extracted by JAA from RNAS
Culdrose in Cornwall in
January. The trio – completed
by ZH811 and ZH804 – were
disposed of by the MOD via
competitive tender at the end
of 2020. Sea Harrier FA.2s
were retired from Fleet Air
Arm service in March 2006.
After a long but uneventful
trip north, both ZH811 and
ZH804 were safely unloaded
at JAA’s base. The aim is to
restore them to museum-

The Sea Harriers stripped down at
Culdrose prior to removal. ZH804 is in
the foreground with ZH811 at rear

standard static display
condition. The former was
the last ever Sea Harrier to
land at Yeovilton – it had only
been in service for eight years

when it touched down for the
final time on March 28, 2006.
ZH798, previously kept in
taxiable condition, was last
run in 2019, but JAA has not
ruled out bringing it back
to life. Chris said: “Having…
restored a Harrier GR.3 back
to ground-running standard
in 2016 the temptation to
attempt the same thing with
a Sea Harrier is significant.
After initial investigations,
’798 seems the perfect
candidate. If all the stars align
and the team can source some
missing parts, this one may
well be making jet noise again
some time in 2021!”
www.jetartaviation.co.uk
WITH THANKS TO CHRIS WILSON
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Yak-3 and Spitfire for Aero Legends
Aero Legends’ Yak-3 undergoing refurbishment with Vintage Aero
KEY-JAMIE EWAN

British flight experience
company Aero Legends is to
add a Yakovlev Yak-3 to its
expanding fleet. The aircraft
(G-CDBJ, which is currently
undergoing restoration with
Kent’s Vintage Aero following
a 2008 landing accident) will
be used for customer flights
from Aero Legends’ North
Weald base.
The machine is one of
19 new-build examples

manufactured by the Strela
Aircraft Company in Russia
during 2003.
“This is a very attractive
aircraft that fits our fleet
well,” managing director Ben
Perkins told FlyPast. “It is very
fast, having the Allison V-1710
engine, and is one of the rare
factory-built dual control
models, so we expect it to
prove incredibly popular. This
particular aircraft has only

flown 27 hours since new and
we anticipate having her back
flying sometime this year.”
The company also revealed
that it has acquired the
substantial remains of
Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX
MJ444 following its recovery
from Belgium last year. The
1943-built fighter ended its
days with 443 Squadron
RCAF, when it was shot down
by anti-aircraft fire over

St Vith, Belgium, on January
18, 1945. Flt Lt Edmund
Fairfield managed to bale
out and successfully evaded
capture. The aircraft, which
has been registered G-LEGD,
will be restored as a twoseat Spitfire T.9 in a project
overseen by Duxford’s
Aircraft Restoration Company.
It is expected to return to the
skies in May 2023.
www.aerolegends.co.uk

Work completed on
Greek Starfighter

The Hellenic Air Force Museum is due to display Lockheed F-104G Starfighter 7151 at Tatoi-Dekelia, after around a year of restoration and maintenance work. The exhibit
has been given a new coat of paint and continues to sport special 336th ‘Olympus’ Squadron 50th anniversary colours. Prior to withdrawal, the jet toured several air bases
wearing this distinctive scheme. TONY SACKETOS
20 FlyPast June 2021

Photo Credit: Ian Garfield - www.iangarfield.co.uk

1950 Chance Vought F4U-5NL Corsair
Bu No 124541 D-FCOR
Genuine Korean War Veteran

This iconic Corsair is a genuine Korean War Combat Veteran
and served with VMF-513 “Flying Nightmares”.
It has impeccable continuing history and is perfectly maintained
by a leading EU maintenance provider.
The Aircraft has a low time engine and propeller, is based in Germany and
is ready for immediate delivery.
For complete specifications and photos, please visit our website or contact:

+1 800 210 1951
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Hangar

A group of
volunteers known
as ‘Ratones de Hangar’ works
tirelessly to maintain the
aviation history of Uruguay.
Ramiro S Piacenza explores
their restoration efforts

Mice

Restoration of Curtiss Falcon SNC-1 'E-205' was
challenging and demanded many hours. It's now one of
the jewels of the museum’s collection ANTONIO BILHOTO
22 FlyPast June 2021

F

ounded in 1941, the
Museo Aeronáutico
Coronel Aviador
Jaime Meregalli
is dedicated to
preserving Uruguay’s
aviation heritage. During
its lifespan it has changed
venues four times before
settling on its current
location in the premises
of Carrasco International
Airport, almost 17 miles
from Montevideo, the
country’s capital. It has a
collection of 30 aircraft,
together with related
objects and an archive
that represents the history
of aviation in Uruguay. It
also owns the only flyable
warbird in the country: a
FAU T-6 Texan, which takes
to the air during official
ceremonies and airshows.
Its facilities also serve as
the base of operations for the
Asociación Amigos del Museo
Aeronaútico (AAMA), but they
called themselves Ratones de

Hangar (Hangar Mice, after
the expression ‘Ratón de
Biblioteca’, which translates
as Library Mice – equivalent
to the term ‘bookworm’).
These enthusiasts and
volunteers devote their time
to preserving the museum’s
vast collection.
Founded in 2005, the Ratones
de Hangar don’t just work
on the aircraft, but also
advise on historical accuracy
and curate the material
preserved in the archives,
in co-ordination with the
Fuerza Aérea Uruguaya (FAU;
Uruguayan Air Force). In the
words of their vice-president,
Ricardo Varela: “Our objective
is to divulge, discuss and
preserve the Uruguayan and
international aeronautical
historical material we have.”
The AAMA comprises
volunteers of different
ages and backgrounds,
as Varela explains: “We
have physicians, lawyers,
retired military pilots,

The Tiger Moth restoration
is entering the painting
phase, starting with the
tailplanes ANTONIO BILHOTO

aeronautical technicians, bus
drivers, engineers, college
students, advertisers and
meteorologists. Everyone
brings their best to the group,
and that could be manual
or intellectual skills. That’s
how we count on specialists
in the aeronautical history of
our country, [such as] model

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced the
team to take protective measures in
order to continue their activities
ALL EDUARDO LUZARDO UNLESS STATED

RIGHT: Materials for the Tiger Moth's

fabric covering were purchased in
the US and ferried to Uruguay by the
South American nation's air force
June 2021 FlyPast 23

ABOVE: The Tiger Moth’s original

wings were missing, but fortunately
an owner of the type from São Paulo,
Brazil donated a pair ANTONIO BILHOTO

Work on Focke-Wulf Fw 44 CX-AEI
will start as soon as the team clears
its queue of tasks. It also still needs
to collect some missing parts

builders, carpenters, welders,
painters and restorers. It
doesn’t matter where they
come from, all the ‘Ratones’
are united in their passion for
aviation and history.”

Busy rodents

Every weekend, the group
collaborates on multiple
projects. Currently the
members’ attention is divided
between the restoration
of three different flying
machines: a Beechcraft AT-11,
a de Havilland Canada DHC-1
Chipmunk and a DH.82 Tiger
Moth, the last of which is at an
advanced stage of preparation.
More recently, a former FAU
tow-tractor from the late

BELOW: Two volunteers of the
AAMA team working on a de
Havilland Gipsy III engine

1970s has been added to the
restoration work list.
When the AAMA conducted
its first meeting in 2005,
it agreed to take on three
restoration projects. The
first would be 1948-built
Stinson 108-3 Voyager
CX-ALL, followed by a 1942
Curtiss SNC-1 Falcon, heavily
damaged by a fire in 1997, and
finally Tiger Moth 3619. The
last of these was registered
‘17’ from 1937 to September
1941, before becoming ‘B2604’. It was decided to revive
the biplane’s original paint
scheme and ‘17’ designation.
This particular Tiger Moth
was one of the 18 purchased
by Uruguay in 1935 to replace

ABOVE: All members of the AAMA offer their services for free. “Everyone brings their
best to the group,” explained vice-president Ricardo Varela
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the country’s fleet of Avro
504K primary trainers
assigned to the FAU’s Escuela
Militar de Aviación (Military
Flight School). The type had a
distinguished career before
being replaced in 1949. So
far, this project has been the
longest and most difficult for
the group, but also one of the
most rewarding.
Plans to refurbish Tiger
Moth ‘17’ go back a long way.
It was first attempted in
2003 by Walter Da Silva, a
retired aircraft technician
who requested period photos
from one of the volunteers

at the museum’s archives.
This prompted six aviation
enthusiasts – five Uruguayans
and one American – to
collaborate with the museum
in June that year. Interestingly,
this initial gathering was the
first to refer to themselves
as Hangar Mice, and they
became the foundation stone
of the AAMA.
At the start of the project, the
Tiger Moth amounted to little
more than a tubular fuselage
structure, an engine and a
selection of loose parts. It was
estimated that just 35% of the
aircraft was present.

The first step was to procure
replacements for the missing
items. A thorough sweep
of the museum resulted
in the sourcing of seats, a
rear windshield, tailplanes,
a rudder, pedals, control
columns, a propellor and an
airspeed indicator. However,
many important components
were still absent.
At this point, the project
became an international
effort. Uruguayans living
abroad, who were aware of
the quest, started searching
for parts. As Varela recalls:
“Their support was crucial,
and we were able to finish
the airplane thanks to
them.” Technical information
came from as far afield as
Australia and the UK, while
the engine cowling and fuel
tank were sourced from
Chile and the wings from
Brazil. The wooden struts
were manufactured in
New Zealand.
It was the wings that were a
particular preoccupation at
the beginning of the venture.
The museum had a pair from
a de Havilland DH.60 Moth
in a warehouse and the team
seriously considered making
use of these. However, thanks

to international contacts, the
owner of an airworthy Tiger
Moth in Brazil donated a
discarded set of mainplanes.
Acquiring these was one
thing, but getting them to
Uruguay was a different
matter, especially as the
former owner asked that
they be collected as soon
as possible. Thankfully, the
AAMA was able to execute a
truly international logistical
feat. Thanks to their contacts
and the support of the FAU,
they were able to transport
the wings to a hangar
within the Brazilian Air
Force Academy located at
Pirassununga Air Base. After
two weeks, an FAU C-130
Hercules, returning from
overseas deployment, was
able to collect and transport
them to Montevideo. The FAU
helped the group in other

“There is a lot
of material
salvaged from
the unfortunate
fire in 1997”

ways too, thanks to the air
arm’s contacts with the Fuerza
Aérea de Chile (FACh; Chilean
Air Force), which was able to
obtain glassfibre copies of the
engine cover and fuel tank of
an FACh Tiger Moth preserved
in the Museo Nacional
Aeronáutico y del Espacio of
Chile (Chilean Air and Space
National Museum).
As the project draws to its
conclusion, the aircraft is
almost ready for painting. The
team has used the museum’s
extensive archive, sourcing
reference material such as
photos and technical manuals
from the FAU to ensure
the result is as accurate as
possible. The finished aircraft
should faithfully represent
the machine during its flying
days in Uruguay.
To reduce the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the
AAMA has taken measures
to ensure continuity of
work. As Varela explains:

“We had to adapt according
to the personal situation of
each member. Some decided
to change their working
schedule at the museum,
[some] preferred to work from
home and others decided
to take a pause until the
situation settled.” Ultimately,
the team hopes to complete
the biplane this year.
Once finished, Tiger Moth
‘17’ will be displayed next
to another project that is an
enduring source of pride for
the AAMA: Curtis Falcon
SNC-1 ‘E-205’, one of just four
extant. As well as having
suffered fire damage, the
fuselage was cut in two when
another aircraft suspended
from the ceiling fell onto it.
The restoration was
started by Rubens Cordero,
a car mechanic, skilled
metalworker and owner of
a repair shop. He took the
aircraft to his facility in 2004
and began the painstaking
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“We have
physicians,
lawyers, retired
military pilots,
aeronautical
technicians, bus
drivers...”
process of recreating parts
and joining the severed
fuselage. The endeavor took
him several years and finally,
in 2014, the aircraft returned
to the museum where the
work was completed by the
AAMA. Two years later, the
Falcon again took its rightful
place in the collection. For
this, Cordero received a
commendation from the FAU.
After the Tiger Moth, the
team will focus on the AT-11
and DHC-1 Chipmunk ‘FAU
607’, the latter another victim
of the fire. Luckily, this
aircraft wasn’t damaged as
extensively and the team is
already repairing the wings
and tailplanes. Next on their
list are two other aircraft, a
Focke-Wulf Fw 44 Stieglitz
(CX-AEI) and a Potez 25, the
latter of which is one of the
few remaining examples
of the type. The team is not
discouraged by the fact that
both machines are damaged
and have many missing parts.
26 FlyPast June 2021

BELOW: Technical documents and
photographs from the museum’s archive
have proved invaluable as reference during
the Tiger Moth project. Here, an AAMA
member works on the instrument panel

Not all the aircraft are
in such bad shape. As the
museum changed location
several times, certain
components were lost or
simply misplaced. Such is the
case with the nose gear doors
of Cessna OA-37B Dragonfly
‘284’. It was displayed without
them for several years until
an AAMA member stumbled
across them in 2020 while
looking for parts for a
different project.
Meanwhile, the group
offers continued support to
the museum, restoring scale
models from its collection
and preserving historical
artefacts. “There is a lot of
material that we need to
restore after it was salvaged
from the unfortunate fire in
1997, with different degrees
of damage,” commented
Varela. The group has around
30 members, with around
half of that number actively
involved in different projects
at any one time. Varela said

the biggest obstacle is the
lack of volunteers: “We are
always open to new members.
Our philosophy is that any
volunteer, in whatever role
suits best, can collaborate.”
Conversely, the group’s
restoration projects have
enabled it to forge closer links
with similar enthusiasts and
museums abroad. “We were
able to acquire invaluable
knowledge and material
for projects that looked
impossible,” said Varela.
“Maybe the difference sits
on the resources available
to other groups, similar to
ours, in those countries where
aviation is more developed.”

The Mice tackle multiple
projects at once. “We work
in groups allocated to each
project but many of us are
involved in more than one
at the same time,” Varela
explained. “It’s arranged
according to our skills and
what work is required. Our
motto is ‘Restoration isn’t a big
effort, just the sum of smaller
efforts’. The key is to approach
each project step by step,
slowly but surely.” FP
• Thanks to Ricardo Varela,
Antonio Bilhoto and Eduardo
Luzardo. You can email the
AAMA at aamameregalli@
adinet.com.uy
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Getting Closer WINGS OVER WAIRARAPA

Kiwi

Treats
Gavin Conroy provides stunning photographic highlights from
New Zealand’s recent Wings Over Wairarapa airshow
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Three very rare two-seat aircraft from The Vintage Aviator. Leading is a DH.4,
on its left is the world’s only flying BE.12 and opposite is an RE.8. The last two
were built from scratch and fly with reverse-engineered powerplants

BELOW: Doug Batten leading the nine-ship Yak-52 team during a photo sortie after the show.

This team has gained a loyal following around the world, not just due to the number of aircraft
it flies, but also through the impressive opening nine-strong loop manoeuvre ALL GAVIN CONROY

ABOVE: Yakovlev Yak-3M ‘Full Noise’ roaring down the runway with owner
Graeme Frew at the controls. Graham has twice shipped this aircraft over
to the United States to compete in the Reno Air Races –as such, it is often
affectionately referred to as the ‘Yak in a box’!

ABOVE: Brett Emeny leading Peter Vause during an aerobatic pairs
routine. Both pilots and their aircraft are based at New Plymouth and
this was their first public display flying together, highlighting the
performance and power of the North American T-28 Trojan
June 2021 FlyPast 29

Getting Closer WINGS OVER WAIRARAPA
BOTTOM: Mark O’Sullivan takes to the skies in his modified Yak-3U
‘SteadFast’ (nearest to the camera) during the lead up to the show. The
event was held on February 26 to 28 and marked an impressive display
flying debut for Mark. On his wing is newly-rated Spitfire pilot Bevan
Dewes with instructor Frank Parker in the rear seat
RIGHT: John Luff puts his de Havilland Venom through its paces to the

delight of many in attendance. This is a special display because the
Venom is believed to be the last of its type flying anywhere in the world

BELOW: A lovely pair of Waco biplanes led by Marty Cantlon, flying his
Taperwing, accompanied by seasoned display pilot Keith Skilling. Both
aircraft are new builds, but two more Waco types (one original) are under
construction in New Zealand, so we could soon see four in formation
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We are opening
Saturday May 22nd
Bookings online through
our website
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TEMORA CENTENARY SHOWCASE

Century
y Day
y
Australia’s Temora Aviation Museum held
its eagerly anticipated Centenary Showcase
over the weekend of March 6-7. Phil Buckley
provides words and images, with additional
photography from Matt Savage

F

or an event
boasting plenty
of warbird
participation,
some 6,000
people were able to attend
as the Australian state
of New South Wales had
finally lifted its COVID19 restrictions. The focus
was on the RAAF’s 100th
anniversary, with a total of
39 aircraft getting airborne
in multiple displays.
Each morning began with
the unmistakeable sound
of TAM’s English Electric
Canberra TT.18 VH-ZSQ
being fired up. The bomber,
formerly designated WJ680,
has been undergoing
restoration for the last few
years, but it was exciting
to hear those Avon engines
running again. It’s hoped that
the jet will return to the air
later this year.

In the flying display, the
Southern Knights impressed
in their T-6 Harvards, and
classic trainers performed,
including examples of the
Tiger Moth, Ryan PT-22, CAC
Wirraway and Vultee BT-13
Valiant. Among the warbird
formations were a pair of CAC
Boomerangs flying with TAM’s
Lockheed Hudson VH-KOY,
and a real highlight came in
the form of three Spitfires
airborne together. It is believed
to be the first time that a trio
of Spitfires has shared the sky
in Australia since the 1940s.
The HARS Aviation Museum’s
Consolidated PBY-6A Catalina
(A24-362) made an appearance,
commemorating the long
wartime missions flown by the
RAAF’s ‘Black Cats’ in southern
Asia. A thrilling Vietnam-era
segment was conducted using
assorted O-1 Bird Dogs, TAM’s
1968-built A-37B Dragonfly,

The show included a memorable heritage flight
featuring Lockheed F-35 Lightning II A35-031 with
a pair of Spitfires and a Curtiss P-40 MATT SAVAGE

Supermarine Spitfire Mk.XVI TE392
flies in the colours of Australian ace
Sqn Ldr Tony Gaze MATT SAVAGE
An impressive array of warbirds on the flightline at Temora.
Spitfire Mk.VIII A58-758 is nearest the camera PHIL BUCKLEY
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A dramatic view of Lockheed Hudson
A16-112 peeling away from a pair
of CAC Boomerangs MATT SAVAGE
Ryan PT-22 VH-RSY was among a segment
dedicated to classic trainers PHIL BUCKLEY

“It is believed to be the first
time that a trio of Spitfires has
shared the sky in Australia
since the 1940s”

Cessna A-37B Dragonfly 68-10779
(VH-XVA) participating in a Vietnamthemed section PHIL BUCKLEY
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and a Bell 47 helicopter
flown by Brett Leech. HARS
also contributed a former
Royal Australian Navy
UH-1B Huey and an ex-RAAF
DHC-4 Caribou. The air force
provided attractions both in
the air and on the ground to
help mark its centenary. This
included an unforgettable
‘heritage flight’ comprising
Grumman TBM-3 Avenger VHMML with its bomb bay doors
open at Temora MATT SAVAGE

a Lockheed F-35 Lightning II
in the company of a Curtiss
P-40N and two TAM Spitfires.
This long-awaited event
certainly showcased the
immense diversity of
warbirds ‘down under’ and
served as a timely reminder
that the freedom we enjoy
today has not been won easily.
www.aviationmuseum.com.
au FP

English Electric Canberra VH-ZSQ ran its engines
on both days. It’s painted to represent A84-234 as
used by 2 Squadron RAAF in Vietnam MATT SAVAGE

A pair of CAC Boomerangs – ‘Miss
Imogen’ (left) and ‘Suzy-Q’ – on
March 7 PHIL BUCKLEY

A trio of Spitfires displaying at Temora.
Spitfire Mk.VIII A58-758 leads the
formation, with Mk.XVI TB863 (bottom)
and Mk.XVI TE392 MATT SAVAGE
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Moments of Triumph THUNDERBOLT ACES

‘Jug’
Masters
P
Republic's P-47 was the mount
of many high-scoring US
fighter pilots during World
War Two. As we approach the
80th anniversary of the type’s
aerial debut, Malcolm V Lowe
examines the careers of five
particularly accomplished
Thunderbolt exponents

ABOVE: Neel Kearby

flew several 348th
FG Thunderbolts
bearing the name
‘Fiery Ginger’, his last
being ‘Fiery Ginger IV’.
This one was an early
'razorback' version ALL

MALCOLM V LOWE COLLECTION
UNLESS STATED
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owerful, fast, wellarmed and generously
proportioned,
Republic’s P-47
Thunderbolt
appropriately earned the
nickname ‘Jug’, short for
juggernaut. By far the largest
single-engined land-based
American fighter of World
War Two, the type achieved

considerable success with the US
Army Air Forces worldwide, with
a significant number of pilots
amassing impressive ‘kill’ tallies
in air-to-air combat.
Not surprising then that the
type equipped many of the
USAAF fighter groups during the
war, principally over northern
and southern Europe, the
Mediterranean and the Pacific.

The majority of these converted to
the North American P-51 Mustang
later in the conflict. During its
time in combat the Thunderbolt
proved to be a rugged, hardhitting warplane equally at home
as a fighter at high and low levels,
and as a ‘mud mover’ in airground operations.
It gradually came to the fore
during 1943 as a growing number

BELOW, LEFT: Visiting

film star John Wayne
chats with Neel Kearby
(right) while seated in a
P-47D. Many celebrities
called on frontline units
during the war, which
was good for morale…
and ensured excellent
photo and publicity
opportunities

of USAAF fighter units took the
P-47 to war across the globe,
often in very different operating
environments. With its impressive
battery of eight .50 cal machine
guns (four in each wing) the
type proved to be a formidable
opponent for any Axis aircraft it
encountered. Pilots of the USAAF
also employed P-47s for attacking
enemy airfields and achieving

‘strafing’ victories, the latter being
held in equally high regard by the
US authorities.

Pacific prowess

One of the battlegrounds in
which the P-47 was put to good
use was the vast Pacific theatre
of operations. In that challenging
arena, which pushed men
and machines to the limits in

often primitive operating and
maintenance conditions, a USAAF
aviator gained much success. He
was Neel Earnest Kearby – an
already seasoned pilot and ranking
officer when he entered combat
with the Thunderbolt during 1943.
Born in June 1911 at Wichita
Falls, Texas, Kearby began flight
training during 1937, gaining his
‘wings’ and commission early

above: Neel Kearby
was the highestscoring P-47
Thunderbolt pilot in the
Fifth Air Force, being
credited with 22 aerial
victories before his
death in combat during
March 1944
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on March 5, 1944, he achieved
his 22nd aerial victory but was
subsequently shot down while
dogfighting with a Nakajima Ki-43
‘Oscar’ from the Imperial Japanese
Army Air Force’s 77th Sentai. It
is speculated that he died from
injuries having bailed out of his
stricken Thunderbolt. Tragically,
his remains were not identified
until several years after the war.

Japanese opposition

“The Thunderbolt
proved to be a
rugged, hard-hitting
warplane”
ABOVE: Seated in

Medal of Honor, America’s highest
military decoration. It also granted
him considerable fame in the US,
although subsequent assessments
of Japanese losses for October
11, 1943 have cast some doubt on
these claims.
He subsequently scored regularly
against Japanese aerial opposition,
even though he was transferred
for a time to V Fighter Command
headquarters. However, unlike
many of the top-scoring US
fighter pilots, he did not
survive the war. Near Wewak

his colourful P-47D
Thunderbolt ‘Bonnie’,
the 348th FG’s ‘Bill’
Dunham poses for a
publicity photo. His
aircraft bears its final
tally of 15 'kills'

RIGHT: A fine portrait

of Neel Kearby seated
in a P-47D. During early
1944 he was able to
compete with aerial
victory totals from
equally high-scoring
P-38 Lightning aces in
the Pacific

RIGHT: ‘Bill’ Dunham
flew at least three
different P-47Ds with
the 348th FG, this
example being the
last and most famous.
There is speculation
that it underwent
several changes of
colour, finally having
a black rear fuselage
spine and anti-glare
panel ahead of
the cockpit
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the following year in the then US
Army Air Corps (USAAC), duly
serving mainly in the Panama
Canal Zone. With the rank of
major he became commander of
the newly formed 348th Fighter
Group (FG) which had been
activated at the end of September
1942. This unit moved to New
Guinea in May-June 1943 as a part
of the US Fifth Air Force, with
Japan as its opponent.
Kearby’s first two aerial victories
were scored on September 4,
1943, and he became a full colonel
later that month. He gained his
fifth credit, attaining ace status,
on October 11 that year. In fact,
on that day he achieved the then
remarkable feat of shooting down
six Japanese aircraft. This success
resulted in him being awarded the

Kearby’s standards in combat were
matched by other accomplished
pilots, and eventually the highscoring 348th FG came to include
many other aces in its ranks. One
that almost reached Kearby’s
impressive 22 victories against the
Japanese was William Douglas
‘Bill’ Dunham.
Born in Tacoma, Washington
State, during January 1920,
Dunham performed his flight
training in 1941, achieving his
‘wings’ in December and being
commissioned in the USAAF
(which had been created that
summer). He was assigned to the
348th FG in November 1942 and
moved to New Guinea with the
unit the following year.
His first aerial victory came on
October 11, 1943, and he continued
scoring into the new year of 1944.
On March 5 he participated in the
same dogfight that claimed the life
of Neel Kearby.
There was then a long gap before
his next victories in late 1944,
his ‘kill’ on December 14 being

his 15th and last in a P-47. By
that time, he had reached the
rank of major, and was variously
commanding officer of two of the
group’s component squadrons.
Dunham was assigned three
different Thunderbolts during his
time in combat, each being named
Bonnie. Ironically, considering
his obvious prowess in shooting
down Japanese aircraft, Dunham
returned to the US during early
1945 for gunnery classes.
Returning to the Philippines
in May 1945, he rejoined the
348th FG. The unit had by that
time transitioned to the North
American P-51D/K Mustang.
Dunham named his shiny new
Mustang Mrs Bonnie and achieved
one further aerial victory during
this second tour of duty, bringing
his total score by the end of the
war to 16. By this time he had
become deputy commander of the
348th FG.
Post-war, Dunham remained in
the USAAF, and transitioned to the
US Air Force upon its formation
in 1947. He subsequently held
several ranking assignments as
deputy commander/commander
of various frontline fighter units,
and for a time during the Vietnam
War he was on the staff of the US
Seventh Air Force headquarters at
Tan Son Nhut Air Base.
Dunham retired from the
USAF in February 1970 with the
rank of brigadier general. This
distinguished officer passed away
in March 1990, aged 70.

ABOVE: P-47D-23-RA

Mediterranean ‘kills’

The air war over the
Mediterranean and southern
Europe often seems overlooked in
comparison to the northern Europe
and Pacific battlegrounds, but in
that theatre the Thunderbolt also
made a major contribution to the
USAAF. The 325th FG was among
the more accomplished fighter
units that fought the Luftwaffe and
other Axis air arms over North
Africa, the Mediterranean and
southern Europe. Writing during
the 1960s about this unit’s exploits,
American historians Ernest
McDowell and William Hess gave
it the nickname ‘Checkertail Clan’
– owing to the distinctive yellow
and black pattern that adorned the
aircraft tailplanes.
During its time in combat the
325th FG achieved considerable
local fame, although the unit does
not appear to have received the

post-war acclaim that it deserves.
Nevertheless, one of its pilots did
become a high-scoring air ace.
His name was Herschel Harper
Green, and one of his claims to
fame was to have achieved air-toair victories at the controls of all
three types of combat aircraft that

“Ironically... Dunham returned to the US
during early 1945 for gunnery classes”

42-27884/120 ‘Bonnie’
was the mount of
William ‘Bill’ Dunham,
348th FG. Natural
metal finish, with 15
aerial victories shown
beside the cockpit,
illustrating Dunham’s
final tally of air-to-air
‘kills’ in Thunderbolts.
This was his last and
most famous P-47D
ALL PROFILES ANDY
HAY-FLYING ART

ABOVE: 348th FG ace

‘Bill’ Dunham is seen
here with the last of
his three Thunderbolts
named ‘Bonnie’
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ABOVE: Maj Herschel

Green photographed
in Italy with his P-47D
‘White 11’ of the 325th
FG. This unit fought
a long and hard war,
starting in North Africa
with P-40 Warhawks
and continuing in
Italy while flying
Thunderbolts and then
Mustangs USAAF

ABOVE, RIGHT: ‘Herky’

Green was the second
highest-scoring ace of
the Fifteenth Air Force
(behind John Voll – 21
‘kills’ – of the Mustangoperating 31st FG),
with 18 aerial victories
and apparently ten
ground successes

BELOW: All fighters
assigned to Glenn
Duncan were named
‘Dove of Peace’. This
airframe, ‘Dove of
Peace VI’ was P-47D21-RE 42-25506/LHX. It was belly-landed
after a loss of power in
April 1944 at Copdock,
near Raydon airfield,
while being flown by Lt
Carl Mueller
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the group flew during its time
in the front line.
The 325th FG deployed from
the US to North Africa during
January and February 1943. It
was initially equipped with the
Curtiss P-40 Warhawk, before
transitioning to the Thunderbolt
later that year. The unit moved to
the Italian mainland in December
1943 and stayed at various Italian
airfields until the end of the war
in Europe, eventually converting
to the P-51 Mustang. It was one
of the component units of the US
Fifteenth Air Force.
Born in July 1920 at Mayfield,
Kentucky, Green gained his
‘wings’ during 1940 as a part
of the civilian training scheme
that existed in the US prior to
that country’s entry into World
War Two. He was commissioned
in the USAAF during April 1942
and, following assignment to the
325th FG, he moved with the unit

to North Africa in early 1943. His
first three aerial victories were
achieved while flying P-40s, the
first on May 19, 1943 in a P-40L
during the Mediterranean air war.
Piloting the P-47D from late 1943,
Green opened his score card on
the type in what turned out to be
an exceptional day shooting down
six enemy aircraft on January 30,
1944. He claimed four Junkers Ju
53/3m transports, a Macchi C.202
and a Dornier Do 217 all while
flying a fellow pilot’s Thunderbolt
(his usual aircraft bore the
fuselage number ‘11’) .
From March 1944 Maj ‘Herky’
Green commanded the 325th
FG’s 317th Fighter Squadron
(FS). He is credited with ten Axis
aircraft destroyed while flying
the Thunderbolt. From mid-1944
he continued to score in the P-51
Mustang, the unit’s new mount.
On completion of his tour later in
1944 he had accumulated a total

of 18 aerial victories, making him
the leading Fifteenth Air Force ace
at that time. He also apparently
destroyed ten enemy aircraft on
the ground. Green was eventually
overtaken by John Voll (21
aerial victories) of the Mustangoperating 31st FG.
Following World War Two, Green
remained in the USAAF and its
successor the USAF, eventually
reaching the rank of colonel. He
retired from the service during
1964, subsequently working for
the Hughes Aircraft Company.
He passed away at Torrance,
California in August 2006. A
decade earlier he had chronicled
his career in Herky! The Memoirs
of a Checkertail Ace.

European success

The fighter units of the US Eighth
Air Force based in England during
the later years of World War Two
have become famous for their high-

altitude bomber escort missions.
Massed formations of B-17 Flying
Fortresses and B-24 Liberators
proved vital in the USAAF’s
daylight strategic bombing of Axis
industrial targets. Initially, many
Eighth Air Force groups flew the
P-47 before converting to the P-51,
with the exception of the 56th FG.
The 353rd FG moved to Britain
from the US during May-June
1943. The unit was initially
stationed at RAF Goxhill,
Lincolnshire and then at Metfield
in Suffolk, before moving in April
1944 to the air base with which
it is most closely associated, RAF
Raydon, also in Suffolk.
During the summer of 1943,
the ‘D’ version of the P-47 was
reaching Eighth Air Force units in
England. Considerable work was
undertaken in the latter half of
that year to give the Thunderbolt
sufficient range, enabling it to
provide fighter escort cover for
the Eighth’s heavy bombers on
their far-flung missions across
Germany and occupied Europe.

With greater range and
endurance available, the
Thunderbolt grew into an
excellent bomber escort, and a
burgeoning number of P-47D
pilots began taking a heavy toll on
the defending Luftwaffe fighters.
Among them was the 353rd FG’s
Glenn Duncan, who came into the
world in Bering, Texas, in May
1918. Glenn Emile Duncan began
his military flight training in
1940, being commissioned in the
USAAC during October of that
year. He was eventually assigned
to the 353rd FG in England during
March 1943.

“Duncan scored a steady stream of aerial
victories, becoming one of the Eighth’s
most successful Thunderbolt pilots”

Duncan chalked up his first
confirmed aerial victory on
September 23, 1943, a Focke-Wulf
Fw 190 over Nantes in France.
His fifth ‘kill’ – which bestowed
‘acehood’ upon him – was
achieved on December 20 that
year. By then he had become the
353rd FG’s commander.
Thereafter Duncan made a steady
stream of claims, becoming one
of the Eighth’s most successful
Thunderbolt pilots. When the US
fighters began to add attacks on
Luftwaffe airfields to their list
of assigned tasks, he also started
to achieve ground ‘kills’. But the
strafing of heavily defended air
bases was hazardous and, on
July 7, 1944, Col Duncan was shot
down while attacking Wesendorf
airfield in Germany. He managed

ABOVE: P-47D ‘White

11’ was assigned
to Herschel ‘Herky’
Green of the 317th
FS, 325th FG, Italy,
1944. Green achieved
ten aerial victories in
various Thunderbolts,
and 18 overall. Olive
Drab (officially ‘Dark
Olive Drab’)/Neutral
Gray colour scheme
with the 325th FG’s
distinctive yellow/black
chequerboard tail
markings

BELOW: Although
USAAF fighter pilots
were usually assigned
a particular aircraft,
they did not always fly
that specific machine.
In this image Glenn
Duncan converses with
a groundcrew member
while seated in a P-47
with a ‘bubble’ canopy.
This version was
never assigned to him
personally
FAR LEFT, TOP: P-47D
‘White 11’ of ‘Herky’
Green featured artwork
echoing that seen
on at least one other
325th FG Thunderbolt,
a 319th FS aircraft
named ‘Dallas Blonde'.
The female figure was
also painted on P-47D4-RA 42-22762/UN-S
‘Tinkle’ of the 56th FG,
among others
FAR LEFT, BOTTOM:

Glenn Duncan was
the highest-scoring
ace of the 353rd
FG, Eighth Air Force,
with 19 1/2 aerial
victories all achieved
in Thunderbolts. The
pace of air operations
during 1944 was frantic
and Duncan, in this
formal portrait, looked
much in need of rest
USAAF
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ABOVE: The 61st FS of

the 56th FG featured
a Polish contingent
of accomplished
pilots, including Polish
nationals as well
as US citizens with
Polish ancestry. In this
grouping, Gabreski is
third from left, with the
tall Bolesław Michal
‘Mike’ Gładych (18
aerial victories, ten in
Thunderbolts) far left

Right: ‘Gabby’

Gabreski was the
subject of much
publicity due to his
air combat successes,
and was often
photographed with an
impressive scoreboard
well to the fore. He
flew a number of
different Thunderbolts,
culminating in the
‘bubble’ canopy
version USAAF
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to evade capture and made his
way to the Netherlands, where he
was successfully hidden from the
Germans. He also worked with
Dutch resistance personnel, but
was finally liberated by Allied
forces during April 1945, and
rejoined the 353rd FG at Raydon,
which by then had taken delivery
of Mustangs.
His score of 19 1/2 aerial victories
in Thunderbolts was one of the
highest in the Eighth Air Force,
and he was also credited with just
short of seven ground victories
(including shared claims).
Post-war, Duncan remained in
the USAAF and transitioned to
the USAF on its formation, finally
retiring from the service in
February 1970. He died at the age
of 80 in July 1998.

Poland’s pride

One of the P-47’s greatest wartime
exponents was the 56th FG of the
Eighth Air Force, based in England.
The unit arrived in Britain from
the US during January 1943, and
– uniquely within the Eighth –
throughout its time in combat
it only flew the Thunderbolt. It
eventually counted many aces
among its ranks and famously vied
with the Mustang-equipped 4th

“Gabreski later
flew combat during
the Korean War,
achieving 6 1/2
aerial victories in
F-86 Sabres”
FG for the accolade of being the
Eighth’s top-scoring fighter outfit.
Following several initial base
assignments, the group settled
at RAF Halesworth, Suffolk,
during July 1943, and was later.
and more famously, stationed at
RAF Boxted near Colchester, Essex,
from April 1944. Among its top

aces was one of its commanders,
Col David Schilling (22 1/2 aerial
victories), as well as Robert S
Johnson (27), and Frederick
Christensen (21 1/2).
Chief among them all, though,
was the Eighth’s top-scorer, Col
Francis ‘Gabby’ Gabreski. His
achievements came not just on
Thunderbolts – he also earned
the distinction of being the overall
highest ranked USAAF ace in
the European Theatre of
Operations (ETO).
Gabreski was born to Polish
immigrant parents in Oil City,
Pennsylvania, on January 28,
1919. While at university in Notre
Dame, Indiana, ‘Gabby’ took flying
lessons but did not initially appear
to be a good student. Nevertheless,
he joined a pilot programme
in the USAAC during 1940,
eventually gaining his ‘wings’
and a commission in March 1941.
Stationed on Hawaii later that year
with the 45th Pursuit Squadron,
Gabreski was involved in the
attempt to counter the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor.
Later sent to Britain for liaison
with Polish RAF units, Gabreski
flew several combat sorties with
315 (Dęblin) Squadron in Spitfire
Mk.IX fighters. He was posted
to the 61st FS of the 56th FG in
February 1943, and took to flying
the Thunderbolt. He achieved his
first ‘kill’ on August 24, 1943.
Gabreski gained ace status on
November 26, 1943 during a
heavy bomber escort mission,
and thereafter scored steadily,
also being made the squadron
commander of the 61st FS and
reaching the rank of lieutenant
colonel. Occasionally unpopular
with some colleagues, he became
involved in a growing rivalry of
aerial ‘scores’ within the 56th FG,
coupled with the ‘race’ to exceed
the 26 ‘kills’ achieved by US pilot
Eddie Rickenbacker during World
War One.

Highest scores

In the event, Robert S Johnson
was the first to achieve the
Rickenbacker yardstick over
Europe. But the increase of
Gabreski’s score to 28 on July 5
during a dogfight over northern
France made him the ETO’s
leading USAAF ace. It was a status
he never lost.

On July 20, 1944 he was due to
begin the voyage home at the end
of his allotted USAAF combat
hours – but could not resist
taking part in one more bomber
escort mission. Unfortunately, he
was shot down while strafing a
Luftwaffe airfield, and spent the
rest of the conflict as a prisoner
of war.
Remaining in the USAAF and
then the USAF following World
War Two, Gabreski later flew
combat during the Korean War,
achieving 6 1/2 aerial victories in
F-86 Sabres. He thereby joined a
select group of pilots who were
aces in two separate wars.
He finally retired from the USAF
during November 1967, and later
held executive positions with the
aerospace company Grumman.
Some of his nine children became
ranking USAF officers. Tragically,
his wife died in a car accident in
1993 following the annual EAA air
show at Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Gabreski passed away on January
31, 2002 at the age of 83.
He was afforded a funeral with
full military honours, and his
fame continues to this day with
the Suffolk County Airport
in Westhampton
Beach, New York,
being renamed
the Francis S
Gabreski
Airport in
1991 in a
lasting
tribute. FP

• Author’s Note: The aerial
victory scores related in
this article are the officially
recognised achievements
of USAAF fighter pilots as
published by the Albert F
Simpson Historical Research
Center/Air University at Maxwell
AFB, Alabama, and in writings
based on official documents
by Frank Olynyk of the
American Fighter Aces
Association.

ABOVE: P-47D-25RE 42-26418/HV-A
of Francis ‘Gabby’
Gabreski, 61st FS,
56th FG, July 1944.
It displays one of the
many unique ‘in the
field’ camouflage
variations worn by
56th FG Thunderbolts,
comprising dark green
and dark grey patches
on the upper surfaces,
and apparently
unpainted undersides
BELOW: A conversation
between Gabreski and
his crew chief, Ralph
Safford. A total of 27
'kill' markings can be
seen on the side of the
former’s Thunderbolt.
This could be the
aircraft ‘Gabby’ was
flying when shot down
on July 20, 1944
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A PT-17 Stearman,
B-219, in flight from
Ponca City while
attached to 6 British
Flying Training School
sometime in 1941.
Bill flew more than
60 hours in the type
as part of his flying
training ALL BILL WILLIAMS
UNLESS STATED
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U

npressurised
cockpits, freezing
temperatures,
merciless monsoons,
perilous altitudes
and flights to the extremes of
their machines’ abilities were
some of the issues faced daily by
RAF photo reconnaissance unit
(PRU) pilots in Burma.
Men like Bill Williams.
Born in the north London village
of Hampstead in May 1921, Bill
volunteered for aircrew as World
War Two erupted and, in May 1941,
reported to the Recruit Depot at
RAF Cardington, Bedfordshire.
After graduating from the Initial
Training Wing at the Lincolnshire
seaside town of Skegness, he
was shipped to Canada for pilot

training, sailing from Scotland’s
River Clyde in September.
On arrival at the Moncton transit
camp, he was allocated to a group
earmarked for training under
a bilateral US-UK agreement to
provide flying instruction to both
RAF and Royal Navy aircrew. As a
result, he was sent to Oklahoma’s
Ponca City in America to join 6
British Flying Training School.
Although the CO and adjutant
were RAF officers, the instructors,
technicians and administrative
staff were Americans.
With elementary training carried
out in the Boeing PT-17 Stearman,
Bill flew 66 hours in the sturdy
type, before converting to the
BT-13 Valiant. After 48 hours, he
progressed to the AT-6 Texan for

56 hours of advanced instruction.
During his training, Bill also ‘flew’
23 hours of instrument flying
exercises and blind approaches
in the ground-based Link Trainer.
Then graduating as a sergeant,
Bill received his ‘wings’ on June
19, 1942 – 31 out of the entry’s 50
students completed the course.
After returning to the UK soon
after, Bill was sent to 17 (Pilot)
Advanced Flying Training Unit at
Watton, Norfolk, where he flew
more than 30 hours in the Miles
Master, adjusting to European
conditions, particularly the
weather. One morning while
waiting to fly, Bill sat in the crew
room with five colleagues when an
orderly appeared and announced
six volunteers were needed for a

PRU. Looking at each other,
no-one seemed to know
exactly what that was. After
being told that it flew blue
Spitfires, they all volunteered.
Following decompression tests,
the pilots headed to 3 School
of General Reconnaissance at
Squires Gate near Blackpool,
Lancashire. With the unit
in question part of Coastal
Command, the fliers had to
complete a complex course in
navigation, which involved flying
in the back of a Blackburn Botha
– which didn’t impress Bill, as
a PR Spitfire pilot only had his
knees for a map table.
At the beginning of January
1943, Bill arrived at 8 (Coastal)
Operational Training Unit at

in the Sky

Graham Pitchfork relates just some of the
fascinating flying career of former photo-recce pilot
Bill Williams, who will celebrate his 100th birthday in May
Fraserburgh in northeast Scotland.
It was there he was introduced to
the PR Spitfire and the art of longrange navigation, photography and
high altitude flying.
Having successfully completed
his training, Bill was posted
to Oxfordshire’s RAF Benson,
home of the RAF’s photographic
reconnaissance force, on March 1.
Expecting to join a home-based PR

unit, he was soon told he was in
fact being posted to 680 Squadron,
based close to the Egyptian capital
of Cairo.

Indian improvisation

Tasked with delivering Spitfire
PR.IV BR654 to the unit, he flew the
aircraft to Portreath in Cornwall
on April 15. Arriving at the airfield,
he found it packed with both twinJune 2021 FlyPast 45
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RIGHT: Bill Williams shortly
after joining 8 (Coastal)
Operational Training Unit
at Fraserburgh in January
1943. Part of Coastal
Command’s 17 Group, the
unit was responsible for
training aircrew on a mix of
types, including the Spitfire
and Mosquito

and four-engined aircraft waiting
for good weather. One of just two
single-engine-rated pilots there,
Bill’s plan was to climb to 30,000ft
and head directly to Gibraltar
across the Bay of Biscay and Spain.
On April 18, he was ready to go,
but forecasts indicated solid cloud
over Spain, so he was delayed.
Eventually, told the cloud had
broken, Bill took off alone, pointed
his nose out over the Bay of Biscay
and on towards Spain, only to find
it still ‘socked in’. However, his
reckoning was perfect and, after
almost five hours, he spied the
south of Spain through the cloud
and made for Gibraltar.
The following morning, he
was due to leave for an airfield
near Oran in Algeria, although a
shortage of maps meant he had to
use a school atlas. With a blanket
of solid cloud, Bill crossed the
Mediterranean at 300ft. After
a two-day stopover in Oran to
repair the aircraft’s battery, he
headed to Egypt, landing at Castel

Benito, ‘Marble Arch’ and El Adem
in Libya before finally arriving
in Cairo. His journey had taken
ten days, with almost 20 hours in
the air – quite a feat for someone
with just 300 hours in his logbook.
However, plans for Bill to join
680 Squadron had changed and
he was left killing time in Egypt,
before finally sailing for India
on September 1. There he joined
681 Squadron at Dum Dum near
Calcutta (now Kolkata).
At that time, the unit operated
a mixed bag of four B-25
Mitchells, six Hurricanes and
four Spitfire PR.IVs, although it
wasn’t long before the Mitchells

“His journey had taken ten days,
with almost 20 hours in the air”

were transferred to the newly
formed 684 Squadron, while the
Hurricanes were replaced by
Spitfires. While the majority of
those arriving were PR.IVs, far
more capable PR.XIs were also
beginning to appear. As a result of
684’s formation on September 29,
1943, 171 Wing was rebranded a PR
wing under the aegis of Wg Cdr S
G Wise DFC that November.

Into action
ANDY HAY-FLYING ART
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Settling into squadron life, Bill’s
first operational sortie with the
unit – a recce over a possible
landing zone ahead of the planned

airborne invasion of Burma –
took place on October 4. This was
followed by flights over Arakan
and Toungoo, the latter along the
main railway line running out
of Rangoon. Completing a short
familiarisation trip in a B-25 soon
after, on October 12 Bill flew as
co-pilot to photograph the coastal
town of Taungup in western
Burma, before heading east to
conduct a reconnaissance over the
village of Prome. Ten days later, he
flew a second Mitchell sortie, this
time to the docks at Bassein, before
reconnoitring a Japanese airfield
close to Prome.

In November, Bill was primarily
tasked with photographing
Burma’s railway and road system,
both of which were vital to
Japan’s forward resupply efforts.
He also flew several sorties over
the Irrawaddy River to monitor
shipping traffic.
In January 1944, the RAF turned
its PR efforts to surveying Burma
in preparation for its reoccupation.
Centred around two campaigns,
plans called for the British/
Indian XV Corps to move south
into the Arakan, a long narrow
strip of land along the country’s
east coast, while US forces led by
Lt Gen Joseph Stilwell advanced
to take the northern city of
Myitkyin. However, the provision
of accurate maps was crucial
for success. In other operational
theatres, the availability of good
mapping was taken for granted,
but that was far from the case in
Burma. With the Mosquitos of 684
Squadron undertaking smallerscale surveys, 681 concentrated on
attaining larger-scale photography
to provide intricate details of
the immediate battle areas in
northern Burma.

In February, 171 PR Wing (still
under the command of Wise, by
then a group captain) became
171 PR Force, with 684 and 681
squadrons being joined by
the three units making up the
USAAF’s 8th PR Group.

Left: Spitfire PM512/N
heads a line of 681
Squadron PR.XIXs
at Singapore’s RAF
Seletar in 1945. The
aircraft was struck off
charge in March 1947

Long range warrior

Continuing to operate from Dum
Dum, the Spitfires flew as far
south as Rangoon, east to the
Chinese border and Bhutan in the
north. To increase the aircraft’s
coverage, pilots would land at
either Chittagong or Ramu in
India’s southeast to refuel, before
heading to their designated target
area. By landing again at these
forward airfields on the return
trip, it extended their range even
further. Enemy airfields, railways
and other lines of communication,
including river traffic, were
photographed during these flights,
which were often more than four
hours long. Anti-aircraft fire was
a major threat over some targets,
particularly Rangoon and the
oilwells at Toungoo.
Throughout February, Bill
photographed various airstrips

above A 681 Squadron
Spitfire PR.XI
undergoes servicing
at a forward airfield
in Burma circa 1944
ROSSOR FAMILY
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MIDDLE: An official RAF
portrait of Bill Williams,
then a warrant officer,
at the end of the war

BELOW: Supermarine
Spitfire PR.XI PL863/B
'Vewwy Funny'
prepares to taxi at
Dum Dum sometime in
1941. Note the member
of groundcrew sitting
on the tail to provide
ballast in an attempt to
reduce the possibility
of the aircraft 'ground
looping' while
manoeuvring over
uneven terrain

across Burma’s Central Plain,
including the large complex at
Meiktila. He also flew a recce over
an airfield near Myitkyina, which
threatened the northeast Indian
cities of Imphal and Kohima.
With the Spitfires often flying to
the extreme limits of their range,
Bill and his fellow pilots feared
engine failure and the violence of
the frequent monsoons far more
than enemy fighters.
There were no navigation aids
either, apart from the aircraft’s
radio. This meant pilots had to fly
compass courses over the jungleclad Chin Hills while attempting
to identify various pinpoints
around the Chindwin and
Irrawaddy Rivers. All of this was
done while constantly monitoring
the aeroplane, the weather and
map reading. If there was cloud on
the return leg, the pilots allowed
more time to clear the high
ground, before hoping to pick up a
visual fix to descend afterwards.
During April, Bill was
photographing the enemy’s
communication lines, including
the road from Tamu to Imphal,
which was being used by the
Japanese to resupply their forces
advancing on Imphal and Kohima.
On April 7, 1944, Bill made two

runs at 21,000ft to photograph the
enemy airfields around Rangoon.

The biggest fear

The following month, 171 PR Force
relocated to Alipore, southeast
of Calcutta, but continued to
stage through forward airfields,
including Feni, Comilla, Chittagong
and Ramu. With the monsoon
beginning in early May, photo
opportunities were severely
curtailed, as there were countless
days when flying was impossible.
Bill’s flight on May 21 is a good
example of the problems faced by
recce Spitfire pilots while flying
alone. Taking off from Alipore at
0630hrs, he landed at Chittagong
to refuel approximately an hour
later. Although his aircraft’s radio
transmitter had failed and could
not be repaired, he took off and
headed for his target at Myotna in
central Burma. Flying over almost
total cloud cover, his engine began
to misfire eight minutes from his
objective. Checking the magnetos,
he discovered the port unit had
failed. As he did this, the engine
cut out. Abandoning the sortie,
Bill coaxed the engine back to life
and turned for home, reaching
Chittagong two hours later.
Poor weather interfered on

June 1. Arriving at Ramu from
Alipore at 0800hrs in heavy rain,
Bill was advised to get airborne
as soon as possible because the
base was expecting the runway to
flood. Taking off, he set a course
for Toungoo and flew through
cloud for an hour, before making
the decision to abandon the trip.
However, as he started to descend
through the clag, Bill spotted a
gap at 10,000ft and made two
runs over the coast in the hope of
getting something from the sortie.
In due course, the Japanese
offensive into Assam through
Imphal failed because of the Allies’
near-constant air strikes on their
supply routes, all of which were
identified by 681’s Spitfires.

Dogged determination

With a severe monsoon hitting
the region in July and August that
year, the squadron was seldom
able to fly. The worst was over by
September, but conditions were
often still difficult for the Spitfire
pilots, especially flying alone and
so far from their home airfields.
On September 26, Bill, who had
been promoted to warrant officer,
was tasked to fly a recce over the
strategically important Tiddim
Road, which stretched north from

“In January 1944, the RAF turned its
PR efforts to surveying Burma in
preparation for its reoccupation”
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Tiddim to Imphal. Leaving Alipore
for Comilla, where he refuelled, he
then headed towards the objective.
However, at the eastern end of
the Chin Hills, he found a line
of threatening cumulonimbus
clouds covering the Chindwin
river and Kabaw valley. Flying up
and down from south of Imphal
to east of Chittagong searching for
any kind of gap, he spotted one
at the northern end of the Kabaw
valley and took photographs of
the area. With no more breaks to
be found, he returned to Comilla,
where he waited see if there was
an improvement to try again.

Defenceless, exposed, and vulnerable

The unarmed Spitfire PR.XI was fitted with the improved Merlin
61-series engine and modified to carry an additional 66 imp gal
of fuel. Capable of carrying two vertically mounted, 14in lens
F.24 cameras in the fuselage behind the cockpit, a port-facing
oblique F.24 with an 8in lens could be mounted above them for
low-level photography. When the aircraft was flown at low level
in the tactical reconnaissance role, two F.8 cameras with a 5in
lens were installed vertically in a fairing under each wing. Later,
F.52 cameras with 36in focal length lenses replaced the F.24s.
The PR.XI was capable of exceeding 400mph at 24,000ft and
could cruise at 395mph at 32,000ft. In an emergency, it could
climb much higher, but in a non-pressurised cockpit with no
heading, pilots could only withstand this for a very short period.

However, on seeing the met
officer’s predictions, he returned
to Alipore. Like all PR pilots, Bill
was incredibly conscious of the
urgent need to get photographs for
the intelligence staff to advise on
further operations.
By early October, Gen Slim’s force
was ready to begin its advance
south. Initially pushing the
Japanese towards the Chindwin
river and into the Schwebo Plain,
Slim prepared for a move towards

Above: Incredibly

detailed recce image
of the huge Japanese
airfield at Meiktila in
central Burma captured
by one of the Spitfires
of 681 Squadron

GRAHAM PITCHFORK
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RIGHT ABOVE: A 681

Squadron Spitfire PR.XI
carrying the identifier
‘A’ in flight somewhere
over Burma

RIGHT: Bill poses with

Spitfire PR.XIX PM631
of the RAF Battle
of Britain Memorial
Flight at Coningsby,
Lincolnshire in 2010 at
the sprightly age of 89

the Irrawaddy. Subsequently,
the squadron primarily flew
in support of this major, and
eventually successful, action.
On November 24, Bill was tasked
with a sortie south to reconnoitre
the railway and road systems
being used by the Japanese around
Mandalay. Six days later, he was
over the docks at Rangoon as
part of an attempt to identify
Japanese reinforcements arriving
by sea. On the return leg, Bill
photographed the railway running
north from Rangoon to Prome.
Flying from Cox’s Bazar (in the
south of what is now Bangladesh)
on December 4, Bill was tasked
with a recce over the oilfields at
Chauk and Yenangyaung. Two
days later, he took off in Spitfire
FL838 and headed for Taungup
and Prome – it was his 44th and
final operational sortie.

Heading home

BELOW: Seen here
between sorties in
early 1945, PR.IX
MB776/Y ‘FDP’ was
assigned to 681
Squadron’s CO, Wg
Cdr F D Proctor DFC

The air commander in India
described the development of
the photographic reconnaissance
organisation as “a notable feature
of the period” and went on to
say: “No 681 Squadron operated
magnificently during the whole
of the monsoon period of 1943
and 1944.” This was reinforced by
noted air historians Denis Richards
and Hilary St George Saunders,
who wrote in their three-volume

“Checking the magnetos, he
found the port unit had failed.
As he did, the engine cut out”
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Royal Air Force 1939-1945: “The
hazards of flying in the monsoon
were the worst that had so far
been encountered by man in his
conquest of the air, and of them all,
the greatest was that created by
the cumulonimbus cloud, which
towered to over 30,000ft.”
Bill agreed: “The worst problem
was the weather – especially
during monsoon season. Crossing
the Chin Hills to get into Burma
was no problem in the early
morning, but coming back
anytime from midday onwards
could be distinctly dodgy. By that
time, a barrier of cumulonimbus
would normally have built up to
40,000ft or more – to try to get
through them was asking to have
your wings torn off. This happened
to several people. Even going down
to 500ft over the Ganges Delta was
asking for trouble.”
Shortly after his final sortie, Bill
was posted to British Air Forces
South East Asia Communications
Flight at Delhi to fly VIPs and
officers around northern India.
Bill returned to 681 Squadron,
then based in Rangoon with
Griffon-powered Spitfire PR.XIXs,
in late 1945. By then the war was
over. Soon after Bill’s arrival, the
squadron moved to Kuala Lumpur
and plans were made for it to

relocate to Hong Kong. However,
political difficulties and the loss
of several aircraft in ground
accidents resulted in preparations
being cancelled. Subsequently,
the squadron moved to Seletar in
Singapore – however, Bill’s ability
to double-declutch led him having
to drive a Bedford 3-ton truck
there instead of flying.
In early 1946, Bill was demobbed
having amassed just over 1,000
hours flying time, much of it in the
most hostile of skies. Happy 100th
Birthday, Bill. We salute you. FP
• Thanks to Robert Glover and
the Williams family for their
help in preparing this article.

THE 2021 BATTLE OF BRITAIN
AIRSHOW IS ON!
25TH - 27TH JULY 2021
Following our fantastic 2020 event and an early review of the Covid precautions planned for this
summer, we’re pleased to confirm that The Battle of Britain Airshow at Headcorn Aerodrome
will be taking place on June 25th - 27th 2021. We’re releasing the action-packed line-up over
the coming weeks and delivering another fantastic family focused airshow this summer!

THE 2021 BATTLE OF BRITAIN AIRSHOW IS PRE-SALE TICKET ADMISSION ONLY.
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE NOW!
H E A D C O R N A E R O D R O M E , S H E N L E Y R O A D, A S H F O R D, K E N T T N 2 7 9 H X
Book your tickets at www.bobairshow.co.uk or call 01622 812 830 for more information

Competition SPITFIRE FLIGHT

WIN A Spitfire Flight
courtesy of Aero Legends
To celebrate FlyPast’s 40th birthday, we’ve teamed up with warbird operator
Aero Legends to offer the flight of a lifetime. Not only will one lucky
FlyPast reader win a trip in two-seat Spitfire T.9 NH341, (an experience
worth approximately £3,000) but the flight will be photographed
by our regular air-to-air lensman Darren Harbar

For further details on Aero Legends visit
www.aerolegends.co.uk
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The winner will receive an enlarged photo of
themselves aloft in the Spitfire, an image that will
also grace this magazine’s pages. You will also have
the opportunity to describe this unforgettable
experience in print. The flight will take place
from Aero Legends’ facility at North Weald
in Essex later this year.

To enter

VISIT www.key.aero/flypast/competitions

The closing date is Friday August 13, 2021, and the winners will be drawn on
that day and notified accordingly. Travel and accommodation costs are not
included in the prize. For full terms and conditions, see website.

One lucky runner-up will also win almost £100 of aircraft
books in the Legends of Air Warfare series from Schiffer
Publishing. Schiffer produces numerous books focusing on
classic aircraft and aviation history.
The book prizes are:
• Hawker Hunter, Avro Lancaster
• Messerschmitt Bf 109E,
• B-17 Flying Fortress Vol 1 and Vol 2
For more details see: www.schifferbooks.com

There are certain stipulations for entrants
· You must be 18 years or older
· Your maximum height must be 6ft 6in, and
maximum weight 230lb fully clothed
· The passenger must sign an undertaking
that he or she has no medical condition that
would affect their ability to undertake the
proposed activity.
A list of specific medical conditions are
stated on the consent form

Passengers must be able to demonstrate the following:
· The ability to understand the information provided with regard to the risks associated with flying
in a historic warbird aircraft, which has not been certified for the carriage of passengers.
· The ability to make an informed decision based upon the risk information provided and to be
prepared to accept the risk involved in participating in the proposed activity.
· Be able to recall emergency actions required in the event of the requirement to abandon the
aircraft or to prepare for a forced landing.
· A good understanding of the safety equipment provided and its operation and use .
· An appropriate approach to the passenger experience, exhibiting maturity, stability of character
and attitude consistent with the intended activity.
· Conversational English to an acceptable level for the intended activity.
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Chipmunk T.10
WD331/W of RAF
Birmingham UAS,
Shawbury, in flight on
September 19, 1971
ADRIAN M BALCH
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DHC CHIPMUNK

A

sk any British
military pilot of a
certain age in which
aircraft they gained
their ‘wings’ and a
great many will answer “the
Chipmunk”. With 1,283 built and
many still flying today, it was the
first indigenous aircraft design
to be produced by de Havilland
Canada, hence its designation
DHC-1. The prototype, CF-DIO-X,
first flew on May 22, 1946 from
Downsview, Toronto, piloted
by Pat Fillingham, a test pilot
seconded from the parent de
Havilland company.
As a tandem, two-seat, singleengined primary trainer, it was
developed shortly after World

War Two and had prolific sales
throughout the immediate
post-war years, being typically
employed as a replacement for the
de Havilland Tiger Moth.
The design team was led by
Wsiewołod Jakimiuk, a Polish
pre-war engineer, originally chief
engineer at Warsaw’s National
Aircraft Factory, who joined DHC
in the summer of 1940.
The Chipmunk’s fuselage was
of an all-metal, stressed skin
construction, as were the fin and
tailplane. Two prototypes were
built at Downsview, the main
features including an enclosed
cockpit with rear-sliding canopy,
as well as various aerodynamic
features assisting the aircraft's
flight performance. Like the
Tiger Moth, strakes were fitted
to the rear fuselage to deter spin
conditions. During trials, CF-DJS
was lost in a spinning accident
and CF-DIO was sent to the UK as
a pattern aircraft.
This left CF-DJS (construction
number – c/n – Canadian
6) to undertake much of
the experimental flying,
including trials on skis.

During the late 1940s-50s, the
Chipmunk was procured in large
numbers by air arms such as the
Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF),
RAF and several other nation’s air
forces, where it was often utilised
as their standard primary trainer.

Post-war production

It was the first post-war type to be
produced by de Havilland Canada,
which undertook its construction
at the Downsview factory where it
produced a total of 217 Chipmunks,
the final example being completed
during 1956. In addition, 1,000
Chipmunks were produced under
licence in the UK by de Havilland;
manufacturing was initially
performed at the company’s
Hatfield, Hertfordshire facility.
British production of Chipmunks
with the sectioned canopy started
in late 1949, but by mid-December
just 17 had been completed at
Hatfield. Initial deliveries to
Oxford and Cambridge University
Air Squadrons began in the early
spring of 1950.
It was later decided to transfer
production to another of its plants,
at Hawarden, near Chester.

Primary
Perfection
By the end of August 1950,
production of the T.10 for the RAF
had reached almost 150 aircraft.
A further 66 Chipmunks were
licence-manufactured by Oficinas
Gerais de Material Aeronáutico,
at Alverca in Portugal, between
1955 and 1961 for the Portuguese
Air Force.

Canadian variants

Both British-built and early
Canadian-constructed Chipmunks
are notably different from the
later RCAF/Lebanese versions
of Canadian manufacture. Later

Adrian M Balch outlines the history of the legendary
DHC Chipmunk trainer in this, its 75th anniversary year

‘Canuck-built’ aircraft were fitted
with a bubble canopy, which
replaced the multi-panelled sliding
unit used on early Canadianproduced Chipmunks, along with
all of the Portuguese and Britishbuilt machines. The bubble canopy
was used to make the DHC-1B-S3
familiar to North American student
pilots, who would eventually move
to the Canadair Sabre.
On the early-built canopy,
the rear-most panels were

intentionally bulged to provide
the instructor’s position with
superior visibility. British-built
Chipmunks also differed by
several adjustments to suit RAF
requirements. These included
repositioned undercarriage legs,
the adoption of a variable-pitch
propeller, anti-spin strakes,
landing lights and an all-round
stressed airframe.
The reason why the British
Chipmunk T.10 was not built to the
same specification as its Canadian
counterpart was also because
those constructed in the UK (and
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ABOVE: The Chipmunk
prototype CF-DIO-X
DHC
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DHC CHIPMUNK

Portugal) were a ‘re-design’ of the
initial Canadian concept, to meet
British requirements. Converting
the DHC-1 into the T.10 for the
RAF also meant dovetailing
with ministry of defence (MOD)
procurement policy – and de
Havilland UK at Hatfield had
to re-draw the blueprint using
imperial (British) hardware and
home-manufactured components
– the new aircraft had to meet
RAF/MOD standards.
The first three Chipmunks
supplied to the RCAF had
been designated ‘Chipmunk 1’.
Following the post-war system
adopted at Hatfield, the next
model became the T.10, with UK
export examples being T.20s with
electric starters. This accounts for
why the subsequent DHC-1Bs for
the RCAF were known as T.30s.
Two aircraft, G-AJVD (c/n
Canadian 10) and G-AKDN
(c/n 11) were sent to England
as development examples
for the RAF order. Extensive
modifications occurred, including
a change from the Gipsy Major 8
engine, altering the angle of the
undercarriage legs, a redesigned
instrument panel and coaming,
and the fitting of electrical and
vacuum systems.
The Downsview plant was not
only fully occupied with its home
order, but a request for 35 then
came from India’s director general

“...strakes were
fitted to the rear
fuselage to deter
spin conditions”
of civil aviation to train pilots.
The Canadian Chipmunk’s
main role was as a military
primary trainer, just five being
initially sold to civil owners in
Canada. Students could start on
the Chipmunk, advance to the
Harvard and finally convert to the
jet-powered T-33.
The RCAF took delivery of its
first Chipmunks on April 1, 1948:
three DHC-1A-1s (known as Mk.1s)
with framed canopies, serialled
18001-18003, to be operated for
elementary pilot training by 444
Squadron at the Canadian Joint
Air Training Centre, Canadian
Forces Base (CFB) Rivers,
Manitoba, as well as for schooling
pilots in ranging and directing
artillery fire. Airframe 18001 was
eventually purchased by world
aerobatic champion Art Scholl
and was converted to a ‘Super
Chipmunk’. It now hangs in the
National Air and Space Museum at
Washington DC.
In Canada, deliveries began in
1952, the majority going to the
RCAF Primary Flying Training

School at Camp Borden, Ontario,
and three equipping the Flight
Instructors School at Portage La
Prairie, Manitoba.
The last of the 217 Canadianbuilt ‘Chippies’, serial 18079, was
delivered to the RCAF late in
1956 – more than ten years after
the first flight of the prototype
– and continued to operate with
the Canadian military until the
end of 1971. The last example
was retired from service by the
Canadian Armed Forces during
1972. This was three years after
the controversial unification of
the country’s military branches.
The remaining aircraft were
transferred to the flight training
school at Portage La Prairie in
March 1970 for a shortlived
transition to the Beech Musketeer,
ending more than 23 years of
reliable Canadian military service

‘Chippies’ in Blighty

The RAF soon placed its order for
Chipmunks. Accordingly, three
airframes were transported to the
UK, where they were evaluated
by the Aeroplane and Armament
Experimental Establishment at
Boscombe Down, Wiltshire. Once
evaluated, the British Air Ministry
published specification T.8/48 for
the Chipmunk to replace the
Tiger Moth.
As such, the fully aerobatic
Chipmunk served as an ab
initio trainer for new pilots. The
RAF received 735 Chipmunks,
designated in British service
as the T.10. These aircraft were
manufactured in the UK by
de Havilland at Hatfield and
Chester, the parent company of de
Havilland Canada.

Chipmunk
overseas operators
The type served extensively around
the world with the air forces of
Belgium, Burma, Ceylon/Sri Lanka,
Colombia, Denmark, Egypt, Ireland,
Ghana, India, Iraq, Israel, Jordan,
Kenya, Lebanon, Malaysia, Portugal,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Thailand,
Uruguay, Zambia and Rhodesia/
Zimbabwe.

The Chipmunk T.10 initially
operated with Reserve Flying
Squadrons (RFS) of the RAF
Volunteer Reserve, as well as
University Air Squadrons (UAS).
In January 1953, it was announced
that seven of the 20 RFSs were to
close and, by the end of 1954, all
Chipmunk flying by the reserves
ceased, with the aircraft mainly
going into storage. However, those
allocated to UASs continued and,
in 1958, Air Experience Flights
(AEF) were formed to provide
flying for Air Training Corps
(ATC) cadets.
Two Chipmunks were also
operated from RAF Gatow,
Germany, on intelligence
gathering missions patrolling
the Berlin Corridor during the
Cold War years, flown under the
codename Operation Brixmis.
Chipmunks remained in service
with the ATC until 1996, the last
flight to use the type being 10
AEF at RAF Woodvale. They were
replaced by Scottish Aviation
Bulldogs. Chipmunks in military
service are still operated by the
RAF Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight (including one of the

ABOVE: A busy de
Havilland Chester
production line in 1950
VIA ROD BROWN

LEFT: Airframes in
varying states of
completion on the
Canadian production
line VIA ROD BROWN

LEFT: Test pilot Pat
Fillingham flying
G-AKDN, the first
UK-built Chipmunk
DH VIA PHILIP BIRTLES
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Top Strap DHC CHIPMUNK
This beautiful study
shows HRH the
Duke of Edinburgh
in Chipmunk T.10
WP861 during his
flying training A M BALCH
COLLECTION

Gatow-based machines) from
RAF Coningsby in Lincolnshire,
the Royal Navy at Yeovilton
in Somerset and the Army
Historic Flight at Middle Wallop,
Hampshire, to maintain pilot
currency on tailwheel aircraft.
The RAF’s Chipmunks were not
retired in the ab initio training
role until 1996, having finally
been replaced by the Bulldog. The
last RAF training unit to operate
the Chipmunk was 1 Elementary
Flying Training School at Newton,
Nottinghamshire.
In line with the RAF Chipmunks,
in 1953 the Army Air Corps (AAC)
accepted the first of 21 examples.
The bulk went to the Light Aircraft
School, more correctly titled 227

RIGHT: Two Chipmunk
T.10s of Cambridge
UAS, WZ868 nearest,
over Wroughton on
June 29, 1986
ADRIAN M BALCH
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Operational Conversion Unit,
at Middle Wallop – with single
aircraft being distributed to AAC
squadrons in Cyprus, Germany
and throughout the UK. Two Army
Chipmunks, WP964 and WZ854,
were painted in camouflage for
Forward Air Controller duties and
were known locally as ‘Spitmunks’.
Chipmunk WP964 was based
at Middle Wallop, while WZ854
flew with 1912 Flight from
RAF Wildenrath in Germany,
transporting senior officers until
written off in a taxiing accident.
Airframe WP964 still flies today
in these colours but in civilian
hands, registered G-HDAE.
Although Chipmunks had
entered service with the RAF and

army straight off the production
line, the Royal Navy elected to
continue with the Tiger Moth as
its basic trainer for another ten
years. In June 1966, Chipmunks
entered service with the Britannia
Royal Naval College at Dartmouth,
Devon, operating out of the nearby
Roborough/Plymouth Airport
under civil contract. They gave
good service training RN pilots
until retirement from service
in 1993, with single examples
allocated to glider-towing duties
at Yeovilton, Culdrose in Cornwall
and Lee-on-Solent, Hampshire,
and as station ‘hacks’.
Chipmunk WK608 was later
transferred to the Royal Naval
Historic Flight at Yeovilton in July

1993, thus becoming the last flying
example of the type in RN service.
On November 12, 1952, HRH
Prince Philip, the Duke of
Edinburgh undertook his first
flying lesson with London UAS at
White Waltham, in Chipmunk T.10
WP861, followed by WP903, which
was also used by the Duke of Kent
and Prince Michael for training.
Finally, Prince Philip soloed in
WP912; WP861 remained with
London UAS and was displayed
at the RAF’s 50th anniversary
exhibition at RAF Abingdon,
Oxfordshire, in June 1968.

Princely performance

That year, Chipmunk WP903
was taken out of store at RAF
Shawbury, Shropshire, to assess
HRH Prince Charles’ aptitude for
flying. For conspicuity purposes,
the aircraft was repainted in
overall gloss Signal Red and an
occulting red beacon was fitted
to the top of the front canopy
frame. The first flights were from
RAF Tangmere, West Sussex, on
July 30, 1968 with Sqn Ldr Philip
Pinney, a Central Flying School
instructor from Little Rissington,
Gloucestershire. These proved
Prince Charles had the potential
to follow his father. Flying lessons
began, culminating on January 4,
1969, when the instructor climbed
out after a flight and said to his

“...the instructor
climbed out...and
said to his pupil
‘you’re on your own’
and the Prince of
Wales made his
first solo”

pupil “you’re on your own” and the
Prince of Wales made his first solo
at Bassingbourn, Cambridgeshire.
Chipmunk WP903 was then
returned to Shawbury and put into
storage for four years in the care of
27 Maintenance Unit. It was finally
offered for sale in March 1974 and
purchased by Culdrose Gliding
Club on realising that it had been
aptly registered G-BCGC. Today it
still flies in another private owner’s
hands, still proudly in its red hue.
HRH Prince Andrew also learnt
to fly in a Royal Navy Chipmunk
while with Britannia Royal Naval
College at Dartmouth, flying from

above: Chipmunk

T.10 WP901/B of 6 Air
Experience Flight out
of RAF Abingdon, circa
1991. Note the unit’s
white horse badge

DARREN HARBAR

below: HRH Prince

Charles in the front
seat of Chipmunk
WP903 at Tangmere in
January 1969 A M BALCH
COLLECTION
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Inside Stories

TOP: Chipmunk exotica:

Photographed in
March 2018 at Don
Muang Air Base, this
Royal Thai Air Force
airframe exemplifies
the type’s truly global
service ADRIAN M BALCH
ABOVE: An ex-

Portuguese Air Force
Chipmunk T.20, ‘1365’
(G-DHPM) at Kemble
in Gloucestershire, on
September 29, 2018

ADRIAN M BALCH

TOP MIDDLE: The bubble

canopy was a defining
feature of Canadian
Chipmunks, illustrated
here by T.30 18026 of
the Royal Canadian Air
Force VIA PAT MARTIN
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RAF Benson, Oxfordshire, under
the auspices of The Queen’s Flight.
The specific aircraft was WP904
coded ‘909’ which, coincidentally,
just happened to be in sequence
with WP903 flown by both his
elder brother and father. Prince
Andrew completed his Royal
Naval Pilot Grading in April 1979
supervised by his instructor, Lt
Cdr A McK Sinclair MBE.

Metamorphosis

With the assistance of FisonAirwork, an established
agricultural spray operator,
de Havilland at Leavesden,
Hertfordhsire, devised a
moderately priced crop-sprayer
aimed at replacing Tiger Moths and
helicopters. The first conversion
was former Chipmunk T.10 WB680,
which became G-APMN in May
1958. Unfortunately, this aircraft
crashed during trials on July 27
that year and was written off. This
was embarrassing for the company,
which had been planning to show
the aircraft at Farnborough that
September. Another Chipmunk,
WP983 (registered G-APOS) was
hastily converted in time for
the airshow. However, due to a
lack of interest, the aircraft was
put into storage at Panshanger,
Hertfordshire, in June 1959. It was

finally purchased by Bill Bowker of
Farm Aviation in late 1962 with the
rights to convert more Chipmunks
to Mk.23s.
Despite modifications by
Farm Aviation, the conversion
failed to sell to other operators.
Consequently, the company
converted only two further
Chipmunks for civilian use as
crop sprayers, G-AOTF (formerly
WB563) and G-ATVF (WD327).
Each had a single cockpit and was
fitted with a hopper, as well as
spray bars to expel the contents.
Designated Mk.23s, both later
switched to glider-towing duties
with the British Glider & Soaring
Association, the latter airframe
being de-converted to a two-seat
Mk.22. Lycoming engines were
installed in both.
In 1959, Sir Peter Masefield had
former RAF Chipmunk WP988
modified with wheel spats
and an anti-collision beacon,
followed later by a Canadian-type
bubble canopy and other minor
modifications. This machine
joined the UK civil register as
G-AOTM. A few aircraft were
then modified or converted by
Bristol Aircraft to this standard.
Other Chipmunk modifications
included the installation of
luggage compartments in the

wings, a bubble canopy, landing
gear fairings including wheel
spats and enlarged fuel tanks.
These examples were registered
G-APOY, G-AOST and G-ARFW.
The ‘Super Chipmunk’ became
one of the most modified and bestknown aircraft in North America.
A former RCAF Chipmunk (serial
18001) owned and flown for more
than 25 years by display pilot
Arthur Scholl, it was a single-seat
aerobatic conversion with clipped
wings, a new fin and rudder and
a retractable undercarriage. It
was powered by a 280hp Avco
Lycoming GO-480-G1D6 piston
engine, driving a variable-pitch
propeller, which doubled its
original power. It also had an
autopilot and was fitted with a red,
white and blue wingtip and tail
smoke system. The control column
received a 3in extension for
greater leverage during extreme
manoeuvres. Aerobatic pilot
Harold Krier first revealed the
Super Chipmunk at an air show
in Fairview, Oklahoma, in 1970.
Four Super Chipmunk conversions
were duly undertaken, Scholl’s
N13A and N13Y, Harold Krier’s
N6311V and Scholl’s friend and
fellow flyer, Skip Volk’s N1114V.
In 1965, following successful
trials with a TP90 Gas Turbine

ABOVE: This Super

Chipmunk, N1114V,
appeared at the
Abbotsford Airshow,
British Columbia, in
August 1970

ADRIAN M BALCH

Resplendent in its
silver finish, Chipmunk
T.20 EI-HFB flying in
the colours of ‘169’,
Irish Air Corps IAC VIA A

LEFT:

M BALCH

engine fitted into an Auster
Autocrat by Viv Bellamy of the
Hampshire Aeroplane Club,
some 20 Auster conversions were
envisaged, along with a number of
Chipmunks replacing their Gipsy
Major engines.
Hants and Sussex Aviation saw
the potential in this idea and
became interested in marketing
it further afield. Former RAF
Chipmunk WP895 was converted
to Mk.22 standard, tested and
flown with a 116-shp Rover 90
turboprop engine and extra fuel
capacity, in August 1966 – just
in time to be displayed at the
1966 Farnborough Air Show.
Due to press reports branding
it under-powered, any military
interest waned and no further
conversions were carried out,

the aircraft being sold to the
USA and re-engined with a
200hp Ranger powerplant. At
Bankstown Airport, Sydney, one
Australian Chipmunk was fitted
with a 180hp Lycoming O-360
flat-four piston engine, wingtip
tanks, a clear-view canopy and
metal wing skinning, becoming
the Sundowner touring aircraft. A
further three ‘Aussie’ Chipmunks
were converted to single-seat
agricultural spraying aircraft
known as Sasin Spraymasters.
The Supermunk was designed
and produced by officers of the
British Gliding Association – they
were converted from Chipmunks

by fitting 180hp Avco Lycoming
O-360-A4A engines for use as
glider tugs. These machines were
mostly operated by the RAF
Gliding & Soaring Association,
and a handful continue to this day
with gliding clubs.
After 75 years of versatile
usage, there are estimated to be
some 500 Chipmunks still in
existence, 100 of which are in
the USA and 138 in the UK. The
remaining aircraft are spread
worldwide, mainly in Australia,
Canada, Europe and New Zealand,
maintaining the type’s status as a
global aviation legend. Events are
being planned to mark the 75th
anniversary of the Chipmunk,
at Old Warden, Bedfordshire,
on Saturday May 22 and June 19,
COVID rules permitting. FP

BELOW: Displaying the
low-level nature of its
role, Farm Aviation’s
Chipmunk Mk.23
G-APOS is seen crop
spraying in the 1960s
BILL FISHER VIA A M BALCH
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DHC-1A-1 Chipmunk
G-AKDN flying over
Bedfordshire as part
of celebrations for
the breed’s 70th
anniversary in May
2016. Sonia Fillingham,
whose husband Pat
was the original
Chipmunk test pilot, is
enjoying the view from
the rear seat. ‘DeltaNovember’ is the
world’s oldest flying
example of the type
DARREN HARBAR
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CHANNEL ISLANDS SPECIALISTS’ SOCIETY
A TWO VOLUME BOOK PUBLISHED IN OCTOBER 2020

PIONEER AVIATION IN THE CHANNEL ISLANDS
by Roger E. Harris
• This is the first comprehensive history of
aviation in the Channel Islands with every
known pioneer flight to, or within, the Islands
recorded and illustrated.
• Biographies of the aviators and other famous
characters involved.
• Over 1100 original photographs and images
including postcards, posters, timetables,
tickets, and other ephemera, with each
illustration given a “Collector’s Value” at
2020 market values.
• Winner of the American Air Mail Society’s
George Kingdom Award for 2020.
• A comprehensive study in TWO volumes:
Volume 1- The dawn to 1933 (278 pages)
Volume 2 – 1934 to 1947 (306 pages)
RRP: £30 per volume +£5 P&P each volume

SPECIAL PRICE for FlyPast readers:
£40 for the TWO VOLUMES
plus postage.
Overseas post as per appropriate postage rates
To purchase a copy contact secretary@ciss.uk or write to:
Richard Flemming, 64 Falconers Green, Burbage,
Hinckley, Leicestershire, United Kingdom
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Above
and Beyond
DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS GEOFF FISKEN

Graham Pitchfork recounts the remarkable career of New Zealand fighter
ace Geoff Fisken in the Southwest Pacific

B

orn into a farming
family on the North
Island of New Zealand,
Geoff Fisken enlisted in
his country’s air force
as war broke out – and
was posted to Singapore
once he had completed his
flying training.
To bolster the air defences
of the Royal Navy’s base
in Singapore, several
fighter squadrons had been
established in the Far East in
early 1941 manned primarily
by Australian and New
Zealand pilots. Fisken joined
them in March that year to fly
the US-built Brewster Buffalo
fighter with 243 Squadron.
After the Japanese invaded
northern Malaya in the early
hours of December 8, 1941,
Fisken and his fellow
pilots were soon
in action and
suffering
casualties. The
following day,
he responded
to a message
that the
HMS Prince
of Wales and
Repulse were
under attack. He was
flying one of the first two
Buffalos to arrive and later
said: “I could see below me a
grey metal bow sticking out of
the sea, surrounded by an oil
slick and many bodies.”
After flying out of an
airfield in northern Malaya,
Japanese advances forced the
RAF squadrons to retreat to
Singapore. Large formations of

enemy bombers attacked the
island and overwhelmed the
inadequate air defence forces;
it was soon apparent that the
Buffalo was outclassed. Fisken
nevertheless achieved his first
success on January 12 when
he shot down a bomber, it
exploded beneath his aircraft
and Fisken had great trouble
controlling his damaged
fighter. Over the next few
hectic days, he accounted
for three more bombers and
probably two others as the few
fighters engaged formations
sometimes over 100 strong.
By the end of January there
were so few Buffalos left that
243 had virtually ceased to be
and the remnants formed into
a single unit. Fisken fought his
last engagement on February
1 shooting down a
Mitsubishi Zero;
two others
struck
back and

“Displaying
impressive
grit, Fisken tried
to extract the
metal with
pliers”

badly damaged his aircraft,
wounding him in the arm and
hip. His engine spluttered to
a stop and the undercarriage
wouldn’t work, but he was able
to crash land among the bomb
craters on Kallang airfield.
As he clambered from his
wrecked aircraft his mechanic
fainted at the sight of a large
piece of shrapnel embedded
in Fisken’s hip. Displaying
impressive grit, Fisken tried
to extract it with pliers but
was ultimately forced to go
to hospital. Evacuated just
before the fall of Singapore,
he returned to New Zealand
having shot down at least six
enemy aircraft, making the
former shepherd the first
New Zealander to achieve
‘ace’ status in the Pacific. After
recovering from his wounds,
Fisken was commissioned and
joined 14 Squadron to fly the
Curtiss Kittyhawk fighter. His
unit moved to Guadalcanal in

the Solomon Islands in June
1943, where he flew an aircraft
named Wairarapa Wildcat.
He was in action immediately
when his squadron was
scrambled against a major
Japanese attack. In a fierce
engagement, Fisken shot down
two of the escorting fighters.
As the action moved to New
Georgia, Fisken was leading
a formation when it was
attacked by Zeros. During the
battle he shot down two of
them and then spotted some
bombers. He dived to attack
and destroyed one, before
landing with the tailplane of
his Kittyhawk in tatters. In
September he was awarded
the DFC having destroyed at
least 11 enemy aircraft, then
in December he was invalided
from the air force.
In 2005, he and Wairarapa
Wildcat were reunited at an
airshow near his home at
Masterton, New Zealand. FP
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Busy

‘Lizzie’
Lysander prototype K6127 in its
original unmodified form during flight
testing. Aerial images of this aircraft
are rare, particularly at this altitude
MALCOLM V LOWE COLLECTION
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The charismatic
Westland Lysander
performed many
different and
dangerous roles
during World War
Two. Malcolm V
Lowe tells the story
of this multi-tasking
warplane

F

or many years the
name Westland was
synonymous with
the manufacture
of helicopters, in
which the company has
specialised (under a number
of recently changed names)
since the 1960s to the present
day. Up until then, the firm
existed as Westland Aircraft,
and was a major supplier
of frontline combat types
especially for the Royal
Air Force.
During World War Two the
company came to prominence
through the varied exploits
of arguably its best-known
product, the Lysander.
Tracing its origins to 1915
and located at Yeovil in
Somerset, over the years
Westland produced a very
eclectic selection of aircraft
types mainly for military
service, although its designers
also dabbled with civil

machines. The name Westland
Aircraft came into being
during 1935, and by that
time the aircraft design that
matured as the Lysander was
already taking shape.

Important replacement

In 1934 Britain’s Air Ministry
issued Specification A.39/34
for a new army co-operation
aircraft, preferably of
monoplane configuration,
intended to replace the
existing operational Hawker
Audax biplanes. An interim,
the Hawker Hector biplane
was being developed
separately as an Audax
replacement but was also a
slow open-cockpit machine.
Several British companies,
including eventually
Westland, were asked to
propose possible solutions
to meet the A.39/34 criteria.
Westland’s design team for
the new project included chief

designer Arthur Davenport
but with important input
from a recently arrived
aeronautical engineer who
later rose to great fame, W E
W ‘Teddy’ Petter. Westland
took the right approach and
conversed with both the
British Army and RAF as to
which type of aircraft would
be best suited to meet the
new requirement.
They learned that what
was needed comprised a
tactical recce and artilleryspotting aircraft to provide
information about the
battlefield, while obtaining
details on the disposition
of enemy forces in daylight.
Obviously, field of view was
highly important for pilot
and observer, preferably
from an enclosed cockpit
(the Audax and Hector were
open-cockpit relics of past
days), and it needed excellent
slow-speed handling at low

level. Defensive armament
was also important, including
forward-firing fixed machine
guns together with a gunner
defending the aircraft’s
‘six o’clock’.
In effect the cross-section of
the fuselage was determined
by the intention to use the
Bristol Mercury or similar
radial engine, and clearly a
high-wing configuration was
needed for good visibility
from the cockpit. Innovative
high-lift devices were
required to achieve excellent
handling at comparatively
slow loiter speed over the
battlefield, and the new type’s
wing eventually featured
full-span automatic leadingedge slats, coupled with
Handley Page flaps. During
that era such features were
revolutionary, so the resulting
design was ahead of its
time, even though it looked
rather pedestrian. In practice

Westland Lysander Mk.I
Specifications
Powerplant

1 × Bristol Perseus XII radial engine, of 905hp
(675kW) take-off power
Crew
2
Length
30ft 6in (9.30m)
Wingspan
50ft (15.24m)
Empty weight
4,160lb (1,887kg)
Maximum take-off weight 6,030lb (2,735kg)
Performance
Maximum speed (clean)
Range
Service ceiling
Armament

230mph (370km/h) at 10,000ft (3,048m)
600 miles (966km)
26,000ft
2 x .303in Browning machine guns with 500rpg
in undercarriage spats; 1 x .303in Lewis
machine gun in rear of cockpit section; up to
500lb (227kg) externally, including bombs on
spat stub wings (six universal carriers each
side) and small external lower rear
fuselage mounting
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it was involved in a serious
incident when it suffered
significant wing structural
failure, its test pilot managing
to land the aircraft. The
problem was traced to the
ripping in flight of the inferior
quality of fabric covering
on the wing upper surfaces
aft of the main spar, leading
to internal metal structure
collapse. Subsequently,
stronger Irish linen was
always used for the fabriccovered sections of the wings.

Production plans

ABOVE: The famous 161 Squadron Lysander special duties pilot Hugh Verity (second from left) poses with colleagues in front of
his personal Mk.IIIa(SD) V9673/MA-J. It was adorned with ‘Jiminy Cricket’ artwork and mission markings MALCOLM V LOWE COLLECTION

the new aircraft had an
impressive speed range, which
allowed it to fulfil its intended
mission, as well as taking on
other completely unrelated
roles later in its career.

Trailblazer

Designated by the company as
the P.8, the Westland proposal
successfully met the Air
Ministry’s requirements.
Its only real rival was a
Bristol blueprint. At the same
time, Hawker suggested
yet another biplane layout
which, by 1935 standards, was
completely outdated.
Westland received contract
go-ahead in mid-1935, and
the P.8 prototype – with the
British military serial number
K6127 – was duly constructed
at Westland’s Yeovil factory.
Ironically, Westland was also
tasked with building the
Hawker Hector under licence,
which would therefore be
an interim for RAF army
co-operation needs until fullscale production of the P.8
design could be initiated.
The prototype K6127
first flew on June 16, 1936
at Yeovil. Early testing
was carried out by the
68 FlyPast June 2021

ABOVE: The stub wing that could be attached as required to the Lysander’s spat on

each side could be used to carry a wide variety of stores and ordnance, as shown by
this example being inspected by an aircrew member MALCOLM V LOWE COLLECTION

Aeroplane and Armament
Experimental Establishment
(A&AEE) at RAF Martlesham
Heath in Suffolk, and the
aircraft caused a stir when
demonstrated to the public
at RAF Hendon in London a
short time later.
Unfortunately, stability
problems were encountered
with the prototype,
resulting in modification
of the horizontal tail, a
new variable-incidence
configuration being a solution.
This handling difficulty was
never fully solved, with pilots

theoretically being briefed
on this idiosyncrasy before
their first foray into the air
with the type.
Another of the prototype’s
features modified before
production began was the
shape of the rear part of the
cockpit canopy, which had an
altered layout for production
series aircraft and easily
slid backwards over the rear
fuselage spine for the gunner
to operate his machine gun.
The second prototype flew
on December 11, 1936. Several
months later during May 1937

An initial contract for 144
production aircraft was made
by the Air Ministry during
September 1936. The name
Lysander was adopted for the
new design, although a far
more affectionate nickname,
‘Lizzie’, was eventually
bestowed on it.
The first machines were
designated Mk.I and were
powered by the Bristol
Mercury XII radial engine
rated at 890hp, at 6,000ft.
The first example was L4673,
first flown in March 1938.
For army co-operation duties,
a long retractable hook was
mounted below the fuselage
offset to starboard to grab
messages from the ground
while flying very low.
Detachable stub wings could
be attached to the outside
faces of the substantial
spatted main undercarriage,
these having a light rack
with six universal carriers to
mount a wide variety of stores
and ordnance.
The Mk.II followed, starting
with L4739, for which one of
the Mk.I airframes acted as
a development platform. The
Mk.II was notably different
in being powered by the
sleeve valve Bristol Perseus
XII radial engine, of 905hp
take-off power. It was housed
within a smooth cowling
rather than the blister
fairings above the cylinders
on the cowling panels of
Mercury-engined Lysanders.

This version was considered
superior to the Mk.I and
started to replace the type in
RAF frontline units.
The final production
configuration was the
Mk.III, starting with R8991.
This model reverted to the
Mercury engine, either the
Mk.XX or later the Mk.30 of
this breed. These were rated
at some 870hp and were thus
the lowest-powered engines
fitted to production Lysanders.
The first aircraft flew during
1940 (R9001 was delivered
that August), and the final
Lysander Mk.III airframes
were completed at Yeovil in
late 1941/early 1942.
The Lysander story embraced
the overseas and manufacture
was not limited to Westland
in Britain. In the run-up to
World War Two, the type was
identified as a potentially
useful multi-purpose aircraft
for Royal Canadian Air
Force (RCAF) service. In the
event, it was built in Canada
by National Steel Car at
its Malton, Ontario works,
with 75 Mk.II and 150 Mk.III

airframes being completed;
manufacture continued
into 1942.
Canadian Lysanders
therefore ran to 225 examples.
A pattern airframe was
supplied from Britain, and
a number of British-built
Lysanders also found their
way into RCAF service.
Total Lysander production,
based on Westland’s own
documents, ran to 1,670
examples – 189 Mk.I, 517
Mk.II, and 964 Mk.III/IIIa.
These totals include those
constructed in Canada.

Operational folly

The first RAF frontline unit
to re-equip with the Lysander
Mk.I was 16 Squadron at RAF
Old Sarum, Wiltshire in June
1938, replacing its Hawker
Hectors; a school of army
co-operation was established
there. An increasing number
of RAF units then flew the type
(a list of Lysander squadrons
is on page 72). Among them
was 208 Squadron in Egypt.
Lysanders eventually served
worldwide wherever British

forces were stationed.
During late 1939 some homebased units began to replace
their original Mk.Is with
the Mk.II, and it was from
then onwards that the type
was tested in combat. The
so-called Phoney War resulted
in several RAF squadrons
moving to France, among
them army co-operation
Lysanders. For a time, all went
well, but the German attack
against France and the Low
Countries on May 10, 1940
totally changed the picture.

Suddenly faced with Luftwaffe
Bf 109 and Bf 110 fighters,
Lysanders were slaughtered.
It is estimated that around
90 were shot down during
the few weeks of the German
campaign. Often operating
alone and without fighter
cover, the Lysanders were
comprehensively outgunned.
The same was also true of the
Luftwaffe’s direct equivalent
of the Lysander, the Henschel
Hs 126 which turned out to
be an easy target for RAF and
French fighters. However, in

BELOW: Wearing a mixture of British and US markings, Lysander TT.Mk.IIIa V9817
belonged to the Eighth Air Force’s 3rd Gunnery and Tow Target Flight at RAF East
Wretham. It was one of 12 examples ‘loaned’ to the US Eighth Air Force in Britain for
target-towing and other second-line duties USAAF

BELOW: Photos of operational RAF Lysanders in France in early 1940 are scarce.
This view shows the harsh operating conditions faced by man and machine in the
winter of 1939-40. The Lysander is believed to be Mk.II L4767/OO-E of 13 Squadron
at Mons-en-Chaussée (Péronne) airfield in northeast France MALCOLM V LOWE COLLECTION
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Medium Sea Grey

Dark Green

Night (black)

Lysanders were employed in more exotic
locations as well as in the European
theatre. This example, Mk.IIIa(SD)
V9289/C, flew with ‘C’ Flight, 357
Squadron supporting the Fourteenth
Army in Burma. It is depicted as seen at
Mingaladon, Burma in December 1945.
Note the South East Asia Command
phoenix emblem under the windscreen
ALL ANDY HAY-FLYING ART
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Lysander Mk.II L4798/HB-X, 239
Squadron, 1940. Painted in Dark
Earth and Dark Green over Sky.
Fuselage codes in Sky Grey

Lysander Mk.IIIa(SD) V9673/MA-J, acting
Sq Ldr Hugh Verity, 161(SD) Squadron,
RAF Tempsford, 1943. Medium Sea Grey
and Dark Green over Night

Lysander TT.Mk.III 2353/53, 8
Bombing and Gunnery School,
Royal Canadian Air Force,
Lethbridge, Canada, 1942.
Stripes in Trainer Yellow
and Night

Lysander Mk.II P9102, Free French
Air Force, Chad, North Central
Africa, 1941. Dark Earth/Dark
Green over Sky under surfaces.
The schemes on French examples
differed considerably

Lysander Mk.III LY-119, 2/LeLv
16, Finnish Air Force, Viiksjärvi,
Finland, 1942. This airframe
wears black and olive green
over aluminium dope. Yellow ID
bands/panels
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Lysander Units of
Principal Operators

A Lysander observer/rear gunner from 4
Squadron pauses while preparing his guns to
watch a member of the groundcrew adjusting
a ubiquitous F.24 aerial camera before a recce
sortie KEY COLLECTION

RAF
2, 4, 6, 13, 16, 20, 24, 26, 28, 81, 116,
135, 138, 148, 161, 173, 208, 225,
231, 237, 239, 241, 267, 268, 275,
276, 277, 278, 280, 285, 286, 287,
288, 289, 309, 357, 510, 516, 598,
613, 614, 679, 695
Fleet Air Arm
754, 755, 757
RCAF
2, 110, 111, 112, 118, 121, 122, 123,
400, 414
Note: In addition to the RAF’s
operational units, there was a
variety of trials, second-line and
training units that flew Lysanders.
They included air gunnery and air
observers schools, anti-aircraft
co-operation units, and Operational
Training Units (OTUs).

ABOVE: The Free French FAFL flew a mixed-bag of Lysanders, supplied from RAF

stocks such as this example, Mk.II P9134. Some were decidedly war-weary, and
their markings and colour schemes varied greatly, but they were nonetheless put to
good use in North Africa KEY COLLECTION

other parts of the world where
fighter opposition was much
less plentiful, Lysanders gave
excellent service, especially
in East Africa, Burma and
the Middle East – although
in the last arena it was also
advisable to have thorough
fighter cover.

Trial installations

Efforts were made to afford the
Lysander greater protection
from rear attack with an
intended Boulton Paul turret,
armed with four machine guns
in the rear of the cockpit where
the gunner sat in conventional
Lysanders. A mock-up was
72 FlyPast June 2021

created, but the turret would
have added to the Lysander’s
take-off weight and already
slow top speed. In any case the
advent of newer types and the
change of emphasis in army
co-operation following the
troubles in France led to the
idea not being adopted.
Wartime necessity
sometimes resulted in highly
impractical ideas. With the
fear of a German invasion
of Britain dictating thinking
in 1940, a special ‘beach
strafing’ development of the
Lysander managed to make
it off the drawing board and
into reality. This strange beast

ABOVE: One of several experimental programmes involving the original Lysander
prototype K6127 was this trial installation of two 20mm cannon. It was not adopted
for production MALCOLM V LOWE COLLECTION

is sometimes referred to as
the ‘Pregnant Perch’ and was
basically a Lysander with a
deepened fuselage, allowing
for a ventral gunner’s
position and suitable
weaponry with which to
mow down soldiers making
it ashore from invasion craft.
The aircraft concerned was
L4673 (a converted Mk.I). It
was not a success, and the
only example crashed.

Upgunning the Lysander
occupied Westland in several
ways. For one of its myriad
guises, the original prototype
K6127 was armed with two
20mm cannon, one attached
to each wheel spat firing
forward with the detachable
stub wings removed. This
would have made a much
more effective ‘beach strafer’
if it had been employed on
production aircraft.

In a separate incarnation, the
much-used K6127 was at one
time rebuilt into a completely
different aerodynamic
configuration with a tandem
wing arrangement. Inspired
by Frenchman Maurice
Delanne, this concept involved
replacing the entire tail unit
with a second wing equipped
with end-plate fins and
rudders. There was provision
in the sawn-off rear of the
fuselage for a gun turret to
provide rearwards defence
(and not ‘beach strafing’ as
suggested in some published
accounts). The fuselage
section was modified aft of
the wing, but the mainplanes
themselves and forward
fuselage were unaltered.
Known as the P.12 and
sometimes called the
‘Westland Wendover’,
the concept flew in trial
configuration and company
test pilot Harald Penrose
found the aircraft handled

well. Once again, though,
the configuration ultimately
proved unwieldy; on one
test flight the mock-up of
the proposed rear turret
collapsed, trapping its
occupant (who according to
some accounts was Penrose).
It is interesting to note
that Westland applied for
a Patent (GB526946) for a
retractable undercarriage
Lysander. Again this concept
was not progressed, but it
would have made for a very
streamlined Lysander.

New horizons

The disasters in France
demonstrated that any army
co-operation machine in the
deadly arena of World War Two
needed to either be heavily
defended by covering fighters
or be able to properly look
after itself. In the following
years, Lysanders in army
co-operation squadrons were
replaced, firstly by the Curtiss

Tomahawk and later by the
superlative Allison-engined
North American Mustang. The
latter was capable of defending
itself against the latest
Luftwaffe fighters. This left
many Lysanders redundant,
but they were quickly found
new roles.
With its slow speed and
good handling, the type
was modified into a targettowing aircraft, with a
fuselage-mounted electricpowered winch for drogue
towing. Some Mk.I and Mk.II
examples were converted for
this role, and Mk.III airframes
were also used under the
designations TT.I, TT.II and
TT.III; some later Mk.III
examples were completed
in that configuration on the
production line. This was a
role in which the Lysander
excelled, and it was widely
used in training units. But
two further tasks put the type
once more in harm’s way.

The first was air-sea rescue,
while the second involved
clandestine secret missions
able to infiltrate enemy
airspace under cover of
darkness and deliver/collect
special operations personnel.

Rescue platform

The Lysander was perfect for
air-sea rescue in that it was
able to fly low and slow in the
vicinity of a downed airman,
allowing its crew to accurately
drop survival equipment to
him. However, considering
the type’s vulnerability to
fighter attack and the fact that
such rescues were primarily
made in broad daylight, a
fighter escort was needed to
ensure that the Lysander’s
crew themselves did not add
to the number of aircrew that
required rescue.
The Lysander’s stub wings
were ideal for carrying
survival equipment and
inflatable life rafts. Several

BELOW: Unofficially referred to as the ‘Westland Wendover’, the
unusual sole P.12 Delanne-wing Lysander (actually the prototype
K6127 in one of its many guises) is seen during a test flight
from the firm’s Yeovil site in Somerset KEY COLLECTION
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specialist air-sea rescue
units equipped with the type,
including 275-278 Squadrons,
although Lysanders had
already performed this role
on a more ad hoc basis from
1940, including rescuing
survivors of the depleted units
following Dunkirk.

Special duties

ABOVE: Groundcrew fit a pair of supply canisters to a Lysander’s spat-mounted
stub wing. Note the static line between the universal carrier and the pack.
Once released, this would pull a smaller drogue parachute, which in turn
would deploy the main canopy KEY COLLECTION

ABOVE: Ski-equipped Finnish-operated Lysander Mk.III (LY-118, ex-R8995) belonged

to 2/LeLv 16. Finland operated an assortment of Lysanders, this example being fitted
with locally designed skis KEY COLLECTION

Lysander Mk.II L4742/TV-B of 4
Squadron demonstrates its army cooperation role with a message pick-up
at RAF Odiham during May 1939. The
aircraft was lost in action over Belgium
performing a recce sortie on May 14,
1940. Sadly, its crew were killed
KEY COLLECTION
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Docile and safe handling at
comparatively slow speeds, as
well as excellent short-field
take-off and landing (STOL)
capability, made the Lysander
perfect for clandestine
missions. Designated Lysander
Mk.III(SD)/IIIa(SD), a number
of these ‘agent droppers’ were
converted or reconditioned by
Westland, some of the work
carried out at the company’s
Ilchester, Somerset facility.
Among the changes was the
fitting of an external ladder
to the port fuselage to allow
easier access to and from the
rear of the cockpit area. An
external fuel tank could be
carried beneath the fuselage.
RAF Tempsford in
Bedfordshire became the
home for the secretive special
operations work, but several
other airfields, notably RAF

Tangmere in Sussex, were also
used. Working closely with the
Special Operations Executive
(SOE) and other agencies,
these ‘ops’ began in 1941 with
138 Squadron, but perhaps
best-known is 161 Squadron,
which later in the war became
the foremost operator of
Lysanders in this role.
One of the celebrated RAF
pilots involved was 161
Squadron’s Hugh Verity.
Writing in his book We
Landed by Moonlight, he
described these dangerous
sorties, flying deep into
German-controlled France
under cover of darkness to
land at dimly lit temporary
landing grounds in the
French countryside.
The value of these
clandestine operations cannot
be underestimated, and some
of the facts and events remain
shrouded in mystery. It was
during 1943 and into early
1944 that the covert flying
reached its peak, and although
the Lysander was the ideal
aircraft for the job, there were
nevertheless significant losses
of personnel and aircraft.
In addition to 161 Squadron,
the little-known 148 Squadron

Lysander Mk.II P9105 was fitted experimentally by Blackburn with a forward-swept high-lift wing. Full-span
flaps and slats, plus spoilers near the wing tips in place of ailerons reduced its wingspan from 50ft to 38ft
KEY COLLECTION

support the Colonne Leclerc, a
French equivalent of Britain’s
Long Range Desert Group that
harried Axis forces in North
Africa behind the front line.

Reversed supply

also performed these
operations with special
Lysander Mk.III/IIIa aircraft
in the Mediterranean,
together with converted
Halifax bombers. In Burma,
357 Squadron flew special
duties assignments with
Lysanders during 1945,
including flying doctors into
liberated prison camps and
repatriating Allied prisoners
(Operation Mastiff).

Export versions

Despite the increasingly
urgent need for the RAF to
re-equip with Lysanders
in the immediate pre-

war and early war period
for its army co-operation
squadrons, export licences
were nevertheless granted for
the supply of small numbers of
Lysanders overseas.
Among the export customers
was Ireland (Éire) with six
Mk.IIs; Turkey with 36 Mk.IIs,
and neutral Portugal received
eight ex-RAF Mk.III airframes
in 1943 partly as a thanks
for use of facilities on the
Azores. Other operators who
flew a variety of versions or
from existing stocks included
Finland, Egypt and India.
It is believed that Egyptianoperated Lysanders were the
last to serve during a genuine
conflict, when several were
used against Israeli forces
during the 1947–49 Palestine
War.

French combat

In addition to Britain and
Canada, a major wartime user
of the Lysander was the Forces
Aériennes Françaises Libres
(FAFL) or Free French forces in

North Africa.
It is generally accepted that
23 or 24 Lysanders eventually
flew under French colours,
although this total has been
disputed in more recent
times. Apart from a Mk.II
specially built for France and
delivered in July 1939, all
remaining examples were
‘hand-me-downs’ from the
RAF, a ‘mixed bag’ ranging
from good to decidedly warweary. They were mainly
repainted in the field with
French insignia and the Cross
of Lorraine in either blue or
red on a white background.
No two of these machines
looked exactly the same.
The French Lysanders were
mainly used against Axis
forces in North Africa, but
some soldiered on well into
1944 long after the conflict
had ended there. One was
apparently photographed at
Le Bourget airfield outside
Paris late in the war.
A specific task for some
French Lysanders was to

An important second-line user
of Lysanders during the war
was the US Eighth Air Force
in Britain. Unlike the French
employment, it was never
intended to fly the American
Lysanders operationally and
they were used for a variety
of tasks including liaison and
target-towing.
One of the identified units
that flew Lysanders was
the 3rd Gunnery and Tow
Target Flight (GTTF). Three
other GTTF units also had
at least one Lysander in
their inventories. Around 12
examples were eventually
flown by the Americans in
an illustration of ‘Reverse
Lend-Lease’. The first of these
‘Lizzies’ were made available
during 1942. However, it
proved difficult for the
Americans to maintain these
unusual new ‘birds’, and by
late summer 1944 most had
been returned to the British.
In the target tug flights they
were mainly replaced by
the Vultee A-35 Vengeance
when enough of these equally
uncommon machines had
become available. FP
• Sincere gratitude for
reference material from
former Westland Aircraft
staff, including my late father
Victor Lowe; and to Michal
Ovčáčík and Karel Susa of 4+

Lysanders on special duties work were active in Italy and over France. This 148 Squadron Mk.IIIa(SD),
V9707, appears to have attracted a crowd, possibly during a flight to Yugoslavia MALCOLM V LOWE COLLECTION
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Glory Days

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES

OVER THE

FENCE
General Motors FM-2 Wildcat N909WJ completed its
ferry flight from the USA to Biggin Hill on December
30, 1990 and is illustrated on a rare outing in June
1991. It departed for the Netherlands in November
1992 and eventually returned to the USA
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As airshow appearances
by Warbirds of Great
Britain’s (WoGB) aircraft
were scarce, enthusiasts
had to be content with
glimpses at the company’s
bases. Ken Ellis
provides a taste of a
memorable collection

ABOVE: Five Spanish-built Junkers Ju 52s – CASA 352Ls – arrived at Blackbushe in Hampshire between

1976 and 1980. Formerly Spanish Air Force T2B-212, G-BECL was the first, touching down on July 30, 1976.
It was sold in France, in June 1990 ALL IMAGES AUTHOR’S COLLECTION

ABOVE: Lockheed F-5G – the photo-recce version of the P-38 Lightning – N505MH ‘Miss Behavin’’ caught

outside the WoGB hangar at Biggin Hill shortly after its arrival from the USA on May 16, 1984. Britishregistered as G-MURU, it was exported back to America on July 9, 1990

Previously F-BEEC with the French
Institut Géographique National,
WoGB’s B-17G Flying Fortress was
British-registered as G-FORT, going
to Blackbushe in June 1984, then
Bitteswell in February 1985. Air tested
in yellow primer on May 9, 1987 it was
exported to the USA two months later

ABOVE: Former Spanish Air Force CASA-built, Merlin-engined Heinkel He 111 G-BDYA parked at Blackbushe in

September 1976, shortly after delivery. A second example, G-BFFS, crashed in Spain on December 11, 1977
while being ferried to Blackbushe, killing famous pilot Neil Williams, his wife and two others

The Bitteswell complex included hangars on the south side of the
Lutterworth Road and occasionally WoGB aircraft would cross it,
sometimes under power. One of four Mustangs in the WoGB fleet,
P-51D G-PSID ‘Widow Maker’ joined the operator at Blackbushe
in November 1979, moving to Bitteswell
in 1985. Acquired by The Fighter
Collection, its pilot checked for
traffic then crossed to the
airfield on March 3, 1987
bound for Duxford

Bell RP-63A Kingcobra
G-BTWR appeared at
Bitteswell from the USA
in a crate in May 1988.
With the disposal of the
Leicestershire airfield,
it was soon taken by
road to Biggin Hill, but
crashed fatally during a
display at Biggin Hill on
June 3, 2001
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n 1938, it was becoming obvious
that twenty years of political
ineptitude meant that the ‘war to
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Moments in Time AUGUST 27, 1941

Aquiline S

Bill Dunn’s Spitfire
Mk.IIa P7308/XR-D
after he had landed it
at Hawkinge in Kent
on August 27, 1941
following his final
combat. Note the
damage to the rear
fuselage. The machine
was eventually
converted to a Mk.Va
RAF HAWKINGE
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Andrew Thomas details the combat that resulted in the
first American ‘ace’ of World War Two

he Royal Air Force
readily accepted
volunteer American
pilots when they began
arriving in Britain
during the early days of World
War Two. Initially serving
with RAF units, many posed as
Canadians due to the USA’s then
neutrality from the hostilities.
As more volunteers arrived
from across the Atlantic, though,
it was decided to establish an
‘American’ squadron – similar
to the French Air Service’s
renowned Lafayette Escadrille of
World War One.

As a result, 71 Squadron was
formed at Yorkshire’s RAF Church
Fenton on September 19, 1940
with Brewster Buffalos. Almost
immediately, the unit was dubbed
the ‘Eagle’ Squadron in a nod to
the USA’s national emblem.
One such volunteer was 25-year-

“He [the pilot]
probably baled out,
but I didn’t see
him do so”

old, Minneapolis-born Plt Off
William Robert ‘Bill’ Dunn, who
joined the squadron in April
1941. At the time it was flying
Hurricane Mk.IIb variants on
cross-Channel sweeps into
France from Martlesham Heath
in Suffolk; two months later the
Eagles moved southwest to North
Weald in Essex.
During a sweep on July 2, 71
Squadron claimed its first enemy
aircraft, three Bf 109s being
downed close to Lille, including
one by Dunn who was piloting
Z3781… it was a big day for the
American volunteers. Four days

Success
later while escorting bombers on
a ‘Circus’ raid (a daytime attack
intended to keep enemy fighters
in the area concerned) west
of Merville, Bill shared in the
probable destruction of another
‘109. He later recorded: “He [the
pilot] probably baled out, but I
didn’t see him do so.”
Flying Z3781 again on the 21st,
Dunn downed a Bf 109F, followed
by another on August 9 west of
Mardyck in northern France
while piloting Z3267. This was
Bill Dunn’s final claim in the
Hurricane as just over a week later
71 Squadron hopes were fulfilled
when the unit received its first
Spitfire Mk.IIa.
Working up on the Supermarine
type, 71 was soon back in action

LEFT: Plt Off William
Dunn poses in the
cockpit of a Spitfire
dubbed ‘Ceylon II’
sometime during
1941. Dunn was
the first ‘Eagle’
Squadron pilot
credited with
shooting down
an enemy
machine
W R DUNN VIA
F OLYNYK

with an early morning raid
against the Lille steel works on
August 27. Flying his usual Spitfire
– P7308/XR-D – Bill flew one
of 100 fighters escorting nine
Bristol Blenheims. With

the Luftwaffe scrambling, Dunn
was soon fighting for his life over
Ambleteuse. He recalled:
“Dived on
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Moments in Time AUGUST 27, 1941

RIGHT: Bill Dunn in the
cockpit of a Spitfire
Mk.IIa of the ‘Eagle’
Squadron during
conversion training
in August 1941

W R DUNN VIA F OLYNYK

BELOW: Pilots of 71
Squadron conduct
a practice scramble
for the benefit of the
Press as the ‘Eagle’
Squadron was unveiled
P H T GREEN COLLECTION
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one of two Me 109Fs, fired from
150 yards, and fired again. Pieces
flew off and oil spattered my
windscreen. The Me looked like
a blowtorch as it went down.
Tracers from another 109F behind
me flashed past. I pulled back the
throttle and skidded my plane.
The German overshot me by about
10ft. The 109 was now within my
range and with a burst of only
three seconds I had him. A wisp of
smoke turned almost instantly to
flame. As it started down the tail
broke off. I had my second victim
of the day”.
Moments later a burst of fire hit
the cockpit of Bill Dunn’s Spitfire
– instantly turning his right leg
into a bloodied mess as he spun
away barely conscious. Regaining
awareness, Bill slowly descended
towards the English coast some
50 miles away. As he did, two
Spitfires appeared on his wings
and escorted him home. Despite
his injuries, and the rudder
and rear fuselage of his Spitfire

“Moments later
a burst of fire hit
the cockpit of Bill
Dunn’s Spitfire”

being severely damaged in the
onslaught, Dunn safely landed
at Hawkinge, Kent. Rushed to
hospital, most of his right foot was
missing. He would spend the next
three months recovering. With
five confirmed ‘kills’, Bill Dunn
had become the first American
‘ace’ of the war. FP
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Inside Stories NORWEIGIAN FIGHTER FLY-OFF

Jan Forsgren describes the trials and
tribulations of Norway’s hunt for a fighter
during the early 1930s

Nordic

SHOWDOWN
I

n the late 1920s, neither
Norway’s Hærens
Flyvevåpen (Army Air
Force) nor Marinens
Flyvevåpen (Naval Air
Arm) were operating any single
seat fighters. Subsequently, by
early spring 1931, the country’s
Jagerflykommissionen – or
Fighter Commission – had
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industriously evaluated a range
of aircraft in the hunt for the
best viable platform. Types
included the elegant Fairey
Firefly IIM and Hawker Fury
Mk.I from Great Britain, the
BMW-powered Heinkel HD 43
from Germany and the gracefullooking, Swedish-built Svenska
Aero Jaktfalk (Gyrfalcon), along

with Czechoslovakia’s promising
Avia BH-33E and the beautiful
Curtiss P-6 Hawk from the US.

Clear contenders

On May 11, 1931, the commission
presented a list of the fighters to
the Norwegian Ministry of Defence
(MoD) – in order of preference (see
panel above right).

Proposed types and
powerplants – in preference order
• Hawker Fury – Rolls-Royce F.XIS
• Svenska Aero Jaktfalk – Bristol Jupiter VII
• Svenska Aero Jaktfalk – Armstrong Siddeley Jaguar
• Svenska Aero Jaktfalk – Bristol Jupiter VI
• Curtiss Hawk – Wright Cyclone R-1820E
• Curtiss Hawk – Curtiss Conqueror GV-1550
• Avia B.H.33E – Bristol Jupiter VI

although negotiations
with Svenska Aero were
dependent on the outcome
of those with Hawker. That
said, there were further concerns
when the British manufacturer
announced it would be unable to
immediately supply a complete
set of factory drawings – the
soonest it could would be some
eight weeks after the delivery
of the pattern aircraft. After
several months of discussion, the
government endorsed acquisition
of the airframes on November 7
that year.
However, opinions were
divided from the outset,
with some considering the
Curtiss Hawk far better
suited to Norway’s needs
than the Hawker Fury,
especially when
it came to
the licence
manufacture
planned for
the chosen
type. Despite
reservations
– including
the price and
complexities of the British
machine’s liquid-cooled RollsRoyce Kestrel powerplant,
especially as the Hærens
Flyvevåpen clearly preferred
air-cooled radial engines – the
Flyverådet (Air Board) decreed
that the Fury was in fact the better
option. It was eventually decided to
conduct further evaluation of both
the Jaktfalk and Fury.
As such, a delegation, including
noted Norwegian test pilot Ole
Reistad, was despatched to Sweden
to test the Jaktfalk, while another
arrived in the UK to assess the
sole Hawker Hoopoe – which was

essentially a Fury fitted with a
560hp, 14-cylinder Armstrong
Siddeley Panther III radial
engine. By this time the Curtiss
Hawk had been rejected as it was
no longer in production.
Following meetings in
Norway on August 13 and 17,
the Jagerflykommissionen
recommended the purchase of
a single Fury and Jaktfalk for
comparative evaluations – both
powered by the Panther.
On September 9, the MoD
approved purchase of the Fury,

left: A rare air-toair view of the sole
Norwegian Fury
captured during one
of its few test flights
in the UK. The aircraft
was finished with
Dark Green upper
surfaces, doped
silver undersides and
polished metal forward
fuselage panels
KEY COLLECTION

Consigned to history

The Norwegian Fury, as it was
dubbed, flew for the first time on
September 9, 1932 from Hawker’s
Brooklands home in Surrey with
esteemed test pilot Gerry Sayer
at the controls. Following a brief
evaluation at Brooklands and
Martlesham Heath in Suffolk, the
aircraft was delivered to Kjeller in

below: Norway’s
Jaktfalk outside
Svenska Aero’s Lidingö
factory in Sweden,
prior to its delivery to
Kjellar in September
1932. Note the aircraft
is equipped with wheel
spats ALL SWEDISH AVIATION
HISTORICAL SOCIETY UNLESS
STATED

“The Curtiss Hawk had been
rejected as it was no longer
in production”
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“With just 44 hours on the
airframe, ‘401’ was placed into
storage”
ABOVE: The Hærens
Flyvevåpen eventually
procured four
Armstrong Whitworth
AW.35 Scimitars –
the prototype is seen
here in 1935. Fitted
with a 640hp Panther
VII radial engine
and a closed cowl in
Norwegian service, the
type had a top speed
of 213mph KEY COLLECTION
BELOW: Hawker Fury
‘401’ pictured at
Brooklands in early
September 1932 prior
to delivery. Note the
site's famous
‘banked’ track
visible in the
background
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Norway – 25km northeast of Oslo
– by Hawker test pilot Paul Ward
Spencer 'George' Bulman later that
month. On arrival, the machine –
which had been allocated the serial
number ‘401’ – was quickly fitted
with skis for winter trials.
However, in mid-November
– possibly on the 18th – the Fury
overturned on landing while
being flown by Ole Reistad.
Returned to Hawker in the UK for
repair, investigations revealed the
aircraft’s centre of gravity was
too far forward. It would be May
the following year before ‘401’
was returned to Kjeller to
continue trials.
On June 13,
the

Fury ‘turned turtle’ once again;
the aircraft flipping over while
taxiing. This time it was mended
at Kjeller at a cost of some 11,000
kroner. Returning to the air, the
aircraft completed a number of
trouble-free flights before being
severely damaged in an accident
during the autumn of 1933. It
would never fly again. With just
44 hours on the airframe, ‘401’ was
placed into storage on December
31, 1933 before being officially
struck off charge in late 1936.
In parallel, the Svenska Aero
SA 14E Jaktfalk was delivered to
Kjeller on September 12, 1932.
Incidentally, the airframe,
construction number 82, was
the very last aircraft built by the
firm before owner Carl Clemens
Bücker sold the company to AB
Svenska Järnvägsverkstädernas
Aeroplanavdelning (ASJA), the
predecessor of SAAB.
The following year, Bücker
formed the hugely successful
Bücker Flugzeugwerke in the

German town of Rangsdorf.
In accordance with Norwegian
specifications, the Jaktfalk was
equipped with a Panther engine,
a drag reducing narrow-chord
Townend cowling and wheel spats.
Several sources state that one of
the requirements put forward
was that it should be able to
operate on floats, but this was
never put to the test. Allocated the
serial number ‘403’ the machine
was written off in a crash at
Gardermoen airfield (today’s Oslo
Airport) on August 29, 1933. Like
the Fury, the Jaktfalk was placed
in storage and finally struck off
charge in 1936 – it had been flown
for just 40 hours.
Unfortunately, the results of the
evaluation have been lost in the
mists of time.
That said, the Hærens
Flyvevåpen eventually purchased
four of Armstrong Whitworth’s
graceful-looking Scimitars with
Panther engines, despite them
lacking the structural strength
required for winter operations.
When war broke out on
September 1, 1939, the Hærens
Flyvevåpen was equipped with 12
Gloster Gladiators.
However, according to German
intelligence collated prior to
Operation Weserübung (the
invasion of Denmark and Norway),
it was estimated that the country’s
fighter defences numbered three
squadrons with between 27-36
aircraft each. These included the
aforementioned Gladiators, Twin
Wasp-powered Curtiss Hawk 75A6s and, ironically, several Hawker
Furys! FP
• Thanks to Lennart Andersson,
Mats Averkvist and Kay Hagby
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Last Re
Churchill’s

ABOVE: Hawker Harts

were among the types
likely to be pressed
into service for the
proposed Operation
Banquet; K2096 and
K2098 are pictured
on the northwest
frontier in 1938

MOD/CROWN COPYRIGHT
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ou have only to consider
the numbers of de
Havilland DH.82 Tiger
Moths still flying today
to understand that it was,
without doubt, a fine aircraft.
With its benign handling
characteristics, it proved to be
the perfect primary trainer.
From its introduction in 1932

right through to the 1950s, many
thousands of trainee RAF and
Fleet Air Arm pilots – as well as
airmen from numerous overseas
air forces – learned to fly in this
unassuming but much-loved
two-seater.
However, not even its greatest
admirer could have seriously
cited the biplane as a potentially

credible bomber. During the
summer and autumn of 1940,
when a Nazi invasion of Britain
seemed all but inevitable, this
was nevertheless the unlikely
role for which the Tiger Moth
was considered – and in some
cases, prepared (for details on
the Tiger Moth transformed into
anti-invasion weapon, see Grimly

Resort
Fiendish, FlyPast, May 2019).
The employment of the famous
trainer in an offensive role was
a central element of Operation
Banquet. This desperate plan
was devised by the Air Ministry;
it aimed to muster a motley
assortment of aircraft, including
trainers, obsolete biplanes and
army co-operation Westland

Lysanders, and re-configure
them as ad hoc bombers to mount
a last-ditch defence of the country
against invading German forces,
should Fighter and Bomber
Command’s frontline strength be
wiped out by the Luftwaffe.
Operation Banquet was
conceived in May 1940, as the
German blitzkrieg swept through

Steven Taylor
details the
RAF’s desperate
defence plan in
1940 that would
have thrown
vulnerable
training
aircraft into
frontline
action

France and the Low Countries.
On the 15th, an operational order
was issued by the Air Ministry,
entitled ‘Reinforcement of
Bomber Command with Training
Command aircraft in the event
of an invasion of the United
Kingdom’. Twelve days later, as the
evacuation of Allied troops from
Dunkirk began, this contingency
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ABOVE: De Havilland

Tiger Moth EM836 of
1 EFTS being fitted
with bombs for trials.
In Operation Banquet,
bomb-carrying Tiger
Moths would have
attacked German
troops on the invasion
beaches BAE SYSTEMS

RIGHT: RAF Fighter

Command operations
room at Bentley
Priory in Greater
London during the
Battle of Britain

MOD/CROWN COPYRIGHT

codenamed Banquet. Among the
aircraft earmarked for this reserve
strike force were Avro Ansons of 6
(Training) Group, which would be
hurriedly relocated to 14 Bomber
Command stations near the coast
in the event of enemy forces
landing, along with Lysanders of 22
(Army Co-operation) Group. Even
obsolete Hawker Harts, Audaxes
and Hinds, then still in use as
trainers, were to be utilised.

Desperate measures

Perhaps the most extreme element
of the plan became known as
‘Banquet Light’. This entailed the
basic trainers of the Elementary
Flying Training Schools (EFTS)
– mainly Tiger Moths and Miles
Magisters – being adapted as light
bombers. They were to carry out
level and dive-bombing attacks
98 FlyPast June 2021

“It would be used to
mount a last-ditch
defence of the
country against
invading German
forces”
against German troops storming
British beaches, expected to be
along the south coast, between
Portsmouth in Hampshire and
Ramsgate, Kent.
On July 13, 1940, Training
Command was instructed to
prepare the largest available
number of aircraft for antiinvasion operations. It intended to
form 70 Flights, each comprising
five aircraft, with the force coming
under the operational control of

Army Co-operation. The Tiger
Moths and Magisters would be
flown primarily by experienced
flight instructors, though trainees
at a “reasonably satisfactory”
standard could also expect to
undertake combat missions.
The official order stated: “As the
plan will seriously interfere with
training at EFTS [units] it will
only be put into execution when
the Air Ministry consider that the
situation warrants it.”
De Havilland rapidly dusted
down drawings for bomb racks it
had designed in the early 1930s for
the Royal Iraqi Air Force’s DH.84
Dragons, and 1,500 sets were
quickly produced. The racks could
carry eight 20lb bombs, in one of
two configurations: four under
each wing or all eight beneath the
fuselage, positioned under the rear
cockpit. They could be released
either individually or all at once.
Throughout July, tests were
conducted at RAF Boscombe
Down in Wiltshire with both
Tiger Moths and Magisters. Trials
of the bomb-carrying DH.82s
proved encouraging, with the test
pilots reporting that ordnance
dropped cleanly, without fouling
the aircraft’s fixed undercarriage
when in level flight or in a dive
of between 50-55°. It was also
found that the most effective
configuration of the racks was
under the wings, rather than
beneath the fuselage. With no
bomb sights, pilots instead used
the cross-bracing wires between
the wings to assist their aim.

There were even tests of a ‘heavy’
bomber version of the Tiger
Moth. That summer Hereward de
Havilland – the younger brother
of company founder Geoffrey
– personally conducted trial
flights at the firm’s site in
Hatfield, Hertfordshire, using
a Tiger Moth adapted to carry
a single 240lb bomb. On one
occasion, he reportedly attained
an altitude of 7,000ft while
carrying this payload.

Controversial decision

As well as standard munitions,
there were plans to incorporate
a more contentious weapon into
the Banquet defence scheme. Five
Lysander squadrons were tasked
with spraying mustard gas and
other chemical weapons from
canisters attached to the aircraft’s
sturdy fixed undercarriage.
As mustard gas was notorious
for the devastating effects of
its use during World War One
and consequently banned by
the Geneva Protocol of 1925, its
potential deployment against the
Germans had been a matter of
heated debate within Winston
Churchill’s war cabinet. The Prime
Minister strongly backed its use in
the event of enemy landings. “We
should not hesitate to contaminate
our beaches with gas if this would
be to our advantage,” he said on
May 30, 1940.
Having been given the green
light, the RAF pressed ahead
with trials of Lysanders and

other aircraft equipped with gas
containers. By July, the War Office
was able to report that the RAF
could now mount a “gas attack
from the air on a considerable
scale for a limited period” and that
spraying from low altitude “would
be the most effective method for
dealing with troops on beaches”.
Satisfied that such tactics could
be an effective countermeasure
to invasion, Churchill ordered a
massive increase in the country’s
production of mustard gas, which
reached 350 tons per week by the
end of September.

Invasion panic

The closest the proposed Operation
Banquet came to being activated
was on the night of September 7,
1940. Earlier that day, the Luftwaffe
had launched its first major
bombing raid on London, a strike
that killed more than 400 people.
With nerves fraying, ‘Cromwell’
– the code word meaning a Nazi
invasion had begun – was issued to
several units. In some parts of the
country church bells rang out to
warn of imminent enemy landings.
Supposed sightings of German
paratroopers were also widely
reported that night.
The panic had a particularly
profound effect on one group of
trainee pilots, attached to 3 School
of General Reconnaissance at RAF
Squires Gate in Blackpool. The
off-duty airmen were rounded up
by the police in the town’s pubs
and clubs and flown by Ansons

to RAF Thorney Island in West
Sussex. There the dazed and
bewildered collective saw Tiger
Moths being hurriedly fitted with
bombs – they were informed by
an officer that they were to attack
the German invasion fleet. On
hearing this news, one of the pilots
reportedly fainted.
Of course, the widespread panic
turned out to be a false alarm. As
the threat of invasion diminished,
so the prospect of Operation
Banquet being implemented
began to fade. But invasion fears
persisted even into 1941, and
exercises connected with Banquet
continued until late 1943 when the
concept was finally abandoned.
Had a German invasion taken
place and the plan been enacted,
it is sobering to assess the chances
for the unfortunate RAF pilots.
They would have been at the
controls of slow and vulnerable
training aeroplanes, many of them
relatively outdated biplanes and
without defensive armour, in skies
largely controlled by a potent and
experienced Luftwaffe. Clearly
their prospects would have been
very poor indeed.
Although the pilots stood ready to
do their duty, this was a banquet
for which very few in the RAF
would have had much appetite. FP

BELOW: Around 300
EFTS Tiger Moths
were earmarked for
deployment as part of
Operation Banquet
BAE SYSTEMS

“Had the plan been enacted, it is
sobering to assess the chances
for the unfortunate RAF pilots”
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James ‘Jabby’ Jabara
became a legend during
the Korean War as the
first American jet ace.
For the 70th anniversary
of his combat successes,
Malcolm V Lowe explores
this accomplished
pilot’s achievements

ABOVE: Pilots such
as Jabara made the
F-86 Sabre the most
celebrated fighter
on the UN side in the
Korean War. He was
photographed many
times with Sabres as a
backdrop ALL MALCOLM V
LOWE COLLECTION

A

erial combat between
piston-engined aircraft
yielded many highscoring pilots who
achieved five and
more ‘kills’ to become aces. This
was particularly true during
World War Two, but in the postwar era dominated by jet-versusjet combat in smaller-scale wars
and skirmishes, far fewer military
aviators have had the opportunity
to become aces and amass large
numbers of victories.
One of the limited number
of conflicts that did involve a
considerable amount of aerial
combat between jets was fought
over Korea during the early 1950s.
This allowed several pilots to score
totals that, for the jet era, were
substantial and resulted in the
first aces to emerge from jet-on-jet
fights. It was the arena in which
‘Jabby’ Jabara came to the fore and
became internationally renowned.

“Universally known by his
nickname ‘Jabby’, Jabara was
distinctive by his small stature”
100 FlyPast June 2021

Characterising his flying career, Jabara was famous for
his love of cigars. He is seen here during his frontline
flying in World War Two with his P-51D Mustang,
appropriately named ‘Ceegar Kid’

Fift
een
Cuts

LEFT: The forward
fuselage of Jabara’s
F-86A Sabre 48-257/
FU-257 from the 334th
FIS of the 4th FIW. This
unit was among the
first USAF aerial assets
to deploy for service in
the Korean War

Indeed, the Korean War of 195053 was the first major conflict
in which jet-powered aircraft
duelled in combat; from that point
it became the customary type of
fighter activity. It pitted the best of
Western warplanes against those
designed and manufactured by
the Soviet Union and was an early
representation of the dangers
of the Cold War escalating into
deadly conflict.
The US Air Force (USAF) was
created in 1947 from the US Army
Air Force(s) (USAAF) that had fought
so successfully during World War
Two. The new service, although
considerably reduced in personnel
and frontline materiel, nevertheless
packed a substantial punch due
to its re-equipment with the new
breed of jet fighters and bombers.
By far the best of them was the
superlative North American F-86
Sabre. With its swept-wing design
and (for its time) powerful General
Electric J47 turbojet engine, the F-86
was conclusively the best single-seat
fighter that fought on the United
Nations (UN) side during the Korean
War against North Koreans and
their communist Chinese and
Soviet backers.
North Korea, however, possessed

a fighter every inch the F-86
Sabre’s equal – the Soviet MiG-15
Fagot. A diminutive, swept-wing
fighter, powered by a jet engine
design that originated in Britain,
the ‘Fifteen’ was to prove a very
challenging opponent for USAF
fighters in the classic air battles
over North Korea.
In its initial production F-86A
configuration, the Sabre entered
service with the USAF’s 94th
Fighter Squadron of the 1st
Fighter Wing in 1949 and was
therefore entering increasingly
widespread USAF service at just
the right time for the coming
war over Korea.

Combat beginnings

James Jabara was born on October
10, 1923 at Muskogee, Oklahoma.
He was of Lebanese descent, his
parents originating from a town
in the south of what is present-day
Lebanon. Universally known by
his nickname ‘Jabby’, Jabara was
distinctive by his small stature
(reputedly just 5ft 5in tall), which
potentially stopped him from being
a frontline pilot. Nevertheless, he

A formal photograph
of ‘Jabby’ Jabara later
in his USAF career.
Besides flying F-86
Sabres in the Korean
War, he was also an
accomplished frontline
pilot of the F-104
Starfighter during the
late 1950s

enlisted in the USAAF during 1942
and eventually gained his pilot’s
‘wings’ and a commission as a
second lieutenant at Moore Field,
Texas in early October 1943.
He was subsequently posted
to England and completed two
combat tours, flying the excellent
North American P-51 Mustang
piston-engined fighter. The first
was as a member of the 363rd
Fighter Group (FG) of the Ninth
Air Force, the second with the
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“Jabara’s first taste of jet
combat came in the closing
days of 1950”

Jabara is regarded as
the world’s first jetversus-jet fighter ace.
Pictured here during
his second combat
tour in the Korean War
during 1953, he was
already a national hero
for his exploits during
his first detachment
of 1950-51

355th FG of the Eighth Air Force.
During his time with the 363rd he
achieved 1½ aerial victories (the
half being a shared claim with
another pilot).
He remained in the USAAF after
the war and transitioned to the
USAF on its formation in 1947. This
continuing service gave him the
opportunity to fly a jet fighter for
the first time in 1948, when he
piloted a Lockheed F-80 Shooting
Star. Immediately impressed with
its speed and power, he was later
to become a star himself of this
genre of warplane.

Eastern arena

The Korean War began in June
1950 with the invasion of the
Western-leaning South Korea
by the communist North. A
considerable number of USAF
units were committed to fight over
Korea during the conflict’s early
stages. Among them, crucially,
were squadrons equipped with
the F-86A Sabre. Jabara was then
serving with the 334th Fighter102 FlyPast June 2021

Interceptor Squadron (FIS) of
the 4th Fighter-Interceptor Wing
(FIW). This unit had a lineage that
traced back to its achievements
while flying the P-51 Mustang as
the 4th Fighter Group with the US
Eighth Air Force in England during
World War Two. It became a highly
successful outfit during the new
conflict over Korea.
Deploying to Johnson Air Base,
Japan in November 1950, the wing
was assigned to the USAF’s Fifth
Air Force and was soon involved
in aerial combat with North
Korean fighters. Initially the
North Koreans had been equipped
with a miscellany of propellerdriven warplanes, but help had
come early in the war with the
import of MiG-15 fighters (and
much additional air and ground
equipment). These warplanes
were supplied by the Soviet Union
and flown by seasoned Soviet
pilots (Chinese aviators were also
involved in the conflict), although
this was hotly denied at the time
by the Soviet authorities.

Jabara’s MiG Kill
Credits
1951 (F-86A)
April 3
April 10
April 12
April 22
May 20 x 2

1953 (F-86F)
May 16
May 26 x 2
June 10 x 2
June 18
June 30 x 2
July 15

Note: The aerial victory scores
related in this article are the officially
recognised achievements of USAAF/
USAF fighter pilots as published by the
Albert F Simpson Historical Research
Center/Air University at Maxwell Air
Force Base, Alabama, and in the
writings based on official documents by
Frank Olynyk of the American Fighter
Aces Association.

A line-up of F-86A
Sabres operated by
the 4th FIW, in 1951.
Jabara initially flew
with this unit’s 334th
FIS in combat over
North Korea, although
he was technically on
attachment with the
same wing’s 335th FIS
on May 20, 1951 when
he was acclaimed for
becoming the first
jet ace

Jabara’s first taste of jet combat
came in the closing days of 1950,
and he was credited with the
probable destruction of a MiG-15
on December 30 in the vicinity
of the North Korean town of
Sinŭiju. Situated near the border
with China, this location became
an area of considerable aerial
tussles, with a specific part of
northwestern North Korea, south
of the Yalu River, being referred to
by the Americans as ‘MiG Alley’.
The US fighters were tasked for
a greater part of the air war with
the protection of other UN aerial
assets, particularly USAF Boeing
B-29 Superfortress heavy bombers
being used to considerable
effect against North Korean
infrastructure and industry. They
were also given the chance to seek
and destroy North Korean fighters
whenever this became possible.

Shoot-down success

On April 3, 1951, Jabara was
involved in another dogfight
with North Korean MiG-15s and
was credited with his first shootdown. According to documentation
regarding that occasion, he was
flying an F-86A with which he has
become closely associated, serial
number 48-257 coded FU-257.
He was then a captain. Several
successes quickly followed and he
achieved further ‘kills’ on April 10,
12 and 22. At that point he was one
victory short of becoming an ace.
During that period the 4th FIW

began moving from its Japanese
airfield to Suwon AB in South
Korea, although it had already
forward based some of its assets
on the Korean mainland.
On May 20, 1951, Jabara was
flying as a part of a 4th FIW
formation mainly drawn from
the 335th FIS, which encountered
a large number of North Korean
MiG-15s. On this occasion he
was recorded as piloting F-86A
49-1319 (some sources claim it
was 49-1318). He jettisoned the

Sabre’s underwing fuel tanks,
but one remained with the
aircraft. In theory he should have
aborted his sortie at that point,
but apparently eager to search for
his fifth victory he nevertheless
joined the ensuing melee.
Jabara was subsequently
credited with two MiG-15s shot
down, making his fifth and sixth
victories. He observed one of the
MiGs exploding under fire from
his six .50 cal machine guns,
although he did not see the second
example crash.
Nevertheless, this was a major
achievement and Jabara was
immediately lauded as the first
jet ace. As a result, he was rapidly
removed from operations: he had
instantly become too valuable to
lose in combat.
Returned to the US, Jabara
was hailed as a national hero.
His adopted family home of
Wichita, Kansas held a parade
in his honour. He duly attended
numerous events and interviews,
and eventually made a goodwill
visit to Lebanon and his parents’
home town.
Photographed during his first combat tour
of the Korean War, Jabara appropriately
posed with a line-up of F-86A Sabres of the
4th FIW. In the background is 48-257/FU-257,
the aircraft he flew while achieving his initial
aerial victories
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Hailed in the press as the world’s
first jet fighter ace, Jabara was
awarded the Distinguished
Service Cross, the second highest
American decoration for military
achievement or valour.

Adding to the tally

RIGHT: On return from
his famous combat on
May 20, 1951 when
he ‘made ace’, Jabara
was reputedly carried
in triumph from his
F-86A by two fellow
pilots, apparently reenacted in this image
for the cameras beside
F-86A 49-1318

On his request, Jabara returned
to the front line during early
1953. He rejoined his old unit,
the 4th FIW, which by that time
had moved to Kimpo AB in South
Korea. Promoted to major, he
initially flew the F-86E before
transitioning to the more
powerful F-86F Sabre. His
best-known ‘mount’ was
52-4513/FU-513.
Triumph quickly followed.
On May 16, 1953 he shot
down a MiG-15, and this
was quickly added to
by further successes; a
full list of the victories
officially credited to him
is included on page 102.
By that time the improved
MiG-15bis had entered
North Korean service, but

USAF documentation did not
differentiate between the basic
MiG-15 and its MiG-15bis versions.
The Korean War ended with an
uneasy armistice in July 1953.
Jabara finished the conflict with a
total of 15 MiG kills, which made
him the second highest scoring
USAF pilot of the war.
In the latter stages he had
been involved in a rivalry with
another Sabre pilot, Capt Joseph
McConnell Jr of the 51st FIW, a
competition won by the latter with
a total of 16 MiG-15

F-86 Sabre vs MiG-15
An important role of the Soviet and
Chinese-flown MiG-15s during the
Korean War was to intercept USAF B-29
Superfortresses. The operating altitude
of these bombers gave the MiGs a slight
advantage over their Sabre adversaries
in terms of overall performance – and
in a close dogfight. But at lower levels
the Sabre had the edge, especially in
being able to turn more tightly. Writing
of his combat experiences, Jabara
himself felt the Sabre was superior
below some 30,000ft.
The MiG-15 had greater firepower (2
x 23mm cannon and 1 x 37mm cannon)
compared to the various marks of
F-86s deployed to Korea (6 x .50 cal
machine guns), but the Sabres had far
better computing gunsights. The MiG-15
also had a much superior climb rate,
possessing a finer thrust-to-weight ratio
than the larger and heavier F-86.
Nevertheless, the Sabre was faster
at lower levels. As with all aerial
combat, however, the abilities of the
pilots concerned also played a major
part. Interestingly, some Soviet pilots
of the Korean War were – like their
US counterparts – veterans of combat
in piston-engined fighters during
World War Two.

Jabara seated in an F-86 Sabre. For a time he was one of the
most photographed aviators in the western world, his fame
having spread much further than his native US
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Distinguished duo:
Jabara (centre) with
famous US World War
One fighter pilot Eddie
Rickenbacker (left).
Jabara’s small stature
is obvious

“He observed one of the MiGs exploding under fire
from his six .50 cal machine guns”
victories – all of McConnell’s
‘kills’ were achieved in 1953.

Scoring problems

As with so many incidents during
aerial conflict, some of Jabara’s
air combat victories have come
into scrutiny years after the event.
More recent examination of Soviet
archive documentation has even
called into doubt the timing of
Jabara becoming a jet ace. During
the famous Sabre versus MiG-15
dogfight in which Jabara made his
two shoot-downs and became an
ace, the Soviets recorded just one
MiG-15 being lost and at least one
source suggests that Jabara actually
did not become an ace until his
second Korean tour in 1953.
Jabara remained in the USAF
after the Korean War. In the late
1950s he became specifically
involved with the Lockheed
F-104 Starfighter programme. In
early 1958, he joined the 337th
FIS at Westover Air Force Base,

Massachusetts, flying frontline
F-104s. During the 1958 Quemoy
and Matsu crisis with communist
China, Jabara and the 337th FIS
briefly deployed to Taiwan, where
the Starfighters were flown near
the coast of mainland China for
several weeks to deter Chinese
aggression and ‘fly the flag’.
Jabara was latterly to serve,
albeit briefly, in Vietnam. It was to
be his third and final war, and by
then he was a full colonel.

Tragic ending

It is a sad fact that many wartime
heroes, having survived all that
a conflict can throw at them,
end up succumbing to a needless
peacetime accident. This was
certainly true for Jabara. In
anticipation of a full combat tour
in Vietnam, Jabara with his wife,
son and three daughters intended
to relocate to South Carolina. On
November 17, 1966, he was the
passenger in a Volkswagen being

driven by his 16-year-old daughter
Carol Anne on their way to the
new home, when the car crashed.
Both Jabara and his daughter
subsequently died from their
injuries. They were buried together
at the Arlington National Cemetery
for US military personnel. News
of his death shocked America and
resulted in many tributes. Tragedy
struck again in January 2002 when
his grandson, Nicholas Jabara, was
killed while undergoing USAF pilot
training in a Cessna T-37.
‘Jabby’ remained in high
esteem within the US military
long after his death. Each year
the USAF Academy graduates
association bestowed the ‘Jabara
Award’ to one of its members
whose accomplishments were
particularly noteworthy.
A James Jabara Memorial
Foundation was set up in his
honour, and an airport northeast
of Wichita was renamed the
Colonel James Jabara Airport. FP
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Red Star

Encounter
During a historic fighter sweep over Berlin on April 16, 1945, pilots of 611 and 422 Squadrons, Royal
Canadian Air Force, encountered their Soviet allies aloft for the first time.
Andrew Thomas picks up the story
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A

s the air war
moved towards
its final phases in
early 1945, RAF
Bomber Command
launched frequent raids deep
into Germany, while continuing
to strike the remnants of the
Kreigsmarine surface fleet –
including the pocket battleship
Lützow. Anchored in the shallow
waters of Swinemünde in
Germany’s western Pomerania
(now Poland), the vessel was
targeted by 18 Lancasters of 617
Squadron on April 16.
Their escort for the mission was
the North American Mustang
Mk.IVs of the Hertfordshire-based

Hunsdon Wing comprising 611
and 422 (RCAF) Squadrons. With
611’s Norwegian ace Lt Col Werner
Hosewinckel Christie leading, Sqn
Ldr Mitch Johnston of 442 was at
the head of 12 of his unit’s aircraft.
Taking off from Hunsdon and
turning towards the Baltic
coast soon after 1430hrs, 611
Squadron’s Fg Off Phil Knowles
later recalled: “We were a little
late in making the rendezvous
with [the bombers] over Europe
and they called up to say that if we
did not meet in five minutes they
were going home! We met OK,
the weather was clear over
the target and they bombed
successfully, but the flak

was extremely intense and a Lanc’
was lost. It was a terrible sight to
see such a big machine spiralling
down in flames with bits falling
off. We heard later that the Lutzow
[sic] had been sunk. Swinemünde
was fairly close to the Russians
and we could hear them clearly on
the R/T.”
Despite the loss of Sqn Ldr John
Leonard Powell’s Lancaster with
no survivors, the raid was a
success; the Lützow, hit by a single
12,000lb Tallboy bomb, was sunk.

BELOW: Mustang mix:
Fg Off Len Wilson’s
mount on April 16,
1945 when he shared
in 442 Squadron’s
final ‘kill’ was KH647/
Y2-H – seen here at
Hunsdon around the
time of this historic
action A J MALLANDAINE
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BELOW, RIGHT: During
the skirmish, Fg Off
George Jones
claimed his only ‘kills’
of the war
611 SQN VIA A P FERGUSSON

BELOW: Battle weary:
Sqn Ldr David Seaton
(left) – CO of 611
Squadron – looks
drained as he debriefs
at Hunsdon following
the action on
April 16, 1945
611 SQN VIA A P FERGUSSON

After seeing that 617 was heading
for home, Werner Christie (flying
his personal machine KH790/
WHC) led the Mustangs south on
a fighter sweep towards Berlin.
While the Hunsdon pilots had
heard Russian chatter on the radio
over the Baltic coast, they were
about to encounter their Soviet
counterparts for the first time.
Approaching Berlin, WO John
Greenman of 442 Squadron
reported seeing unusual aircraft,

and 611’s Flt Lt Brian ‘Grouse’
Partridge – piloting KH730/FY-D
– recognised their red stars. He
quickly identified them as a pair
of Soviet Air Force Ilyushin Il-2
Sturmoviks escorted by a gaggle of
Yakovlev Yak-9 fighters.
During a radio interview the
following day, Partridge revealed:
“We got within 100 yards of
them, and as we passed we
waggled our wings in greeting
to our Allies. Several of us gave
the ‘V-sign’ and the Russian
pilots waved to us. It was a great
experience for our squadron to
have the honour of being the
first to meet the Russians.” In
his logbook he noted: “Ramrod
Swinemünde & sweep Berlin area.
Escorted 25 Lancs bombing cruiser
in port area. Excellent bombing;
1 Lanc hit and crashed. Headed
south & made 1st acquaintance
with Russian a/c – 6 YAK 9
fighters & 2 Stormovik bombers.”

Mustang melee

This already eventful mission took
a dramatic turn before the
Hunsdon Wing turned for
home. At 1750hrs while
flying northeast of Berlin at

BELOW: Seen here at

RAF Digby, Lincolnshire
sometime in May 1945,
Mustang Mk.IV KH680/
Y2-B – nicknamed ‘The
Edmonton Special’ –
was allocated to 442
Squadron’s Flt Lt Ken
Charman on April 16
A J MALLANDAINE
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“It was a terrible
sight to see such
a big machine
spiralling down in
flames with bits
falling off”
10,000ft, the Mustang pilots spied
a horde of Luftwaffe machines –
including sleek Messerschmitt Me
262s – parked on the airfield near
the town of Finow. As they did, a
formation of 20 enemy fighters
appeared. Quickly identifying
them as short-nosed Focke-Wulf
Fw 190s, Werner Christie closed in:
“I opened up on the leading aircraft
of a formation of three with a fivesecond burst from a range of about
150 yards. Observing strikes on
portside of the engine and cockpit,
I noticed his starboard wingtip was
also damaged… Smoking badly,
it continued straight ahead, so I
pulled out to port to make another
attack from about 200 yards,
before closing in to about 50 yards
and ending up directly behind.
“I fired several short bursts
lasting about ten seconds and

again observed strikes on the
cockpit, engine and along with the
wings – as I did, the port wing fell
off. The aircraft quickly rolled five
or six times horizontally before it
crashed in flames into a wood.” It
was the 27-year-old Norwegian’s
tenth and final victory.
With a ferocious skirmish
ensuing, the rest of 611 Squadron
also engaged the enemy fighters.
Destroying one and damaging
another, ‘Grouse’ Partridge later
recorded: “I attacked with a long
burst at 400 yards – scoring
strikes first on the rudder, which
seemed to shatter, and then on the
root of the port wing where pieces
fell away. I closed to 150 yards
and gave a short burst seeing hits
on the port side of the fuselage.
The enemy aircraft suddenly
turned very sharply to port and
dived rapidly away – though I
did not see it crash, Plt Off Ward
confirmed it hit the ground.”
By then, at about
4,000ft, ‘Grouse’
spotted another enemy
formation 2,000ft below
him and gave chase: “I
overhauled them fairly
rapidly [and] attacked the

number two at 500 yards – giving
short bursts as I closed. I saw
strikes first on the cockpit and
then all over the fuselage and [it]
slowed down losing height over
the edge of the airfield.” Claiming
this as damaged, he noted in his
logbook: “…spotted 10 Fw 190s in
region of Finow & Eberswalde.
Wing bag 6-3-1. Claim 1 destroyed
& 1 damaged.” However, the
honours of the day went to Fg Off
George Jones...
Hearing there were Fw 190s in the
area, Jones spotted a formation at
5,000ft. Engaging, he recounted:
“I was dead astern of an enemy
aircraft while flying at around
280mph, and opened fire with a
five-second burst – I saw strikes

on the fuselage, before it burst into
flames, plunged down and blew up
on hitting the ground in a nearby
wood. Pieces of the enemy aircraft
flew past me and oil covered my
windscreen, and as I climbed away
into sun [another] Fw 190 dived
past me – my number two, WO
S Mack, fired a burst as it flew
straight into the ground.”

ABOVE: North American
Mustang Mk.IV KH746/
FY-R was being piloted
by 611 Squadron’s
Fg Off Wilding when
the unit encountered
the Soviet aircraft
over Berlin

611 SQN VIA A P FERGUSSON

‘Six Clobbered’

Spotting another enemy machine
below him heading west, Jones
wound his Mustang up to 400mph
and gave chase. He recalled: “I
was unable to see him through
my windscreen until I was about
200 yards behind and just to the
side of him due to the oil. I fired
a short burst and found I was not
scoring hits, so dropped directly
behind him and gave another brief
burst. I saw hits on the fuselage
and mainplane so continued to
fire until it began to fall apart. I
followed it down and saw it crash
into the ground. At the same time,
Mack attacked another FockeWulf, succinctly describing how he

BELOW: The successful
442 Squadron Red
Section poses for
the camera – (front,
left-right) CO Sqn Ldr
Mitch Johnston and Flt
Lt Vince Shenk along
with (rear, left to right)
Fg Offs Len Wilson and
‘Rocky’ Robillard
A J MALLANDAINE
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“…611 claimed five
destroyed, one
probable and two
damaged”
ABOVE: Seen here

posing with a Spitfire,
Norwegian ace Lt Col
Werner Christie led the
Hunsdon Wing during
its successful hunt over
Berlin on April 16, 1945.
He was shot down and
captured just two days
later CHRISTIE

ABOVE, RIGHT: The final
‘kill’ of 611 Squadron’s
war was claimed by
Plt Off Ian Walker,
pictured here. In his
logbook he noted that
it was: “…pouring black
smoke, and rolled over
to port in a dive”
611 SQN VIA A P FERGUSSON

had followed his section leader: “As
we pulled into sun, I saw an enemy
aircraft coming down on us head
on – I was at about 8,000ft. I fired
a two-second burst at a range of
between 250-400 yards, and saw hits
before he shot straight passed me
into the ground.”
Tackling a Fw 190, Ward witnessed
several strikes as it dived away
spewing black smoke – he was
credited with one destroyed and
one damaged. Plt Off Ian Walker
flying KH743 downed another: “I
closed to 100 yards and [fired] a
prolonged burst – seeing strikes on
the fuselage and starboard wing.
The enemy aircraft immediately
rolled over in a gentle dive to port
as parts of the tail fell off.” He wrote
in his logbook: “After meeting some
Stormoviks and 6 YAKS, we ran
into our Hun friends, 6 clobbered.
Got mine finally from 70 yds dead

astern. Started pouring black
smoke, and rolled over to port in a
dive.” In what was the squadron’s
final combat with the Luftwaffe,
611 claimed five destroyed, one
probable and two damaged.
Led by Mitch Johnson, 442
Squadron’s Red Section also
engaged the Fw 190s, albeit in
hazier conditions. During the
subsequent 15-minute fight – its
only engagement with the enemy
while flying the Mustang – Fg
Offs Len H Wilson and Roger
‘Rocky’ Robillard shared in the
destruction of a single FockeWulf, while another was almost
certainly destroyed by American
Flt Lt Vince Shenk.
Of his first combat Len Wilson,
who was flying KH647/Y2-H,
disclosed in his after-action port:
“I was flying Yellow 1 in Ramrod
1542 sweeping Berlin area at

approximately 1750 hours. Yellow
2 (Flg Off Robillard) and I chased
a Fw 190. Yellow 2 gave a short
burst, strikes seen, but he got
out of position to continue the
combat. I was about 1,000 yards
away, closing rapidly to 250 yards,
giving a 2-second burst with 5-10°
deflection, the [enemy aircraft]
caught fire and crashed into a
small wood, exploding.”
Flying Mustang KH668/Y2-T,
‘Rocky’ Robillard revealed: “I
was flying as Yellow 2 in Ramrod
1542 sweeping the area around
Berlin at 8,000ft at... 1750hrs. I
followed my number one and
we chased a Fw 190 – although I
overshot Wilson and found myself
in a position to fire. Engaging the
enemy machine from 400-500
yards, I fired a two-three-second
burst and saw strikes on the port
wing and wing roots, before it
dived to starboard – as if to crash.
But it levelled out leaving me out
of position to continue the combat.
Wilson therefore closed to 250
yards and fired. I saw the aircraft
catch fire and dive into the
woods, exploding.”
While ‘Rocky’ and Wilson were
engaged, Vince Shenk spotted
another ‘190 on the tail of a
Mustang and forced it to break
off, before a long burst from
the Canadian’s guns caused the
German fighter to roll onto its
back and plummet towards the
ground. With the action all but
over Werner Christie reformed
the wing and led it home, both
squadrons having claimed
their final ‘kills’ of the war. The
Mustangs landed at Hunsdon at
2030hrs after their historic and
eventful Berlin rendezvous. FP

Fg Off Art Nowlan sits nonchalantly on the wing of 442 Squadron’s
KH668/Y2-T at Digby in May 1945. On April 16, it was flown by
‘Rocky’ Robillard during the destruction of a Fw 190 A J MALLANDAINE
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Firing a child’s
imagination

Star
letter

I was most interested to read about
the Hawker Fury biplane in the
March issue. When I was six or seven in
1942 or 1943, the Fury was the first aircraft I ever sat in,
an experience which I still remember well. My father,
a Royal Navy man, must have heard that a Fury was on
show at Clewer, near Windsor, and decided to take me,
an acknowledged aeroplane nut, to see it.
As I recall, the Fury was not in camouflage and I don’t
think it had wheel spats on the undercarriage. I do
remember that it had a two-bladed wooden propellor
which was broken, missing half of one of its blades. I
wonder what happened to that inspiring aircraft?
At Eton some years later, I met [Hawker designer]
Sydney Camm’s brother, F J Camm, while out fishing.
He was to model aircraft what his brother was to fullsized ones. They were Windsor boys and both became
highly influential in their fields… Sydney was our
finest and most significant aircraft designer. He was in
the game from Tomtit to Harrier.
At that age I was encyclopaedic on aircraft
recognition and was the arbiter when grown-ups
needed help. The adult that boy turned into became a
pilot with his own much-adored Piper PA23E Aztec,
G-BBSL. He’s now rather part-worn and grounded,
but remains interested and an avid reader of your
excellent publication, for which many thanks.
NEALE EDWARDS
CHARD, SOMERSET

Hawker Fury Mk.I K1938. This aircraft was written off on July 13, 1938
while with 11 Flying Training School at Wittering, Cambridgeshire KEY
COLLECTION
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Cuban Hawker Sea Fury

Mention of the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion in the article about
[warbird legend] ‘Connie’ Edwards (March issue) reminded
me of this photo. It’s interesting to know that British-built
equipment played a part, though whether that’s a positive or
not will depend on your political standpoint. Havana, in Cuba,
might not seem an obvious place to spot a Sea Fury. I believe it
had been supplied to the Batista regime and then taken over by
Castro – by all accounts it proved highly effective.
KEITH OTTO VIA EMAIL

Call of nature
Regarding Atomic Delta in the March issue, the Mirage
IV was a stunning aircraft but the Dassault team failed
to take into account one basic piece of equipment.
Despite being capable of staying airborne for 15 hours
at a time, it was conceived with no “pipi room” as
Bernard Jeanjean described it in the Forces Aériennes
Stratégiques newsletter in 2009. He relates the struggle
its pilots had with Dassault engineers to get some
form of relief tube installed in the aircraft. Not as
straightforward as it sounds, because urine freezes at
–56° at subsonic speeds. Dassault said that designing
one would be too costly and, regarding the risks of
‘pollution’ given the proximity of the potential ‘outlet’
to the radar and radio altimeter , they were reluctant
to incorporate one in the aircraft. A solution was
eventually found, although this had nothing to do with
any foresightedness on the part of Dassault.
NEIL PAGE VIA EMAIL

Hero at Herne Bay
I greatly enjoyed Ken Ellis’s report on
airfields of the north Kent coast in the
March issue. I hope Ken was also able to
see the statue of designer Barnes Wallis.
It stands on a tall plinth, a figure with
hands on hips, binoculars round neck,
gazing seaward. One of his bouncing bomb
prototypes is in the Seaside Museum.
I hope too that Ken popped into All
Saints, Eastchurch, which has a stained
glass window dedicated to the memory
of two pioneers of flight. Designed by
Karl Parsons and erected in 1912, it
commemorates Charles Stewart Rolls
and Cecil Stanley Grace. Rolls was killed
in July 1910 when the tail of his Wright
Flyer broke off during a display near
Bournemouth. Grace disappeared in a
Short S.27 over the Channel in December
1910 when competing for the Baron de
Forest prize for the longest EnglandEurope flight. It is a fitting memorial.
Attempts have failed to resurrect the
airport [Manston]. Its conversion to a
Brexit lorry park isn’t a good omen.
LESLIE SMITH
BILTING, KENT

The stained glass window in All Saints church
LESLIE SMITH

The statue of Barnes Wallis on the seafront in
Herne Bay DAVE INGREY

Canadian connection

Lost over the moors

Thank you for the great piece on the Boeing B-47
Stratojet (January issue). It’s a testament to America's
commitment to air power that they bought more
than 2,000 of what was initially thought to be an
unsuccessful aircraft. I was pleasantly surprised to note
your coverage of one little-known use of the aircraft
– as a testbed for the Orenda Iroquois advanced turbojet
slated for Canada’s Avro CF-105 Arrow.
I noted a few other Canadian links in that issue's Ice
Aces article about the pioneering days of Antarctic
aviators. I spotted the DHC-2 Beaver on wheel-skis,
circling overhead the upturned Auster in the lead
photo. The other aircraft of note is the BarkleyGrow floatplane. Although they were built in the US
(Canadian Car and Foundry bought the rights, but did
not build any), most were used in Canada, many as
bushplanes on skis and floats. Of the 11 produced, all
three survivors are in museums in Alberta.
I encountered one based in northern Manitoba
around 1960. It’s sobering to think that this was only
20 years after your historic photo was taken, but is
now a 60-year-old memory for me!
Talk about 'relics'!
CHARLES J JENNISSEN

I enjoyed the excellent Classics feature by Malcolm V
Lowe on the Hawker Fury biplane (March issue). George
‘Ben’ Bennions flew the type with 41 Squadron before
the war, but he had one flight that nearly cost him his
life. On a routine navigation exercise he flew to North
Coates in Lincolnshire, then set off home. He decided
to fly up the coast to Scarborough then turned on to a
westerly course. It became a desperate fight for survival.
As he flew over the North York Moors the cloud base
steadily lowered until he was forced to climb, as the
highest part of the moors was at more than 1,300ft. As
he ascended, his wings started icing up to the point
that he couldn’t get any more height. He said: “After
several minutes in this situation I decided to end this
nightmare and pushed the stick forward. As I broke
cloud I was diving down a notch on the edge of the
moors [where the B1257 from Helmsley crosses to
Stokesley]. I couldn’t believe my luck. I wasn’t certain
where I was but saw a bus below. I circled it and saw it
was indicating Stokesley. Bingo!”
He later became a successful fighter pilot in the Battle
of Britain and was awarded the DFC, flying Spitfires
with 41 Squadron – but with skills acquired in a Fury.
IAN GILBERT

ALBERTA, CANADA

PITLOCHRY, SCOTLAND
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Polar pioneer
Robin Evans’s feature Ice Aces in the January issue was
interesting, but I’d like to mention another of the foremost
British pioneers of mid-1930s polar aviation, Wilfred
‘Wally’ Hampton.
His first such venture was with the British Arctic Air
Route Expedition led by ‘Gino’ Watkins in the early ’30s.
Wally was just 25 at the time. Having studied aviation
engineering he was the house builder, pilot, mechanic and
general 'fixer'. They lived with the eskimos in Greenland
and learned hunting and survival skills. Hampton made
considerable design improvements to their sledges while the
local people turned out to be very good at stretching Irish
linen over Tiger Moth wings when repairs were required.
The two biplanes were used for mapping and laying out food
and fuel dumps for the sledge parties. They operated on either
skis or floats depending on the season. As a finale, Hampton

‘Civvies’ in military clothes
The December 2020 issue featured a good article by Ken Ellis
about the Imperial Airways fleet of Handley Page HP.42/45s,
as well as the Armstrong Whitworth Ensigns and Short L.17
airliners. Their subsequent service in the RAF (or as civilian
aircraft) was sometimes recorded in the annals of 609
Squadron – all three had parts to play in the unit’s early years.
Mobilised on August 24, 1939, the squadron was ordered
north from Yeadon, Yorkshire, to Catterick for five weeks.
Transport was partly provided by two commandeered
delivery trucks and a pair of Ensigns. At Catterick, 609
collected a full complement of Spitfires, before moving to
Kinloss in Scotland after short stays at Drem and Acklington,
Northumberland. On January 14,
1940, 42 airmen and an officer were
taken from Kinloss down to Drem
by an HP.45 Heracles. However, snow
and gales featured that winter – and
while HP.42s and ‘45s passed through
occasionally, they often ended up
snowed in or nearly bogged down.
Worse was to follow. On April 14,
Short L.17 Scylla [one of only two made;
the other was named Syrinx - ED]
landed at Drem to collect Imperial
Airways ferry pilots. A gale was
brewing. Although accounts suggested
the aircraft was picketed down but
later broke free, the definitive report
comes from the 609 Squadron duty
pilot, Sgt John Beard. As the L.17’s Capt
Payne relaxed in the Officer’s Mess,
Beard became concerned that the four114 FlyPast June 2021

and John Rymill decided to sledge, walk and kayak from
the east to west coast of Greenland, completely unsupported.
They might have perished but, being very tough, they just
kept going. They were a month overdue on arrival and
search parties had been called off.
Later that decade and at the other end of the world, the
British Graham Land Expedition was led by Rymill,
Wally’s great friend, with Hampton second in command.
They took a Fox Moth which had a two-man passenger
cabin. This time they were mapping, and used sledges and
huskies to get about as they had been taught in the earlier
Arctic expedition.
There is much archive material in the records of the
Scott Polar Research Institute within Cambridge University,
and I am grateful for the detailed information supplied
by Wally's son.
WG CDR IAN GAWN RAF (RTD)
SCILLÉ, FRANCE

engined biplane was visibly rocking in the strengthening
wind. In a phone call to Payne, Beard expressed his concern
but was told not to worry. Increasingly anxious, he made two
further calls, which received similar responses. Calling for
a fourth time, Beard informed Payne that his aircraft had
assumed an inverted position.
The stricken machine was leaking 87-octane aviation spirit,
so 609 groundcrew mounted a guard to ensure that only its
own squadron could collect the fuel in cans, later to be used
for running cars and motorcycles. Witnesses reported that the
radio operator, as duty crewman in Scylla, had appeared in
the rear doorway to answer a call of nature when the aircraft
went over. He was reported to be shaken but unharmed!
DAVID DARLEY
PRESIDENT, 609 (WR) SQUADRON ASSOCIATION

An archive view of Short L.17 G-ACJJ ‘Scylla’ KEY COLLECTION

Quelle surprise
In keeping with the distinctly Gallic flavour of the March issue,
I am composing this between glasses of Cognac and prior to
lighting another Gauloise. While I enjoyed the cover feature
on Pierre Clostermann, the pièce de résistance was the article
on the Mirage IVA. It does not seem so many years ago that the
publication of such a feature would have been inconceivable,
such was the secrecy surrounding France’s nuclear deterrent.
The type was rarely seen outside France and never at UK
military airshows. I wonder if it ever attended Farnborough, as
I don’t recall a mention of it in any report down the years.
While they did occasionally participate in UK air exercises,
they invariably flew round-robin missions from their home
bases and never landed in Britain, unlike the Mirage IIIs and
Jaguars. It was not until RIAT 2000 at Cottesmore that I saw
one on static display (although one had previously attended in
1994). By then it had been relegated to reconnaissance duties,

having ceded the nuclear strike role to the Mirage 2000N. It is
also worth noting that one of the units that operated the type (EB
1/93 ‘Guyene’) had previously served as 346 Squadron, French
Air Force, at Elvington, now home to the Yorkshire Air Museum,
which has the only example of the type in the UK.
MICK BRITTON VIA EMAIL
A Mirage IVA at Cottesmore in 2000 MICK BRITTON

In praise of the ATA

Comet in the spray

I read the excellent article about aviator Amy Johnson
in the February issue of with a degree of sadness, as
my mother knew Amy in the Air Transport Auxiliary
(ATA) during World War Two.
She said that Amy was always a rather unhappy
soul. She also knew Amy's ex-husband, the pilot Jim
Mollison, who also served in the ATA.
There are many theories about Amy's demise, not
least the rumour that she was carrying a secret agent
to France. All rather fanciful, methinks.
Many of the ATA pilots suffered the same fate
as Amy – notably Susan Slade, who was lost in a
Wellington near to Little Rissington. The pressure
to deliver aircraft in wartime must have been very
great and combined with poor winter weather you
have a recipe for disaster.
As an aside, my mother noted that the name of
one of her friends – Irene Arkless – was missing
from the ATA memorial. Irene was killed when her
Airspeed Oxford hit a house shortly after take-off.
I contacted [ATA legend] Lettice Curtis about this
and she told me that the official records indicated
that Irene had left the ATA. Lettice was grateful to
me for pointing out the error and I got a lovely letter
from her. Consequently, Irene's name was added to
the memorial at White Waltham, which gave both
my mother and I great pleasure.
All things considered, the ATA pilots did a sterling
job during the war, not least releasing other pilots
to serve on the front line.
SQN LDR MICHAEL BARNES

Regarding readers’ Comet memories, my anecdote dates
from my plane-spotting visits to Heathrow as a 13-yearold, around 1965. Aircraft were landing on a soaked
runway 23, while my friends and I were stationed at
the west end of the Queens Building for a good view.
A United Arab Airlines Comet landed and employed
reverse thrust to assist braking on the wet surface. To
our amazement, it almost disappeared from view as the
fuselage and most of the wings were obscured by spray
– only the tips of the tail fin and wings and the nose
remained visible. We couldn’t believe what we’d seen,
but sadly didn’t have a camera handy. Later, I realised
this must have been a fairly common occurrence for
aircraft such as the Victor, Vulcan and Nimrod.
PHILIP COLE

SLEAFORD,
LINCOLNSHIRE

GILLINGHAM, KENT

In FlyPast...

5 years ago

Our June 2016 edition reflected on the
air component of Operation Barbarossa,
Germany’s ultimately ill-fated invasion of Russia.

10 years ago

This issue put the legendary Hawker Hunter jet in the
spotlight, examined Lancaster ‘ops’ over the Ruhr
and described Vulcan XH558’s move to a new home.

20 years ago

Two decades ago we detailed the discovery of a
Spitfire off the coast of Egypt, and broke the
news of SR-71 and T-33 roll-outs at Duxford.
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JOB VACANCY

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Historic Aviation
Are you incredibly motivated?
Does historic aviation course through your veins?
Do you have journalistic experience and
want to be part of a thriving team?

Your Aviation Destination

Then Key Publishing has the perfect opportunity for you!
For 40 years, FlyPast – Britain’s biggest-selling monthly
publication dedicated to vintage aviation – has been at the
heart of the ever-growing warbird scene, reporting on restorations
and airshows, and offering in-depth historical perspective.
Its sister title, Aeroplane, has been published for more than a
century, while the recently launched www.key.aero is packed with fantastic
digital content. These brands are a cornerstone of Key Publishing – the
renowned multi-platform media company based in Stamford, Lincolnshire.
We are looking for a capable and confident Assistant Editor to join us. Likely
reporting to the Editor of FlyPast, you should have a keen interest in historic aviation
and all manner of vintage flying subjects, along with a firm grasp on the warbird
world’s comings and goings.
What will be expected of you in supporting the editorial team:
• Managing/briefing contributors and editing their submissions
• Compiling news for digital and print platforms
• Reporting on airshows and other historic aviation-related events
• Conducting interviews and stepping in front of the camera
• Assisting in the planning and production of magazines
• Managing and co-ordinating editorial content – both in print and online
This is a full-time role, with some in-office working at our HQ in Stamford,
Lincolnshire. Some weekend work and UK/foreign travel should be expected.
Please apply via https://www.keypublishing.com/vacancies/

As part of your subscription, you can
now enjoy even more FlyPast, more
often with the launch of Key.Aero
Visit Key.Aero and
use your customer ID
and email address to
register today for
your exclusive access
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Aerial arsenal
www.canfora.se

USAAF AIRCRAFT
WEAPONS OF WWII,
TOM LAEMLEIN, SBK,
ILLUS, 160PP, £26.99
It is rare that aircraft
enthusiasts are treated
to a book focused
solely on airborne
armament. This lavishly
illustrated title from
Swedish publisher
Canfora excels in its
efforts to highlight the
f
bombs, machine guns,
Product Oth
cannon and rockets
The Mon
toted by flying machines of the United States
Army Air Corps in World War Two. The initial
thrust centres on weapons fitted to types such as
the P-38, P-39, P-40, P-47 and P-51; some are shown in
their ‘bare’ state as well as installed. Bombers are not
ignored, as there are many studies of the defensive guns
equipping the A-22, A-26, B-17, B-24 and other types. One
fascinating section centres on the multiple strafing guns
fitted to B-25 Mitchells – these were fixed in the nose, and/
or on the fuselage. The imagery is mainly black and white,
startlingly clear for the most part, although colour shots
are included and often reveal the paint and metal hues of
the ammunition. Other standout subjects include the M10
triple rocket launcher along with bombs seldom seen in
general aircraft/unit histories, such as the rarer AN-M41
fragmentation ‘packages’ and M56 4,000lb bombs. Much
thought has gone into the photo selection, which includes
some airframes rarely seen in print. A superb book for
historians, enthusiasts and modellers. It’s available in the
UK from www.panzerwrecks.com

Long-winged spies
www.casematepublishers.co.uk

HUNT FOR THE U-2, KRZYSZTOF DABROWSKI, SBK,
ILLUS, 72PP, £16.95
This revealing book focuses on the interception
of US reconnaissance aircraft by the Soviet
Union and other Communist nations from 19591968. Well written and illustrated, it is a must for
anyone interested in ‘spy’ flights. No examination
of the subject would be complete without details
of that most famous of shoot-downs – American
118 FlyPast June 2021

Quintessentially
British
www.thehistorypress.co.uk

SECRET SPITFIRES: BRITAIN’S HIDDEN CIVILIAN ARMY, KARL
HOWMAN AND ETHEM CETINTAS WITH GAVIN CLARKE, HBK,
ILLUS, 191PP, £20
As Germany took the war to Britain in 1940, there was
one thing above all that stood in its way, the Spitfire. New
airframes were rolling off the production line almost as
fast as the Luftwaffe was downing them. To prevent Spits
reaching frontline squadrons, German high command
ordered the bombing of Supermarine’s Southampton
factories on September 24 and 26. With the sites all but
destroyed, they were convinced they had permanently
halted manufacturing; little did they know that ‘good
old British ingenuity’ would soon have round-the-clock
production up and running within months, using dozens
of secret locations within 50 miles of Southampton. This is
the story of how Supermarine’s clandestine workforce of
women, children and non-combatant men built Spitfires
in garages, hotels, barns, bus depots and even houses. Five
chapters are generously
illustrated with modern
and period imagery,
while the narrative
reveals the planning and
execution behind this
huge undertaking. Firsthand accounts detail the
lives of the workers, said
to have been responsible
for the manufacture of
almost half of all Spitfires.
A remarkable story of
willpower, secrecy, daring
and determination.
U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers was captured and
imprisoned temporarily in the USSR. However,
there is much more to learn here, and the book has
detailed narrative on all manner of interceptions.
It includes details of the aircraft employed (such
as the Su-9, MiG-19 and MiG-21) and ground-based
anti-aircraft systems. Inevitably, the U-2’s missions
over Cuba during the Missile Crisis are explored, as
are the flights performed by the Republic of China
Air Force (Taiwan) with U-2s and RB-57As. Maps,
tables, diagrams, colour profile artwork and other
illustrations provide context, helping to illuminate
exactly how U-2s were countered. An excellent read.

‘Chota’ in action
www.militarysignaturearchive.co.uk

HURRICANE PRINT, £105
If aviation art is your thing, or you’re considering
taking the plunge into collecting for the first time,
this could be a worthwhile option. This print by
Darryl Legg depicts Sqn Ldr Frank ‘Chota’ Carey
in his Hurricane Mk.IIb Trop while in combat
with Japanese Ki-27 Nates over Burma during

Island wings
secretary@ciss.uk

PIONEER AVIATION IN
THE CHANNEL ISLANDS
VOLUMES ONE AND TWO,
ROGER E HARRIS, SBK, ILLUS,
278PP/306PP, £30 EACH
A staggering amount of
research has gone into these
glorious books. Author Roger
Harris is a member of the
Channel Islands Specialists’
Society and while you might
assume that the islands’
aircraft history is a niche
subject, it turns out to be
fascinating and the interesting types involved will appeal to
enthusiasts. Volume One goes up to 1933, while the second
focuses on 1934-47. Flying boats and floatplanes loom large,
with types such as the Felixstowe, Sea Eagle and Calcutta
appearing, but it also studies stunt and joyride flying, the first
landplane to alight on Guernsey (and many other debuts),
as well as the inaugural Jersey Aerial Pageant. Volume Two
documents many firsts, especially in the era when aviation
tourism became more common. Besides the many splendid
photos, there are scans of tickets, advertising posters and
timetables and the value of some of the ephemera pictured is
supplied. To order, contact CISS secretary Richard Flemming
via e-mail: secretary@ciss.uk or write to: 64 Falconers Green,
Burbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 2SX, UK. There’s a £5
P&P charge per volume for UK orders. The CISS is offering
FlyPast readers a discount: both volumes for £40 plus P&P.

SAC’s big stick
www.haynes.com
CONVAIR B-36 PEACEMAKER 1949-59, DAVID
BAKER, HBK ILLUS, 220PP, £25
As the first post-war nuclear deterrent
system operated by the USAF’s Strategic Air
Command, the enormous B-36 melded piston
and jet power. It will also be ever-famous as
the star of the James Stewart film Strategic Air
Command, before ‘Jimmy’ eventually flies the
B-47. Haynes’ book, in its long-running Owners’
Workshop Manual series, tells the full story of
this behemoth bomber, from its inception to

World War Two. It’s mounted impressively and
includes all-metal RAF wings, a pencil sketch
of Carey, the pilot’s signature and a replica
Distinguished Flying Cross. Do note that the
personal ‘FR-C’ codes shown on the fuselage
are speculative, as evidence of this airframe
wearing them is elusive. The print can also be
supplied framed for £125, with either silver or
gun metal hues, and all come with a certificate
of authenticity.

Against the odds
www.lulu.com

THE TAIL OF THE LIZARD: THE ADVENTURES OF VITTORIO
DALL’ANESE, FLIGHT ENGINEER, ANNAMARIA DALL’ANESE,
HBK, ILLUS, 128PP, £19.99, EBOOK £7.75
Like many who fought during World War Two, Vittorio
Dall’Anese was a quiet and unassuming man who rarely, if
ever, spoke of his experiences as a flight engineer with Italy’s
Regia Aeronautica. But as time passed Vittorio realised he
needed to tell his story. Spending countless hours alone with a
voice recorder, he entrusted just one person with his thoughts
and memories – his granddaughter, Annamaria. Aged just
nine when her ‘nonno Vittorio’ died, it was 15 years before
she dug out the tapes and heard his voice again. Listening
to his tales of perilous flights, heart-stopping action during
Italy’s North African campaign, tragedy, courage, betrayal and
sabotage, she realised the significance of his words, both as a
history and as a first-hand
account of the desires, fears
and passion of war. This
is the result. In a series of
short, heartfelt chapters,
the narrative reveals a man
who thought the only life
worth living was one in the
skies. Lavishly illustrated,
the author has intertwined
her own thoughts and
impressions, adding to an
already gripping story. An
incredibly humble and
eye-opening effort.
retirement and is packed with superb photos of
the machine. There is a pleasing array of colour
images, but even the black and white shots are
clear and detailed. All the bomber sub-types
are explained, along with the reconnaissance
variants, but the narrative also runs to the
XP-85 Goblin parasite fighter (trialled on the
’36), and other special projects. Many works in
this series provide a section on operating a live
example of the subject aircraft, but as there is
no ‘warbird’ B-36, the book instead delves into
the type’s day-to-day workings via accounts
from former aircrew. With factory drawings
and charts among the interesting text, this is
an excellent foray into the subject.
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FlyPast reviews our pick of the things to spend your money on

Hinomaru rising
www.casematepublishers.co.uk

PACIFIC PROFILES VOLUME ONE, MICHAEL JOHN
CLARINGBOULD, SBK, ILLUS, £26.95
It’s always good to see more material on the Pacific air
war, and this artwork-focused book ticks many boxes for
those interested in the colours and markings of Japanese
aircraft. The red-circle Hinomaru, or ‘meatball’ as it was
known to the Allies, was a unifying insignia on flying
machines that often looked very different in terms of their
paint schemes. This softback examines the fighters of the
Imperial Japanese Army Air Force during operations over
New Guinea and the Solomons in 1942-44. It’s claimed the
artwork is the most accurate to date. Chapters are based
around individual units,
preceded by an overview
of Japanese aircraft in the
South Pacific and technical
facts about markings. Each
unit is covered generously,
with a mix of colour profiles
and three-views depicting
the Ki-43, Ki-45 and Ki-61;
it’s pleasing to see renderings
of captured aircraft in US
markings. Black and white
photos and some in colour
provide further illustration
in this worthy study.

Saluting friend and foe
https://shop.keypublishing.com

VICTORY 1940: THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN AS NEVER
SEEN BEFORE, JOHN DIBBS AND TONY HOLMES,
SBK, ILLUS, 224PP, £16.99
At the time of writing this review in late February 2021, there
was just one known surviving Battle of Britain pilot. This
makes the new edition of this masterful 224-page book all
the more poignant, taking you into the heart of the battle. Led
by an insightful foreword from Battle of Britain ace Wg Cdr
Tom Neil, Victory 1940 is a pictorial chronology spread across
11 chapters. Painstakingly restored period images share the
pages with stunning modern day air-to-air photographs of
surviving examples of types that fought during that defining
summer. With firsthand accounts, combat reports and analysis,
the well researched narrative uncovers the determination and
respect for each other that fliers on both sides carried into the
air. More importantly, it highlights the devotion to duty in the
face of insurmountable odds. There is, as Tom Neil stated, “a
need to implant
in the minds
of the young,
the gallantry
and sacrifices
of those who
fought in
the Battle of
Britain”. Victory
1940 does
just that!

Cold War vanguards

Boeing bomb-hauler

https://shop.keypublishing.com

www.schifferbooks.com

BRITISH FIGHTERS OF THE 1970S AND ’80S, CHRIS GOSS,
SBK, ILLUS, 96PP, £14.99
Key Publishing’s book stable now features this photographic
study of British interceptors through the later part of the Cold
War. Focusing on the now iconic English Electric Lightning
and the mighty McDonnell Douglas Phantom, it shows both
aircraft in all their glory, using a worthy collection of mostly
colour images. Author and FlyPast contributor Chris Goss
charts the course of these capable defenders via images from
the David Howley collection,
and a creditable number of
units and colour schemes
are represented. The ‘Senior
Service’ also gets a lookin as Fleet Air Arm F-4s
are included as well as a
section on the period in
which the RAF leased former
US Navy airframes, the
latter designated F-4J(UK).
With informative captions
throughout, this is a walletfriendly examination of these
exciting historic jets.
120 FlyPast June 2021

B-29 SUPERFORTRESS, VOL.1, DAVID DOYLE, HBK, ILLUS,
128PP, £19.99
Famous for its devastating atomic bomb drops on the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the B-29 is
nevertheless overshadowed by the B-17 Flying Fortress and
B-24 Liberator. Schiffer Publishing redresses the balance here
with its first volume on the Superfortress, which covers the
XB-29, B-29A/B, ‘Silverplate’ atom-capable airframes and the
camera-equipped F-13/F-13A reconnaissance variants. While
the B-17 and B-24 were famed for elaborate nose art, this book
demonstrates that the Superfortress was also no slouch in that
department. There are images of art-adorned airframes such
as Lucky Lady, Thumper, Lady Mary Anna to prove that point,
as well as Silverplate machines Strange Cargo, Straight Flush,
Bockscar and others. Close-up
photos reveal a wealth of detail
and extensive images of museum
exhibits also tell the story. Serial
number and production block
lists are present too, as is a section
on experimental XB-39 and
XB-44 machines. Schiffer titles
are available in the UK from:
www.gazellebookservices.co.uk

FURTHER
READING FROM

If you enjoy FlyPast, you may also
be interested in Key Publishing’s range of
market-leading magazines and specials.
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Centenary salute

RAAF anniversary tribute flight

Mussolini’s Sparrowhawk
FlyPast Classics: Savoia SM.79

Ton-up debut

The USAAF’s first 100+ bomber raid

On sale in UK shops May 27*
or see page 84 for our latest
money-saving subscriber offers
*Overseas deliveries are likely to be after this date
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A UNIQUE AND OFFICIALLY LICENSED TRIBUTE TO THE RAF

MEN'S STAINLESS STEEL PENDANT
OFFICIALLY LICENSED BY
THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
FEATURES THE ICONIC
RAF HERALDIC BADGE
SOLID STAINLESS STEEL
AND GOLD-PLATING

AN OFFICIALLY LICENSED RAF
STAINLESS STEEL PENDANT
Just over a century ago, King George V authorised a new, prestigious and
highly-skilled branch of the British military – the Royal Air Force. Since
that moment in 1918, this aviation force has forged a lead in all aspects
of air defence, peace-keeping and conﬂict participation – including playing
a strategic role in WWII’s Battle of Britain. Commemorate this leading
military force with the RAF Stainless Steel Men's Pendant – ofﬁcially licensed
by the Royal Air Force and only available from The Bradford Exchange.

PENDANT REVERSE
FEATURES THE
RAF MOTTO AND
PILOTS' WINGS
BREVET

Expertly handcrafted from rugged and durable solid stainless steel, this discshaped pendant features the prestigious RAF heraldic badge – an insignia
steeped in history. First used in 1918, it depicts an eagle superimposed on
a circlet, surmounted by a crown. This pendant design element gleams with
rich gold-plated detailing. The pendant is trimmed with a rope-style border,
whilst the back is engraved with the Pilots' Wings Brevet in addition to the
inspiring RAF motto: ‘Per Ardua Ad Astra’ (‘Through Adversity To The Stars’).

ONLY AVAILABLE FROM THE BRADFORD
EXCHANGE - ORDER YOUR PENDANT TODAY!
This ofﬁcially licensed jewellery is accompanied by
a custom-designed presentation case, a Certiﬁcate
of Authenticity and our famous 120-day moneyback guarantee. It is available for just 4 interest-free
instalments of £19.99 – that’s only £79.96 (plus
£7.99 S&S)*. Pay nothing now – simply complete
and return your Priority Order Form today!

ORDER FORM

Please Respond Promptly
To: The Bradford Exchange, PO Box 653, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 4RA

YES! Please order __ (Qty) of the RAF STAINLESS STEEL
MEN'S PENDANT for me as described in this advertisement.
Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)

(PLEASE PRINT)

Address

FASTEST WAY TO ORDER

www.bradford.co.uk/rafdiscpendant

003 0019

and quote reference code 391999

xxxxxx_526DIA1901_210x297 6mm_NCA MASTER_RHP.indd 1

PAY NOTHING NOW

Complete today or Call 0333 003 0019

RAF logos are trade marks of the UK Secretary of State for Defence and used under licence.
© The Bradford Exchange. * S&S - Shipping & Service. Oﬀer applies to UK only. Our guarantee is in addition to the
rights provided to you by consumer protection regulations. 526-DIA19.01

Or call our 24hr hotline on 0333

Shown larger than actual size.
Pendant measures 1 inch (2.5 cm) in diameter.
Stainless steel chain measures 24 inches (61 cm) in length.

Postcode

(PLEASE PRINT)

Telephone

Mobile
Email Address
Applicants must be aged 18 or over. Please note, we may
contact you via mail, email and mobile with information
about your reservation. For details of our privacy policy,
please go to www.bradford.co.uk/privacypolicy or contact
us at the above address or phone number.
Order Ref:391999
526-DIA19.01
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E U R O P E A N W A R B I R D & V I N TA G E A I R C R A F T B R O K E R S
based in Kent England ~ selling the finest aircraft worldwide
Boeing Stearman N2S-3 Kaydet N75TQ has become exclusively for
sale with Eagles Eleven. Built in 1941 this legendary WW2 trainer was
based at Corpus Cristi in Texas, the aircraft was fully restored by the
experts at priory Farm In Norfolk and is one of the finest examples
we have seen. The Continental W670 220Hp engine has just 5 hours
since it was zero timed. Currently based at Priory Farm, Norfolk, UK.

CONTAC T
Rob Stewart
Phone +44 (0)
7841 764199

Ian Jones
Phone +44 (0)
7469 249925

Email rob@eagles11.com
or ian@eagles11.com

Find us on social media

Photo Copyright: Rob Stewart

Facebook

@ eagles11.co

Full details available on our website: W W W . E A G L E S 1 1 . C O M

Instagram

@ eagleseleven

Indesign-file-for-N75TQ
Pilot New Design 2021.indd 1
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SUBSCRIPTIONS: 1 Wothorpe Road, Stamford, Lincs.
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inclusive for six issues. Overseas rate £10.90 inclusive for
six issues. Airmail rates available on request.
Published by Key Publishing Ltd., 1 Wothorpe Road,
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by Arty Type, Grosvenor House, Eastgate, Whittlesey,
Peterborough. Colour process by Mr Repro, 4th Floor,
9 Northburgh Street, London. Tel: 01-251-0681.

This 40th anniversary reprint of our
first issue was given away free with
FlyPast, June 2021. Published in April
2021 by Key Publishing Ltd, PO Box
300, Stamford, Lincolnshire PE9 1XQ.
All material is ©
copyright Key
Publishing Ltd and no part of it may
be reproduced in any form without the
publisher’s prior permission. The archive
nature of all the material means the
advertising included is represented purely
for editorial perspective and we are
unable to guarantee the bona fides of any
of this anniversary reprint’s advertisers.
Reprint printed by William Gibbons
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